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It seems to me that (luring the last
few years there has been much iu conditions apparently beyond human control that have tended to dishearten farmers, especially those living upon what
are known as grain growing farms.
In 1901 the (lessiau tly ruined thousands of acres of what promised to be an
excellent wheat crop, besides doing
much damage in rye and barley fields,
thus entailing a loss t<? the farmers of
New York state al<>ne that is estimated
I at upward of £{,000,000. Some of the
j best orchards in the state were entirely
stripped of their foliage by the tent
caterpillar, ami the crop was ruiued. In
1
1902 farmers were very.seriously hinderί ed in their work by weather conditions,
and, while the rainfall was actually less
than in some other years, it was so distributed that the ground seemed always
too wet to work, so that planting and
sowiug iu season and iu good condition
were impossible, ami later the growing
crops could not be cleaned aud cared for
in a way to produce satisfactory growth
and yield.
The present season started in with
drouth, which was unusually severe all
through the Eastern States, so that tit
ting tùe laud and planting the seed have
been very seriously interfered with, and
the old rule, "One extreme follows another", seems to hold true in the present
instance, for the drouth lia» been followed by excessive raiufall, which has hindered crop cultivation ami is now making
the work of curing aud housing the hay
crop slow and uncertain. Worst of all
is the problem of help on the farm,
which seems to be growing more and
more complex as the years come and go.
In many sections it is impossible to secure as much help as is needed to till the
farms thoroughly, and the quality of
what help is secured is in many cases
very poor, too often being those men
who are too unsteady, too inactive or
unreliable to tind employment in any
other kind of work. Large manufacturing establishments and public works
are employing greater numbers of laboring men than ever before, aud in most
instances they get the best. Iu some
sections the men on the farms are being
drawn into larger uuions, and are demanding $50 a month for the season,
> with board,
washing and ironing, nine
hours for a day's work, half holiday on
Saturday, 30 per ceut additional pay for
] extra time worked aud free keep for a
horse. Surely it seems to be true to-day
:
when Job wrote: "The servant
as
ί
earnestly desireth the shadow." As to
meals three
; help iu the house to provide
times a day, to do the washing and ironand make the but; ing, to care for milk
| ter, well, there isn't any in most houses.
j Not because good help is not needed and
appreciated, but simply because there is
' none to be had at any price. And the
entire labor of the farm house is too
ofter thrown upon the housewife, who is
thus deprived of needed recreation, of
the benefits of society and of any opportunity to enjoy life such as she is enti-

Maine.

ΡΚΟΚΛΤΕ NOTICES.

of the Estates

Τ> *11 («ersons Interested
Hereinafter name·! :
At » Probate Court, held at Paris, In an<l
for the County of < «xford, on the third Tuesday of
July. In the year of our Lord one thousand
The following matter
nine hundred and three.
having !>een presented for the actlou thereupon
hereinafter Indicated, It is hereby 1 ikdkkkd :
iltM thereof be glveu to"all persons Inte re-ted, by causing a copy of this onler to be
three weeks successively tn the Oxpublished
font Ivmocrat, a newspaper published at South
Parts, In -aid County, that they may appear at a
Prolate Court to be hel<l at Rumford Kail.-.
on trie thirl Tuesday of August, A. D. 190S. at t»
of ir e clock In the forenoon, ami be heard there
υβ If they see cause.
In either

CYRUS RAMSDKLL late of Hebron, deceased will and petition for probate then-of pre«4·nte I by Willie B. Kamsdell.thc executor therein name·!.
tBBIK Λ. FULLER late of Oxfonl, deceased ;
will κηΊ petition for probaie thereof presented
l»y ( harles 1* Fuller, wblower.

M'.NKR K. (jlBR·* late of Porter, deceased;
petition for the appointment of Edward Glbbs
»r some other suitable person as administrator,
presented by Edward (jlbbs, son and heir.
Ν \THAN L. MARSHALL lato of Parle, dctc t-e'l. |ietltlon tor onler to distribute balance
remaining In his hanils, presented by John Reed,

administrator.

j

j

1

tled to.
,1

1-1

1.1.:0

..nminir

constantly demanding more
help, and it needs no power of

ments are

and

more

to see still greater troubles of
this kind in the future, lu my opinion
the only relief from these conditions
guardian.
must be found in a decreased demand
M \RY \. RI DI.ON late of Porter, deceased;
for help, and in so managing the farm
tlrst and tlnal account presented for allowance
by -hernian 1. Goulil, administrator with the that we may be able to distribute more
will annexed.
evenly tlie amount of work to be done
OLIVE P. WARREN late of Eryeburg, 'le· I
throughout the entire year, for we must
I
ceased, lir-t account presented for allowance by
all recoguize the fact that a tar better
Augustus H Walker, executor.
class of help may be secured on farms
I.id l->K GURNEY late of Sumner, deceased;
is given by the year
i:rit iteeuuut presented for allowance by Lucien j when employment
M Kotdi.son. executor.
than can be had if the term is for only
eight or uiue months, and the men are
tl'GUSTUS C TUBBS late of Hebron, de
to remain idle through the win«■eased, rtr-t account presented for allowance by
titn A. Tubbe, administrator
ter months or tiud employment elsewhere.
\LTOS K. WHITEHEAD of Norway, minor
* »rd. ilr-t
accountlpresented for allowance by
Altogether, the most satisfactory plan
Moses P. Miles, ifuardlan.
is to have good, tidy tenant houses conHARLES H. LEWIS late of Lovell. ileceas
veniently located, and hire married men
ed. tlnal account ρ «seated for allowance, also
who can live at home and work throughI niton for order to dlstribu'e balance rem loNot only is it more
out the entire year.
in*; In her hands, presented by Ella M. Lewis,
executrix
economical, bnt a better class of men
can be hired—men of experience and.
NANCY CHILDS late of Canton, deceased;
petition for order of distribution of a sum of judgment, who will do better work, be
money n>>w on dep·· It to the credit of the Judge
contented living in their own
more
uf 1'robate, for the benefit of Chas Chllds, pre
homes, and in this way the work to be
»ented by Hlrain A. Kills, administrator.
doue iu the farmer's own family will be
ADDISON E. AeRRICK,
The very best
very much lightened.
Judge of said Court.
those
men I have ever hired have been
A true copy—Attest
who lived at home in the tenant house,
ALBERT D. Ρ Λ UK. Register.
sometimes having children of sufficient
work on the farm,
age to help iu light
NOTICE.
and usually we havobeen able to arrange
The subscriber hereby gives notice that he j
with the men's wives to help in our own
has iH*n duly appointed adiulul tr.i'or of the
e tate of
i house during extra jobs, such as thrashW ! ν FIELD S. Bl'CKNA M. late of Γ-ucktleld,
ing, house cleaning, etc.
In the County of Ox for· I, deceased, and given
In a reduction of the amount of help
Uiuds as the law directs. All persons having
demands against the estate of said decease·! are
needed ou the farm, without a corredesired to present the same for settlement, and
sponding decrease of income, the greatest
a: In tebted thereto are requested to make payfactor will be the growth of more livement Immediately.
CHESTER S. Bl'CKNAM.
July ilst. line.
stock; pasturing more instead of cutting
and selling hay; growing horses, cattle
NOTICE.
and sheep instead of wheat, potatoes,
The subscriber hereby gives notice that he has ! beans and cabbage, thus being able to
Is·, η duly appointed administrator with the will
get along with less hired help; increasing
annexed of the estate of
the fertility anil value of the farm year
Kl.l.KS R. KK.MSON, late of BrownUeld.
In the County of Oxford, deceased, ami given
by year, and at the same time iucreasiug
bonds as the law directs. All persons having
the net income; for it is true that for
demand· against the estate of said deceased are
of the farm
desired to present the same for settlement, and
years past those products
all Indebted thereto are requested to make paywhich have cost us must have usually
ment Immediately.
sold at a low price.
JAY L. FRINK.
July :ist,l»B.
For years past there has been an indemaud for good horses, and
creasing
Τι the Honorable Boanl of Counts Commissionare such as leave a large
selling
prices
ers |o and for the
;
Oxfonl
of
County
Meats
Respectfully represents the undersigned, resi- margin of profit to the breeder.
dents of the couuty aforesaid, that common con- of all kinds have been high, and the
venience aud necessity require certain a terafor the best grades of
lions In tint part of the hUhway known as the demand is keen
the
But
and lamb.
"Carry Road." which lies In I'lit on, and partie beef, muttou
utrlv around the bill In the I pton division of
we
says he does uot believe
said h'ghway. They therefore request that you "Squire"
East can compete with
view s id road and make such alterations and farmers in the
discontinuances as in your judgment may seem the large farms and ranges out West
proper.
in growing beef ami mutton; and as for
l>ated at Letter C Township this 17th day of
horses—nearly all the horses on our
July, l'JB.
K. F. COBURN, et al*.
farms now are raised and shipped here
from the West. Yes; there is the trouble. We hire and pay an inferior class of
STATE OF MAINE.
men high wages to help us grow grain,
COUNTY or OXFORD, se.
!l<>ard of County Commissioners, May session,
etc., all of which impoverish
potatoes,
l
«ti, he d by adjournment July il, «ûJ.
the money they sell
evl- j the soil; and we pay
I* l'< >N the foregoing
petition, satisfactory
on the
denee having been rtcclTtd that the petitioners 1 for for horses aud meats grown
are responsible, and that Inquiry Into the merits
Western farms. It is true that compeof their application Isexpedleut, It IsOKUlbttKL·,
in the livesu>ck market;
that the couuty Commissioners uieet on the tition is keen
lines of
"Carry Road," so-called. In Upton. In said but it is as keen in all other
Plantation
line,
near
the
''ounty,
and there is not a condition
Magallowav
production,
on l'uesd iy, September ii. 1S08. at ten of the
reference to the growth and feeding
clock. A. .M.. and thence proceed to vie» the in
route mentioned In said petition; Immediately
of livestock which may uot be more
after which a hearing of the parties and
completely under the control of the
their witnesses will lie had
at some conthan are he conditions
such Eastern farmer
and
venient place In the vicinity
"ther
In
the
measures
taken
premises under which he is at present laboring.
'■■
oiniiilssioiiers shall judge proper. And
We are surrounded by the very best
It I» further Okdkkku, that notice of the time,
in the world—markets wliijh
markets
place and purpose of the commissioner»' meeting
the very
•foresaid u« given to all persons and corpora- are more and more demanding
tions Interested, by causing attested copies of best we cau
In our *;reat cities
produce.
said iietttlon. and of this order thereon, to be
mountain and seaside resorts we
served upon the clerk of the town of Upton, and our
all we can
aforewtld, and also posted up tn three public may find a ready market for
places In <ald town, and publie boil three weeks furnish. The advantage of the Western
a
successively tn the Oxford Democrat,
has the benefit of a
man is uot that he
newspaper printed at Parts. In said Couna more rerty of Oxford, the lirst of said publications, and more favorable cliurate, or
each of the other notices, to be made, served and ! tile
soil, or better natural conditions, so
of
said
time
at
before
least
posted,
thirty days
! much as in the fact that he is a hustler;
meeting, to the end tiiatfcdl persons and corpora- !
tions may then and there appear and shew cause. he knows a good thing when he sees it,
If any they have,
why the prayer of said petl and is quick to take advantage of ownertlooers should not be granted.
ship. The highest quality of pure bred
Attmt -CHARLES r. WHITMAN, Clerk.
A true copy of said petition and order of court sires of Shorthorn, Hereford and Angus
tnereou.
breeding have done far more for the
ATTMT —CHARI.K-S r. WHITMAN, Clerk.
beef industry of the range couutry than
have natural conditions. The shepherds
NOTICE.
of the range have a very definite idea of
The subscriber hereby gives notice that he
of sheep is best suited to
has iieen duly appointed a mlulstrator with just what style
their needs, and the sires used are the
the will anuexed of the estate of
MARY G. DUKGI n, late of Porter,
best of their kind. In many instances
In the coun'y of '>xford, deceased, awl given
known of, the best rams have
'omis a· the law directs. All persons having I have
demands against the estate of said deceased are I been selected from Eastern breeding
desired to present the same for settlement, and I flocks for use as sires on the Western
All Indebted thereto are
requested to make pay- ! range, while the culls were used in flocks
umbi 'mmmHifcilj
JAY L. If RINK. ! here.
July il*,!*».
MARGUERITE W. and MELVILLE W.
GREENl wards; |M'tltlon for license to sell anl
convev rea. estate, presented by KIN M. Greene.

prophecy

obliged

*

»L

and more complex year by year.
Cheap lands of the West are drawing
many of our young .men away; public
and manufacturing establishworks
mure

—

bat humiliating to my
pride, but I never take a trip
through the province of Ontario without
being impressed with the idea that it is
the beet farming country I have ever
seen.
Not that the Creator has done
more for them
in natural conditions,
but it ι» rather their keen, persistent
determination to win out, to do their
best. Their comfortable homes, their
with
fertile farms heavily stocked
Clydesdale horses, large t herds of well
bred cattle and Hocks of sheep, great
field* of clover, well filled silos and root
cellars, are enough to win a Yankee's
heart.
The successful stockman and farmer
of the future must be aspecialist, breeding a uniform type of auiinals of merit
for some special use, such as a typical
heof animal that will grow a carcass of
best quality in the shortest time and at
least cost; a dairy cow capable of producing seven thousand or eight thousand
pounds of high testiug milk each year;
a sheep of quick maturing and perfect
mutton form; a style of horse that sells
at a high price in the market and is
always in good demand. Such grades of
livestock will always be found profitable
and a more sure source of net income
than are the grain fields which require
so much labor that it is
impossible to
later years.—Cor. Trisecure iu these
bune Farmer.
It is
Yankee

MAINS.
SFKKD THK PtOW."
SOl'TU PARIS,
Manufacturer of general machinery, steam en
anil tools,
machinery
c.. oilii work, spool
au·! drille made and J Correi«iH)D<l· nee od practical agricultural toplca
t.-, set screw», tape, aies
le eollclUM
ΛΊιΙπή·, all communirait· >n« Inand threshing marrpaired. Sewing, mowing
tended fur this department to I Its κ Y l>.
n'ae*. pumps of all kind·, presses, {tuns, pieEditor Oxford DemKk'HuiiD,
Agricultural
reand
neatly
etc.,
promptly
to -, knives, traps,
ocrat, Parts, Me.
steani and water piping done to onler.
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Horticultural Notes.
"I have a pear tree that bears large
fruit and ripens just a little after the
liartlett, but rots at the core. Once in a
while I get a decent pear, but the crop
What can I do
as » whole is a failure.
about this? Then I have a pear which
was sold to me as the Josephine, and
that also is a failure, because it never
ripens. I do not know the name of the
first sort." You probably have the
Clapp pear, or Clapp's Favorite. It is a
splendid pear every way, but ripens before the bartlett, and not after it. If
yon will pick the pears when they get
fully grown and before they begin to
soften, then store them in a cool cellar,
they will come out all right. It ie one
of the best pears in existence, but most
people lose them because they do not
know when to pick them. It is junt
possible that you have Souvenir du
Congress; but that variety is not inclined
to rot, eveu when ripening on the tree.
You may pick your Josephine pears
just before the very heavy freezing, and
put them in a bin near your apples.
They will remain hard until midwinter.
Then, if you want something good, bring
a basketful at a time into a warm room.
They will turn yellow aud the flesh will
become rose color.—Tribune Farmer.
Kill The Weeds.
Are you making war on the weeds on
your farm this year? Surely, you can
understand that it is wrong to let all
rhose docks, thistles, daisies, mulleins,

ΨΎψν* F'»1 9

It will

cost

something

to

kill

"

A Short Corn
a

Crop.

Secretary Wilson, who returned from
trip through Ohio, Indiana, llliuois.

Iowa, Minnesota aud South Dakota
about the middle of July, said that,
while the farming conditions generally
are good and there will be a
large yield
of nome of the crops, the corn crop will
be short. "The abnormally cool weather," lie said, "has retarded the development of the corn crop.
Along the valleys and high waters the crop has been
destroyed, and on the level lauds that
have been saturated the corn will not
mature. The best corn is along the dry
rolling lauds, but even there the cool
the crop from
season has prevented
being what it should be at this time.
We may have an average crop if the
weather in the future is favorable, but if
it uontiuues cold it is hard to say to
what exteut there will be a shortage.
The grass crop will be the finest for
many years. The cool weather has
favored the growth of oats, wheat and
barley aud that class of products. The
wheat crop is generally good. Altogether, the outlook for the farmer is good.
We have been paying $S,000,U00 annually for macaroni. We are growing all of
own macaroni this year."
tried a plan in regard to keepthat were rotting. The
season had been very wet and the potatoes were rotting badly in spots on my
land. So I put them in bands mixed
with charcoal. The charcoal absorbed
the moisture and they kept sound till
late in the spring. A neighbor's were affected the same as mine, and he put
them away without charcoal. They
rotted so quickly and badly that ho
threw them away. I lost neither my
potatoes nor charcoal, as the latter was
as good for use as ever.
I
ing

once

potatoes

m

j

expected

not aware that you

was

two,

your highness." There was no mistaking his meaning. He viciously sought
to convey the impression that he was
there by appointment, a clandestine
visitor in her apartmeuts at midnight.
"What do you mean by coming to my
apartment at this hour?" she stammered. trying to rescue dignity from

I^rry was
the chaos of emotions.
standing slightly to the right and several feet behind her. He understood
the prince and tjuickiy sought to intershield
pose with the hope that he might
her from the sting.
"She did not expect me, sir," he said,
and α menacing gleam came to his
Gaeyes. His pistol was in his hand.
briel saw it. but the staring princess
did not. She could not take her eyes
from the face of the Intruder. "Now,
may I ask you why you are here?"
Gabriel's wit saved him from death.
He saw that he could not pursue the
he had begun, for there was
murder In the American's eye. Like a
fox, he swerved and, with a servile
promise of submission in his glance,
said:
"I thought you were here, my fine
fellow, and I came to satisfy myself.
Now, sir, may I ask why you are
here?" His lingers twitched and his
course

shook her head, but did not speak.
Lorry realized that the time had come
for him to aesert himself. Assuming a
distressed air, he bowed his head and

und into the clammy dungeon strode
the silent trioi But before Lorry stepped inside the cell Gabriel asked a
question thftt had been troubling him

"My pleading has been In vain, then,
your highness. I have sworn to you
that I am Innocent of this murder, and
you have said I shall have a fair trial.

Irretrievably.

siiid dejectedly:

That is all you can offerî"
"That is all," she said shrilly, her
miiul gradually grasping his meaning.
"You will not punish the poor people who secreted me in their house for
weeks, for they are convinced of my
innocence. Your captain here, who
found ine in their house tonight, can
also speak well of them. I have only
this request to make in return for what
little service I may have given you:
Forgive the old people who befriended
me. I am ready to go to the tower at

once,

captain."

heard this speech with a
smile on his face.
"I am no fool," he said simply. "Captain," shrewdly turning to Qulnnox,
"if he is your prisoner, why do you
permit him to retain his revolver?"
The conspirators were taken by surprise, but Lorry had found his wits.
Gabriel

skeptical

"And how often have you come here

"Stop!" cried Lorry, white to the lips.
The princess was beginning to under-

stand. Her eyes grew wide with horror. her ligure straightened Imperiously and the white in lier cheeks gave
way to the red of Insulted virtue.
"I see It all! You have not been outside this castle since you left the prison. A pretty scheme! You could not
a
marry him. could you, eh? Ile is not
prince! But you could bring him here
and hide him where no one would
dare to think of looking for him—In

seised his arm.
"Not that!" she shrieked. "Do not
kill him! There must be no murder

here!"
He reluctant^* hurled Gabriel rroin
him. the prince tottering to his knees
in the effort to keep from fulling. She
had saved her mallgncr's life, but couruge deserted her with the act. Helplessly she looked into the blazing eyes
of her lover and faltered:
"1—I do not know what to say or do.

My brain is bursting!"
"Courage, courage!"
gently.

he

whispered

"You shall pay for this." shrieked

Gabriel. "If you «re not a prisoner you
shall be. There'll be scundul enough in

Graustark tomorrow to start a volcano
of wrath from the royal tombs where
lie her fathers. I'll see that you are a
prisoner!" He started for the door, but
pistol was leveled at his head.

Lorry's

significantly.

"How came you here?"

gasped Ga-

briel. (
ing him in the abdomen. He died in
"1 brought my prisoner here. Where
great agony in a short time. The horse
had not been known to kick before. ■hould I be If not here to guard him?"
"WJien—when did you enter this
Simply a word to the horse before placing his hand on him would have saved room?"
his life.
"An hour ago."
"You were not here when I came!"
"I have been standing on this spot
A gardener who has been very success- ..
an hour. You have been very much
ful in growing the Hubbard squash for
it Is strange you
manure a strip a excited. I'll agree, but
"1
his
method:
gives
rod wide heavily early in the spriDg and did not see me," lied Quinnox.
Gabriel looked about helplessly, nonplant to early potatoes, leaving a strip
in the centre not planted. From June 1 plused.
to 10 1 plant the squash seed in the
"Yon were here when I came in?" be
vacant space four to five feet apart. As
asked wouderingly.
I
as
the
are
soon
large euough
potatoes
"Ask her royal highness," commanddig the row next to the squash row, and
then the next two, and so on. In this ed the captain, smiling.
"Captain Quinnox brought the prisway the vines are not troubled with the
said mestriped bug. I have also headed off oner to me an hour ago," she
the striped bugs by digging deep holes chanically.
for the hill and tilling this half full of
"It is a He!" cried Gabriel. "He was
rotted compost. On this I spread an uot here when 1 entered !"
with
is
covered
of
ashes.
This
coal
inch
The captain of the guard laid a
two inches of good soil, in which the
of
another
is
Then
seed
layer
planted.
coal ashes is spread on top. Hereafter
I shall combine the two methods."

HOOD

My observation and experience satisfy

that growing too many stalks in a
hill dwarfs the products. The finest
yield of Eastern corn I ever saw had
only two and three stalks in a hill, and
nearly every stalk grew ita tVro large,
fully developed ears. A field near by of
just as good land and cultivation had
from four to six stalks in the hill, and
only one good ear to the stalk, and many
The first named outyielded
not that.
the last in bulk and weight, and by far
the best corn. It Is the same with beans,
potatoes and even fruit of all kinds. A
well trimmed orchard will outyield an
untrimmed orchard in bulk and quality
two to one. Even raspberry and blackberry bushes growing too many canee
show this plainly.
me

Garget

FJHW

Cure

In garget the udder becomes inflamed,
seems
hot, red and painful,'and the milk
thick, stringy, bloody or watery.
A tableepoonful of Hood Farm Garge.
Cure mixed with damp feed two or three
times a day will cure any ordinary case.
"
One of my cows had bloody garget and
I fed her Hood' Farm Garget Cure, night
and morning for eix days, after which the
milk was all right." A. E. Looms, North
Wolcott, Vt.
Prices |1 and $2.60.
especially preHood Farm Salve
with onr
pared to be used in connection
for cracked
excellent
Also
Cure.
Garget
on
treatise
teats, sores, bruises. $1. Call for
C. L
garget and its causes. Prepared by
Hood Co., Lowell, Mass. For sale by F. A.
SiiuBTLxrr & Co., South Paris, Me.
—

As he placed the· lantern on the
iloor he whispered: "I will return in an
hour. Read this!" Lorry's hand closed
over the bit of perfumed paper.
The prince was now Inside the cell,
peering about curiously, even timorously. "By the way, your highness, how
would you enjoy living in u hole like
cell.

this all your life?"
"Horrible!" said Gabriel, shuddering
like a leaf.
"Then take my advice—don't commit
any murders. Hire some one else."
The two men eyed each other steadily for a moment or two. Then the
prince looked out of the cell, η mad de-

sire to lly from soma dreadful, unseen
horror tomlng over him.
Quinnox locked the door and, striking
a match, bade his highness precede
him up the stone steps.
In the cell the prisoner read and reread the incoherent message from Ye-

Then came the bush of expectancy.
The doors swung open, the curtains
parted and the princess entered.
She was supported by the arm of her
tall uncle, Caspar of Ilalfont. I'ages
carried the train of her dress, a Jeweled gown of black. As she advanced
to the throne, calm and stately, those
assembled bent knee to the fairest woman the eye ever had looked upon.
The calm, proud exterior hid the
most unhappy of hearts. The resolute
courage with which her spirit had been
braced for the occasion was remurkable in more ways than one. Among
other inspirations 'behind the valiant

CHAPTER XXV.

"For Ood'e sake, do not murder me!"
"It Is folly, your highness, to allow
this gentleman and conquering prince
to cross examine you. I am a prisoner,
and that is the end of it. What odds
is it to the Prince of Dawsbergen how

and where I was caught or why your
oilicer brought me to you?"
"You were ordered from my house
today, yet you come again like a
conqueror. I should not spare you.
You deserve to lose your life for the actions of tonight. Captain Quinnox, will
you kill him if I ask you to end his

once

wretched life?" Yetive's eyes were
blazing with wrath, beneath which
gleamed a hope that he could be frightened into silence.
"Willingly—willingly !" cried Quinnox.
"Now, your highness? 'Twere
better in the hall!"
"For God's sake, do not murder me!
Let me go!" cringed the prince.
"I do not mean that you should kill
him now. Quinnox, but I instruct you
to do so if he puts foot inside these
walls again. Do you understand?"

If this man Is not produced tomorning, I take It for granted
that I am liberty to tell all that has
huppened in this room tonight. If he la

you.

morrow

produced,

I shall kneel and beg your

pardon."
The princess turned paler than ever
and knew not how she kept from falling to the floor. There was a long silence following Gabriel's unexpected

but fair suggestion.
"That is very fair, your highness,"
said Lorry. "There is no reason why I
should not be a prisoner tomorrow. I
don't see how I can hope to escape the
inevitable. Your dungeon is strong,
and I have given my word of honor to
the captain that I shall make no further effort to evade the law."
"I agree." murmured the princess,
ready to faint under the strain.
"I must see him delivered to Prince

Bolaror." added Gabriel mercilessly.

"To Bolaroz," she repeated.
"Your highness, the pardon for the
poor old people," reminded Quinnox.

She glided to the desk, stunned, bewildered. It seemed as though death were
bent
upon her. Quinnox followed and
near her ear. "Do not be alarmed," he
"No one knows of Mr. Lor-

whispered.

ry's presence here

save

me

to do so. Write

to him what you will, your highness,
and he shall have the message. Be
brave, and all will go well. Write
quickly. This is supposed to be the

pardon."

,

feverishly, a thousand
thoughts arising for every one that she
was able to transfer to the paper.
She

wrote

TIIE

LOVE HIM.

^

subjects^

lands and lives of half of her
Shortly before 9 o'clock
t
gulsh. with his guard of six, rode up
the castle. Captain Dangle»·
elde him on his gray charger. They
had scarcely passed inside the gate
when a cavalcade of «ntod
came riding up the avenue from the
Hotel ltegengetz. Then the ^w lng.
the hissing, the hooting began. Maledictions were hurled at the heads of
Axphain noblemen as they rode b
tween the maddened lines of people.
They smiled sardonically In
the Impotent signs of hatred, but they
were glad when the castle gates closed

rcP'yJ®

dejalring

between them and the vast
crowd in which the tempest of re\olt
was brewing with unmistakable ener-

KPrlm-e Bolnroz^

the Duke of Mizrox

and the ministers were already In the
castle and had been there since the

previous afternoon. In the ro>'alpa"
It
ace the excitement was intense, but
was of the subdued kind tlint straine
the nerves to the point where control
Is

martyrdom.

When the attendants went to the
bedchamber of the princess at 7 ο clock
as was their wont, they found to their
surprise, no one standing guard.

The princess was not in her chamber. nor had she been there during the
The bed was undleturbed. In
nieht
some alarm the two women rantoher
parlor, then to the boudoir. Hereι they
found her asleep on the divan, attl
in the gown she had worn since
_

evenine before, «m crap ed «4
creased, the proof positive of a reet
less, miserable night.
Her first act after awakening and
untangling the meshes in

J· J*"*"

brain was to
Qulnnox. She could scarcely
wait for his appearance and the assurance that Lorry was safely out of danThe footman who had been sent
cer
to fetch the captain was a long time in
returning. She was dressed in her
in
breakfast gown long before
bine

uncomprehending

send' for

he^came

with the report that the captain was
nowhere to be found. Her heart gave
She alone could
a great throb of joy.
explain his absence. To her it

from^the

but one thing-Lorry's flight
castle. Where else could Qulnnox be

exept with the fugitive, perhaps
more

once

inside St. Valentine s?

once fot tn
eventful transaction in the throneroom.
The splendor of two courts was to
shine in rivalry. Ten o'clock was toe
hour set for the meeting of the mo
rulers, the victor and the victim. Her

Preparations began at

nobles and her ladies, her ministers,
her guards and her lackeys moved
about in the halls, dreading the hour,
.«.ID., th. h.««d

Sing

the prince, and

if he dares to accuse you before Bola·
rox our people will tear him to pieces.
No one will believe him."
"You—you can save him, then?" she

gasped Joyously.
"If he will permit

"BECAUSE
next morning Edelwelse was
astir early. Great throngs of
people flocked the streets long
before the hour set for the
signing of the decree that was to dvide the north from the south The
whole nation, It seemed, stood before
the walls awaiting with bated breath
and dismal faces the announcement
that Yetive had deeded to Bola™*

Catarrh

a constitutional disease.
It originates in a scrofulous condition of
the blood and depends on that condition.
Tt often causes headache and dirtiness,
imniilrs the taste, smell and hearing, effects the vocal organs, disturbs the stomach.
it i_ q wave radically and permanently
Wood-purifying, alterative
and tonic action of

le

cJWJTS

Hood's Sarsaparilla

This great medicine has wrought the most
wonderful cures of all diseases depending
-,n scrofula or the scrofulous habit.
HOOD'S Pitas are the bert catlmrtlc.

that will be done."
"Wbat! You defend tbe dog!" cried
Bolaroz. "Seize blm, men! I will see
that justice la done. It la no girl be
has to deal with now."

"Stop!" cried the princeee, tbe

"I have the pruoner, yitur hlghncu."
show was the bravery of a guilty conHer composure sustained a
science.
shock when she passed Allode at the
door. That faithful, heartbroken servitor looked at her face with pleading,
horror struck eyes, as much as to say:

"Are you going to destroy Graustark
for the sake of that murderer? Have
pity on us—have pity!"
Before taking her seat on the throne
she swept the thrilled assemblage with
her wide blue eyes. There were shadows beneath them, and there were
wells of tears behind them. As she
looked upon the little knot of white
faced northern barons her knees trembled and her heart gave a fresh throb
Still the face was resolute.
of pity.
Then she saw Anguish and the Buffering Danglose, then the accusing, merciless eyes of Gabriel. At sight of him
she started violently, and an icy fear
crept into her soul. Instinctively she
searched the gorgeous company for
the captain of the guard. Her stanchWas she to
est ally was not there.
hear the condemning words alone?
Would the people do as Quinnox had
prophesied, or would they believe Ga-

liave this transaction finished speedily," cried the princess, her cheeks
flushing and her eyes glowing from the
liâmes of a burning conscience. The
groan that went up from the northern
nobles cut her like the slash of a knife.
"There was one other condition,"
said Bolaroz hastily, unable to gloat as
"The recapture of
be bad expected.

briel and curee her?
She sank into the great chair and sat
with staring, helpless eyes, deserted
and feeble.
At last the whirling brain ended its
flight and settled down to the issue
first at hand—the transaction with Bolaroz. Summoning all her self control,

secure

she said:

"You are come, most noble Bolaroz,
to draw from us the price of our defeat. We are loyal to our compact, as
you are to ^ours, sire, yet in the presence of my people and in the name of
mercy and Justice I ask you to grant
You are rich and powerus respite.
ful, we despoiled and struggling beneath a weight we can. lift and displace if given a few short years In
which to grow and gather strength. At

this last hour in the fifteen years of
our indebtedness I sue in supplication
for the leniency that you can so well
accord. It is on the advice of my counselors that I put away personal pride
and national dignity to make this request. trusting to your goodness of
heart. If you will not hearken to our
petition for a renewal of negotiations,
there is but one course open to Graustark. We can and will pay our debt
of honor."

Bolaroz stood before her, dark and
She saw the futility

uncompromising.

of her plea.
"I have not forgotten, most noble petitioner, that you are ruler here, not I;
therefore I am In no way responsible
for the conditions which confront you
except that I am an honest creditor
This Is the
come for his honest dues.
20th of November. You have had fifteen years to accumulate enough to
meet the requirements of this day.
Should I suffer for your faults? There
is in the treaty a provision which applies to an emergency of this kind.
Your Inability to liquidate in gold does
not prevent the payment of this honest
debt in land, as provided for in the
sixth clause of the agreement, 'All that

part of Graustark north of a line drawn
directly from east to west between the

provinces of Ganlook and Doswan, a
tract comprising Doswan, Shellots, Varagan, Oeswald, 8espial and Gatt*batton.' You have two alternatives, jour
highness. Produce the gold or sign
the decree ceding to Axphain the lands
stipulated in the treaty. I can grant
no

respite."

*

"You knew when that treaty was
framed that we could raiae no such

acquittal."

him?" cried the heart broken Halfont.
She drew herself to her full height,
and, sweeping the threatening crowd
with a challenge in her eyes, cried, the
tones ringing strong and clear above

the growing tumult:
"Because I love him!"
As If by magic the room became suddenly still.
I would
"Behold an honest man.
have saved him at the cost of my honor. Scorn me if you will, but listen to
this: The man who stands here accused came voluntarily to this castle,
surrendering himself to Captain Qulnnox that he might, though Innocent,
Ile
stund between us and disaster.
was safe from our pursuit, yet returned, perhaps to his death. For me, for
you and for Graustark be bas done
this. Is there a man among you who
would have done as much for his own
country? Yet he does this for a country to which he is stranger. I must

commit him to prison once more. But,"
she cried In sudden fierceness, "I promise him now, before the trial, a royal
pardon. I>o I make my meaning clear
to you. Prince Bolaroz?"
The white lips of the old prince could
frame no reply to this daring speech.
"Be careful what you say, your highness!" cried the prisoner hastily. "I
must refuse to accept a pardon at the
cost of your honor. It Is because I love
you better than my life that I stand
here. I cannot allow you and your people to suffer when It Is In my power to
prevent it. All that I can ask is fairI am not guilty, and
ness and Justice.
God will protect me. Prince Bolaroz,
I call upon you to keep your promise.
I am not the slayer of your son, but I
am the man you would send to the
block, guilty or Innocent."
As he spoke the princess dropped
back in the chair, her rash courage
A stir near the doorway folgone.
lowed his concluding sentence, and the
other American stepped forward, his
face showing his excitement.
"Your highness," he said, "I should

voice.
"The man Is mnd!" cried she, sinking
back with a shudder.
"Mad, eh? Because I do as I did
promise? Behold the queen of perfidy! Madam. I will be heard. Lorry

have spoken sooner. My lips were parted and ready to cry out when Prince
Gabriel interposed and prevented the
elgning of the decree. Grenfall Lorry
did not kill the young prince. I can
produce tbe guilty man!"

[TO

followed by Captain Quinnox, upon
whose ghastly face there were blood
stains.
A shout went up from those assembled, a shout of Joy. The faces of Dangloss and Allode were pictures of astonishment and, it must be said, relief.
Harry Anguish staggered, but recovered himself Instantly and turned his
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MEXICAN ETIQUETTE.
Ladies do not attend funerals.
kiss the hands of

Children

parents.
The bridegro

>1:1

purchases

their

his bride's

t rousm au.

The hostess is served flrst at α Mexican table.
When friends pass each other on the
street without stopping they say adios

That worthy'·
eyes toward Gabriel.
legs trembled and his Jaw dropped.
"I have the prisoner, your highness,"
said Quinnox in hoarse, discordant
tones. He stood before the throne with
tils captive, but dared not look his mistress in the face. As they stood there

(goodbyt.

Cards are sent to friends upon the
anniversary of their saints' day and

upon New Year's day.
Even the youngest children of the
family are dressed In mourning upon
the death of α relative.
The pronoun tu (thou) is used only
among very lntlmnte friends and relatives or when addressing childreu or

the story of the night Just passed was
told by the condition of the two men.
There had been a struggle for supremacy in the dungeon, and the prisoner
had won. The one had tried to hold
the other to the dungeon's safety after
his refusal to leave ^he castle, and the
other 'iad fought his way to the halls
It was then that Quinnox
above
had wit- enough to change front and
drug his prisoner to the place which,
most of all. he had wished to avoid.
"The prisoner!" shouted the northern
nobles, and In an instant the solemn

ers.

his

"Why do you take this stand, Yetlve?
Why have you tried to shield

sheer desperation, lier eyes flawing
with the intensity of dtfiant guilt, bitter rage welling up against her persecutor, she half arose and cried:
#
"Who uttered those words? Speak!"
"I, Gabriel of Dawsbergen! Where
is the prisoner, madam?" rang out the

other.
The princess, white as death and as
motionless, sat bolt upright In her royal
seat
"Oh!" she moaned plteously, and,
clinching her hands, she carried them
to her eyes as If to ahut out the sight
The Countess Ilalfont and Dagmar
ran to her side, the latter frantic with
alarm. She knew more than the otb·

checking

I will say to you all, my people and
yours, tha#I believe him to be innocent
and that I sincerely regret bis capture,
fortunate as it may be for us. He shall
have a fair and a Just trial, and I shall
do all in my power, Prince Bolaroz, to

the assassin who slew my son would
have meant much to Graustark. It Is
unfortunate that your police department is so inefficient." Dangloss writhed beneath this thrust Yetlve's eyes
went to him for an Instant sorrowfully.
Then they dropped to the fatal document which Gaspou had placed on the
The lines ran totable before her.
gether and were the color of blood.
Unconsciously she took the pen In her
A deep sob came
nerveless fingers.
from the breast of her gray old uncle,
and Gaspon's band shook like a leaf a·
he placed the seal of Graustark on the
table, ready for use.
"The assassin's life could have saved
you," went on Rolaroz, a vengeful
glare coming to bis eyes.
She looked up and her lips moved as
If she would have spoken. No words
came, no breath, It seemed to her. Casting a piteous, bunted glance over the
faces before lier, she bent forward and
blindly touched the pen to the piper.
The silence was that of death. Before
she could make the first stroke a harsh
voice, in which there was combined triumph and amazement, broke the etlllness like the clanging of a bell.
"Have you no honor?"
The pen dropped from her fingers as
the expected condemnation came. In

tbroneroom was wild with excitement
"Do not sign that decree!" cried some
one from a far corner.
"Here Is your man. Prince Bolarosl"
cried a baron.
"Quinnox has saved ual" shouted an·

com-

tbe men. Qulnnox
leaped in front of bis charge. "He Is
my prisoner, and be shall have Justice.
Keep back your soldiery, Prince Bolaroz. It is a girl you have to deal with.
mand

his tongue.
There was a commotion near the
door. Voices were beard outside.
"You have been duped!" insisted Gabriel. taking several steps toward the
throne. "Your Idol Is a traitress, a deceiver! I say he Is here! She has seen
him! Let her sign that decree if she
I command you, Yetlve of
dares!
Graustark, to produce this criminal!"
The Impulse to crush the defller was
checked by the sudden appearance of
two men Inside the curtains.
"He Is here!" cried a strong voice,
and Lorry, breathless and haggard,
pushed through the astonished crowd,

lie smiled sadly as he burned the
The concluding sentences
swept away the last thought lie might
have had of leaving her to bear the
consequences. "Do not think of me, but
save yourself. I would lose everything
to save you." He leaned against the
stone wall und ehook his head slowly,
the smile still on bis lips.

I

his life, perhaps, but I might have
saved him from tbe cruel injustice that
that man's vengeance would bare Invented. He 1b Innocent, and I would
give iny kingdom to stay tbe wrong

funds In fifteen years," «aid Halfont,
forgetting himself in bis indignation.
Gaspon and other men present approved bia liasty declaration.
"Am I dealing with the Princess of
Graustnrk or with you, sir?" asked Bolaroz roughly.
"You are dealing with the people of
Graustark, and among the poorest, I.
I will sign the decree. There Is nothing to be gained by appealing to you.
The papers, Gaspon, quick! I would

Is In tills castle!"
"Ile is mad!" gasped Bolaroz, the
first of the stunned spectators to find

"pardon."

"If you move, I'll kill you!"
"Yes, your highness."
"The world will understand^how and
will place this prisoner in
why I fell by your hand and in this ι "Then you
until tomorrow
room. Shoot!" he cried triumphantly, j the castle dungeon
be taken to the
Lorry's hand trembled, and his eyes morning, when he Is to
filled with the tears of impotent rage. j tower. Prince Gabriel may accompany you to the dungeon cell If he likes,
The prince held the higher card.
after which you will escort him to the
A face suddenly appeared at the door,
are
which had been stealthily opened from gates. If he enters them again, you
without. Captain Quinnox gilded Into ; to kill him. Take them both away!"
"Your highness, I must ask you to
the room behind the prince and gently i
i
the good people in
closed the door, uuuoticed by the gloat- write a pavdon for
! whose house the prisoner was found,"
er.

cess

misjudged

"You will find she has not

you," said the prisoner grimly. "Can't
I have a candle In here, captain?"
"You may keep tills lantern," said
Quinnox, stepping nislde the narrow

It le the only way. Quinnox will assist
you to escape tonight. Go, I Implore you;
Your life Is more than
as you love me. ko.
all to me. Gabriel's etory will not be entertained, and he can have no proof. He
will be torn to pieces. Quinnox says. Do
I
not think of me. but save yourself.
would lose everything to save you.

oner,

your apartments"—
With a snarl of rage Lorry sprang
sentence
upon him, cutting short the
that would have gone through her like
the keenest knife blade.
"Liar! Dog! I'll kill you for that!"
he cried, but before he could clutch the
prince's throat Yetive had frantically

for many minutes.
"I am afraid I have—ah—misjudged
her"— muttered Gabriel, now convinced that he had committed himself

Prince liolaroz and his nobles stood
to the right of the throne, the Graustark men and women of degree to the
left, while near the door on both sides
were to be seen the leading military
Near the
men of both principalities.
Duke of Mizrox was stationed the figure of Gabriel, prince of Dawsbergen.
lie had come, with a half dozen followers, among a crowd of unsuspecting
Axphainians, and had taken his position near the throne. Anguish entered
with Karon Dangloss, aud they stood
together near the doorway, the latter
whiter than he had ever been in his
life.

tlve:

a
"A
prisoner?" sneered Gabriel suggested Quinnox, shrewdly seeing
chance for communication unsuspected
"Where Js your captor, pray?"
"Here!" answered a voice at hie back. by the prince.
"A moment your highness," said the
The prince wheeled and found himself
who hud recovered himself
the
of
form
prince,
stalwart
the
at
looking
"I appreciate your position. I
am
cleverly.
"I
rememsurely
I
to
horses.
the
the
of
guard.
Speak kindly
captaiu
a serious charge, and I now
made
have
farmer
a
;
in
when
now.
highIndiana,
your
living
ber,
privileged to speak
to
drove up to a hitching post, and. step- ness," he went ou, addressing the prin- have a fair proposition to suggest

ping out on to the whifHetree and slapping his hand on to the horse suddenly,
the horse kicked with both feet, strik-

waiting

GRAISTARK

them, you say? Certainly it will, but in this manner as a prisoner? Midnight
think how much they will cost you if and alone In the apartments of the
you don't kill them! For example, with- princess, the guard dismissed! A prisin a week the writer measured a single
eh? Ha. what a prison!"

burdock whose sturdy stalk and ample
leaves occupied just sixteen square feet
of hind. It would require oidy 2722
such weeds to cover an acre. This single plant will mature enough seeds to
sow an
entire acre to burdock. The
destruction of this plant means the protection of an acreof ground. It is worth
while to destroy such a plant? Would it
not pay to turn your whole farm force
loose, several times each season, just before any weed seeds are mature enough
to geruiiuates, with picks, hoes, spades
and scythes, and make a general onslaught on these weed foes from corner to
corner of your farm? How much better
crops you would harvest! How much
e'eaner hay you would get! Think of it.
Try it. It will pay you in every way. Do
it now.—New York Farmer.

In one of the small

When she bad finished the hope In- rooms eat the Count and Countess Halt*>
spired scrawl, she arose and with a font, the lutter In tears. The young
&y
β^^>
J^£f« ^ £
gracious smile handed to the waiting Countess Dammar stood at a window
captain the pardon for those who had with Ilurry Anguish. The latter wu
secreted the fugitive.
Hushed and nervous and acted like a
"I grant forgiveness to them gladly," man who
expects that which is unexshe said.
pected by others. With a strange con"I thank you," said Lorry, bowing fidence In his
voice, be sought to cheer
low.
his depressed friends, but the cheerful"Mr. Lorry, I regret the difficulty In
ness was not contagious. The sombre"•which you find yourself. It was on my
uess of a burial hung over the castle.
...Β»...
Be
account, too. I am told.
you guilty
Half an lio^r before the time set for
or innocent. you are my friend, my prothe meeting in the throneroom Yetive
GEORGE BARR McCUTCHEON
tector. May God be good to you." She sent for her
uncle, her aunt and Daggave him lier hand calmly, steadily, as mar. As Anguish and the latter folCopyright, 1901. by Herbert 8. Stone
if she were bestowing favor upon a
lowed, the girl turned her sud, puzzled
subject, lie kissed the hand gravely.
eyes up to the face of the tall Ameron
me
for
your
"Forgive
trespassing
ican and said:
tea vr Lund on the shoulder of the
ΟΗΑΓΤΕΒ XXIT.
yood n turc tonight, your highness."
"Are you rejoicing over our misforOFF TO TUE DUNUEOIf.
pi'incs and said threateningly:
"The 5.000 gavvos shall be yours totune? You do not show a particle of
"1 was here, and I am here. Have a
Π Ε tableau lasted but α moment
morrow, Captain Quinnox," she said
regret. Do you forget that we are sacGabriel advanced α few steps. care how you speak. Were I to do right
graciously. "You have done your duty rificing a
great deal to save the life of
Lis eyes gloaming with jeal- I eiiould shoot you like a dog. You
The faithful captain bowed
well."
Insult t^e ruler
your friend? I do not understand how
ousy and triumph. Before him came like a thief, you
and low yid a weight was lifted
deep
because
you cun be so heartless."
stood the petrified lovers caught red- of my land. I have borne it all
from his conscience.
"I think I can explain satisfactorily
handed.
Through her dazed brain you are a prince, but have a care—have
the door," he snid, and
"Gentlemen,
and tear
when I have more time," he said softstruggled the conviction that he could α care. I may forget myself
room.
the
the
trio
left
a
word
without
with these bands.
ly in her ear, and, although she tried,
never escape. Through his ran the mis- out your black heart
She closed the door and stood like a j
she could find no words to continue.
erable realization that he had ruined
One word from her royal highness will statue until their footsteps died away ι [Ic left her at the head of the stairs
her forevef. Gabriel of all men!
in the distance. As one in a daze she
lie your death warrant."
and did uot sec her again until she
"I arrive inopportunely," he said
lie looked inquiringly at the princess sat at the desk till the dawn, Grenfall
his
on
passed him in (.he throneroom. Then
out
veins
the
standing
harshly,
revolver lying before her.
as if anxious to put the dangerous witLorry's
she was pale and brave and trembling.
neck and temples. "Do I Intrude? I
Through the halls, down the stairs !
ness where he could tell no tales. She

eyes were glassy with the malevolence
he was sulxluing.
sumachs,
nettles,
burdocks, stinging
"I am here as a prisoner," said Lorry
milkweeds
and
sorrels
dandelions,
eli'ere,
Gabriel laughed derisively.
aud
seeds
boldly.
themselves
by
propagate
roots.

guests.
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sen-ants.
Never allow α caller to carry a packnlage of any sixe from your bouse;
Mexicans
way send It to his home.

do not carry parcels.
If you change your residence you
must notify your Mexican friends by
card; otherwise they will not feel at
liberty to enter your new home.—
Modern Mexico.
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A Matter of Time.

"The reason why I quit shaving."
said Hivers, "wus that I figured up one
duy the amount of time that It took. I
used to spend a little over fifteen minutes every day of my life shaving myself. I fo'ind that this used up ten or
twelve working days every year, and I
decided I simply couldn't afford the
time."

"Well," responded lirooks. "you spend
at least hair an hour three times a d: y
That makes ten
eating your meals.
aud a half hours a week. There are
flfty-two weeks In a year. Ten and a
half times flfty-two- let me see—is 34··.
Allowing eight hours to a working day

"Are you the fugitive?" iried
laroz.
"I am Grenfall Lorry. Are you Bo-1
laroz?"
"The father of the man you murder·!
two
you spend sixty-right days, or over
cd. Ah, this is rapture!"
meals.
"I have only to say to your highness months, every year at your
I did not kill your son. I swear It BO Why don't you quit eating?"—Ivansus

help

me

God!"

"Your highness," cried Bolaroz, stepping to the throne, "destroy that deThis brave soldier has saved
cree.
Graustark. In an hour your ministers
and mine will have drawn up a ten
years' extension of time, In proper
form, to which my signature shall be
gladly attached. I have not forgottea

City Independent.

University.
"A university," said John Henry
Newman, "is In Its essence a place for
the communication and circulation of
thought by means of personal inter-

course."
That was some years ago.
Now a university is In Its essem-e a
my promise."
Yetive straightened suddenly, seised group of buildings costing $15,000.000,
the pen and fiercely began to sign the containing apparatus costing $10.000,decree in spite of all and before those 000 and ir. the custody of a facility
about her fairly realised her intention. whose salaries foot up $5,000,000. where
Lorry understood and was the first to young persons, regardless of religious
snatch the document from her hands. beliefs, provided only they huvf the
A half written Yetive, a blot and a | dollars, may learn to nse tobacco and
long, spluttering scratch of the pea slang.—Life.
told how near she had come to signing j
away the lands of Graustark, forgetful
HI· Basin···.
of the fact that It could be of no bene"Yes, gentlemen." said the newly
fit to the prisoner she loved.
nominated candidate. "I am opposed
"Yetive!" gasped her unJe in horror. to holding public meetings and rallies.
Gascried
have
would
"She
signed,"
My Idea would be to bave a bouse to
pon in wonder and alarm.
house canvass."
"Yee, I would huve signed!" she ex"That might be all right for you,"
claimed, starting to her feet strong objected another candidate, "but how
and defiant "I could not have saved about us? We are not used to it. while
you are an swnlng maker."—Judgj.
Sattafled.

SCOTTS EMULSION won't makt

a

back straight, neither will it make
a short leg long, bat It feeds toft bone
heals
diseased bone and Is among
and
the few genuine means of recovery la
rickets and bone consumption.

tamp

Send for free

sample.

SCOTT ft BOW Ni, Chemists,
New York.
Pearl Street,
50c. and $ι·οο\ all dnggiata.

400-415

1

Aunt Sophia—Before engaging yourself to Henry I would advise you to
take him to a palmist and learn something of his life and character.
Grace—f saw the lines in one of his
bands last evening when we were out
trlvtng. and I was perfectly satisfied.—
Wasldugtrn Star.
"Yet.··

"Are you married yet. old chap?"
"Yet? Of course I am. Did you think
I bad been getting a divorce?"—Ex-

change.

1

Buckfleld.
Fifty ticket· were sold (or the UniWhile we have nothing bnt friend!; r
Osford
grove meeting, Sunday, Aug. 2.
I THE DOING8 OF THE WEEK IN AU > sentiment», we have somewhat to say t »> versaliet
A. F. Tilton^nd Arthur Atwood and
have
never seen him "In th
We
John.
THE
OF
COUNTY.
SECTIONS
ISSUED TUESDAYS.
off from the
flesh or anywhere else," but suppose» I wife of Auburn «topped
he would have the courage of his invita Sunday excursion train to call on frienda.
Paris HilL
George Pike and lady, of Springfield,
tion. A few implied compliments neve r
SOUTH PARIS, MAINE, AUG. 11, 1905
sidetrack us, and I will leave it to thi > are visiting Mrs. Pike's mother, Mrs.
Anna Pike.
Fir* Baptist Church. Eev. H. H. Btohof
Democrat if it was not more or less ap
";
Preachlug every Sunday
Paster.
Harold Hall of New Tork is visiting
atî-» r *
ATWOOD <5fc FORBES SuntUy School at ·? M. J untor C-t. «*„»*·
parent that he dodged the point at issue
S&btutth Kventng Service M' SOr. M. V P. 8
I will leave it to our constituency to sa; r his parents, Dr. and Mrs. O. R. Hall.
U.
7
30
r.
Editor· ud PreprUtor·.
Pray· what
Hon. John D. Long and servants arC. E. WtdMldu evening at
they would think of a man who In
Meeting Thuredav eTenlng at 7 30. Covenan [
His family are
an< | rived Monday, Aug. 3d.
him
with
vited
a
to
take
a
drive
1M
the
Sun.la;
before
Α. Ε. Forrks.
last
Gborgk M. Atwood.
the
lady
Friday
Meeting
of the month at i SO r. M. AU not otherwise con
after she had accepted, politely informe* I to arrive later.
netted are cordially Invited.
Rupert Rogers, who has been a guest
her he did not know how to maoa&e ι ι
CnlvereallM Church, Rev. J. H. Little, Pastor
to his
now seet ! at Stanley Benson's, returned
thanks
but
horse.
John
11 A. ■
at
us,
service
Sumtay
rr.KHS —$1.50 a year If pal<t strictly In advano
every
Preaching
otherwise fi.OO a year. Single copie· 4 oenti
Sunday School at 12 M.
perils and difficulties not heretofore con home in Boston Monday.
Augustus Hersey of Portland is calling
seems afraid the bees migh
ADTKKTlsrME.VT*
All legal Klrertlftemenl
Miss Lizzie E. Base of Wilton, Mrs. A sidered. He
on his early friends.
are given three connective Insertions for $1J
Mass., Mr. anc line us. It is astonishing how obstacle) !
of
B.
Greene
Revere,
Geo. Haskell and wife of South Paris
per Inch In length of column. Special contract
will pile up to mountain heights whet ,
Mrs. O. P. Houghton of Arkansas City
made with local, transient and yearly advertli
were in town Sunday calling on Mrs.
we And an enterprise on our hands whict
era.
Kansas, are at Dr. M. M. Houghton'i
Haskell's parents, Mr. and Mrs. Ro salvo
we do not just know how to manage
Jo· Panrrree:— New type, fast presses, steai
visiting relatives and friends.
John has our sympathy. But never, ii Crockett.
Recent arrivals at The Beeches are:
[>ower, experienced workmen and low price
Chas. Withington has gone to New
our somewhat more than thirty year< !
com blue to make this department of our bual
Mre. and M lee Leverich. New Orleans, La.
York on business in connection with the
ueae complete and popular.
for
w(
do
not
fear
to
tell
our
Mass.
age
Woburn,
(we
Dr. Robert Chalmers,
too begin to grow young in heart) die brush business.
Fearing 61U, New York.
Howard Holmes of Auburn was in
Ml·* Rom Wateon, Northampton, Mast.
one of the opposite sex decline an invi
Events.
Coming
MUa M. I M. Coy. New York.
of a
tation given by us, and we are especially town Aug. 1st to attend the funeral
Mrs. William Blepham, New York.
certain none would have had the temerity niece, Mrs. Fred Chesley.
Mise Young, New Rochelle.
Aug. SMi.—Did Hone Week.
Mr*. R M. Stall». Boston.
A party of fourteen persons from the
Au«. lo.—State Grange Held meeting for Ox tor
to "change their mind" had they—well
Mr. and Mrs. deorge Atkinson, Cambridge
Their
County, Bryant's Pond.
This time Jolir city dined at notel Long Sunday.
sort of fished for it.
Maes.
Aug. 12.—Centennial celebration of the town ο
two
does not ask for an answer, and it is mode of conveyance was two autos,
Mr. and Mrs. L. D. Pierce, New York.
Albany.
ESTABLISHED

M».

fjemocrat

Sîw

THE OXFORD BEAKS.

West

Paris.

—

Aug. Ιλ-ad Maine Regiment reunion, Auburn
Aug. IS.—Annual
picnic of the Hartfon
Custard Pie Association, Allen's Grove
·
Swan Pond.
Aug. 19.—Universalis! grove meeting, Bryant'i
Pond.
Sept. S.—t >xford Pomona Grange, titlsfleld Gore
Sept. 22 .'4.—Seventh-seventh annual conference
of Maine Congregatlonallsts, Farmlngton
DATES or

agricultural

fairs.

Aug. iVJS.— Eastern Maine, Bangor.
Aug. 31-Sept. 4 —Maine State, Lewiston.
Sept. s-lu.—Rlvcrsiile Park Association, Bethel
Sept. 15-17.—Oxford County. South Parts.
Sept. 22-24.—Androaerggln Valley. Canton.
Sept 2!M κι. 1.—West Oxford, Krveburg.
Sept. 3U, ιχ-t. 1.—Oxford North, Andover.
NEW ADVERTISEMENTS.

f Save Money.
; Money Saving Prices.
< Ki«l Trousers Réduction Sa'e.
New Kail Hats.
Bankrupt's Petition for
Lost.
Auction.

Chaa. Gordon Ames, Mrs. Chas. Uordoi
Ames, Boston.
M1m Caroline E. Richardson, New Uaven, Ct

Mrs. E. G. Harlow gave a very enjoyable cobweb party to the young people
last Monday evening.
Rev. E. A. Hoyt of Dover, Ν. H., will
preach at the Universalist church, Sunday, August 16th.
Recent arrivals at White Mountain
View Farm are Col. Stanton of Boston,
Mr. Samuel Thurber and Miss Katherine
Reed.
Miss Helen Fessenden of Boston has
joined her mother and brother and sister
at White Mountain View Farm.
Rev. S. F. Marks of Tidioute, Penn.,
has joined Judge Potter's party at 0. A.

Thayer's.

Discharge.

Mere and There.
If everything goes well, the yacht
will now supplant the election of a
p*>pe in the papers. The first race is
scheduled for Aug. '20th.
races

Strange as it may seem, there is a certain satisfaction in reading the report of
the state forest commissioner regarding
the forest tire lose of Maine during last
spring's severe drought. To be sure,
the commissioner's estimate of the aggregate loss is a little above a million
dollar*, and pr<>bahly not all the little
flrv* are included, but this is something
of a discount from the wild estimate* of
three to «level millions loss which were
put out at the time.
After having beaten and tortured one
reformer to death, the Chinese government has the nerve to ask the British
government for extradition of the editors
of the Chinese reform newspaper in
.Shanghai, as they are' wanted for execution." But even if their offence were
not political, as it is, and therefore not
extraditable, this is the twentieth century. ami there is no delay about the announcement that the persons desired
will not be extradited.
A striking example of the effect of
modern business conditions is the case
of Charles M. Schwab. There was something almost meteoric in his rise from a
poor boy to be, at less than forty, a rich
man, the president of the largest corporation in the country, and drawing a
tlary twice that of the president of the
almost equally
And
uited States.
meteoric was his disappearance from
that position after a very few years of
service— incapacitated by nervousness.
After all, there is something in the world
that is worth more than millions—when
it is lost.
Some of the papers
protesting
against that misuse of titles which produces such effects as "Mrs. Admiral
Smith" or '"Mrs. Colonel Jones." It is
a sad fact that the only way an American
woman can get a title to which she has a
good claim is to marry a foreign nobleman or get into office in a secret society.
are

Dr. Weir Mitchell says that the college boys of the present age talk too
It
much about their athletic sports.
doesn't require the intellect of a Weir
Mitchell to discover that fact.

evident he makes excuses. We note thai
he does not expect to finish haying before snow flies, and by that time the
roads will be impassable. Doubtless he
is aware how it was with a certain mac
who made excuse that he must go t"
prove oxen, etc. Later, when he desired
to go to the feast he found another was
bidden before him. As in the days ol
the Nazarene there still are beggars in
the byways and hedges. We do not dislike dishwashing only about the average,
so it would not matter about that extra
plate, but after all is said, we admit it
may be better he does not visit Paris, as
in his ignorance he attributes such
charms to an unknown member of the
opposite sex. Sometimes anticipation is
so much more satisfactory than realization. As to the substitute for honey,
"The proof of the pudding is in the

The regular Saturday afternoon tea at
the golf links was enjoyed by a good
party. Tea was served by Mrs. Brown.
In the putting contest tirst prize was eating."
Mrs. David Emmons has taken her
second by Miss
won by Miss Thome;
on a week's outing to Peak's
Chapman and third by Miss Reilly. Next company
Island and vicinity.
Saturday tea will be served by Mrs.
The W. C. T. U. has been postponed
Lyon.
one week from the usual time and will
was
Charles F. Mathewson,
Esq.,
held Thursday afternoon of this week
be
called to New York last week on busiwith Mrs. Ο. K. Yates. Special subject:
He
ness connected with his profession.
"Xon-alcholic Medication."
expects to return the present week.
Miss Nina Bryant spent Tuesday and
I). Whittemore and wife of Boston
of last week at Bryant's
are guests of Mr. Whittemore's sister, Wednesday
Pond, where the younger members of
Mrs. J. B. Drake.
the Bryant family had a reunion.
There will be a flower party at AcadMiss Minnie Lane is spending last
emy Hall <·η Friday evening, Aug. 14, week and this week with relatives in
under the auspices of the Universalist
Falls.
Rumford
circle. Each one attending is requested
Mrs. Julia Bragg of Rumford Point,
t<· (lr»«K.\ to represent some flower. Music
an elderly lady, 84 years of age, is visitAdmission 15
b> Stearns and Young.
ing at C. II. Lane's, also Mrs. W. A. Gilcent*.
bert and two children of Chicago have
Mr». Mathewson gave a party to the
returned there for a few days.
voting people Friday evening, and the
Miss E. L. Paine of Cambridge, Mass.,
time was pleasantly passed with dancand Mrs. II. K. Smith of Cambridgeport,
ing.
came last Wednesday for a two weeks'
The "Antiquities" met the sanje evenvisit with Mrs. II. R. Tuell, and Mrs.
ing with Miss Clara Case and organized
Tuell's parents, Mr. and Mrs. Jacob CurHearts and
tίο* order of I. Ο. Ο. M.
tis.
Old Maid were played. Tea was served,
The children are getting interested in
and cats were present.
the life-size dolls in the big window of
Mm* Fannie Chapman of Portland is a
Lane's store. Mr. Lane has a new line
guest at Mrs. Carter's.
of clocks and jewelry to advertise which
Invitations have been issued by Mrs.
he gives votes to purchasers. The three
I'hilip Goldberg for a party to be gi*en little
girls obtaining the largest number
by her in honor of Miss Mary Daniels of these
votee are each presented with
Tuesday evening.
of
these handsome dolls. Any baby
one
The Beeches has given two benelit enunder one year of age brought to this
tertainments this season for the Old
store will be given absolutely free a
Ladies' Home at Norway. As a result
check for $18.30 was sent to the genuine gold ring.
Mrs. Rebecca Bryant has been visiting
treasurer of that most worthy charity.
her son, G. W. Bryant. Mr. Bryant is
The ladies of the Baptist society will
not much improved in health.
hold their annual fair in Cummings
C. C. Dearborn has been on a trip to
Hall, Wednesday afternoon and evening
Portland.
of this week. The doors will open at 2
Onward Rebekah Lodge are intending
There will be the fancy table,
p. m.
to have a benefit entertainment in the
apron table, candy booth, lemonade and near future.
ice cream, the children's table, Old
Mr. Charles L. Brown of Rumford
Mother Hubbard and her dog, and "The
Falls is spending a few days of his vacaold log cabin." Worksof art and fancy
tion in town, and Mr. and Mrs. Ε. II.
work to be voted away. In the evenBrown also came and stayed over Suning a concert will be given in the audi- dav.
euce room of the church, with the folit is expected that Ilov. Β. M. Edwards
lowing programme:
will supply tbe pulpit for the Baptist
society for the remainder of this month.
2. Recitation, "The θί·1 Barn," (by B. F.
Last Thursday morning, Warren, the
Taylor), with musical accompaniment,
M lee El'a Andrews of Boston.
11-year-old son of Engineer William
3. Recitation, "The Birds"
Miss Dewey of Roston. Cookson, was badly bitten by a dog
while in the office of the Maple House.
4. Solo,
Mis* Mabel H. Burr, from oberlln (O.)
He reached down to caress the animal on
of Music.
Couservatory
the head when tbe dog snapped at him
"Reminiscences of School
3. Recitation,
and took him by the throat, also biting
Life," (FearlngGlll, author,)
Fearlnv' GUI of New York. him in the back.
One wound was an
6. Recitation, "Wldder Baud,"
Miss Frances H. Shorey of Portland. inch in depth in the side of the throat.
Mr. Eaton. Dr. F. E. Wheeler was hastily summon7. Solo,
3. Indian club swinging In Greek costume,
ed and carefully dressed the wounds. It
with musical accompaniment,
Miss Ella Andrews. is hoped there will be no serious result.
Mise Mabel Burr. Mr. Cookson followed up the dog and
9. Solo
Mr. Eaton. shot him near the
10 Solo
depot. The animal
Miss Minnie Garland from Boston Conservawas a fox hound belonging to Mr. Walter
tory of Music, and Mrs. Eaton of Norway, acCole and for which he had been offered
companists.

Thirty thousand automobiles, says an
free in the afternoon; in the $25.
authority, will be placed on the American Admission
Mr. and Mrs. Frank P. McKenney,
market this year, which will only about evening 20 and 10 cents. Further pardaughter Margie and son Wirt, started
half supply the demand. Who says this ticulars on bills.
Tuesday after»·-on at 2 o'clock the Friday for a two weeks' carriage trip to
isn't a fast and luxurious age?
committees on the different tables are Xorridgewock.
Mrs. Nellie Daniels of Minneapolis,
urged to come to Cummings Hall and
New York's great underground rapid as far as possible arrange the tables for Minn., and her daughter, Mrs. Benedict,
transit railway is a striking illustration the fair. It would help the committee are visiting at Mrs. Ο. K. Yates'.

of the close figuring
possible under
modern engineering methods. Although
it involved a number of new engineering
problems, the contract price on it was
surprisingly close to the estimate of
cost originally made by the engineer».
The opening of the mad for travel in
now expected to be three months later
than the date originally set, but this delay is due wholly to strikes, and not to
any difficulty with the work.
A remarkable sight for Bangor was
witnessed Thursday, when thirty-four
liquor seller» appeared is the police
court and each took a vrnteecr of f 100
Of
au·I coata α*·' sixty day· ia jail.
course they all entered aa appeal and
gave bonds, to the outcome will be determined in th· Supreme Court, but it Is
long since Bangor has heard of a jail
sentence in a liquor case, even at the
It is thought by some
first hearing
of eafurt»that the preaent ''spasm
ment is intended to make people disgusted with the law. but the fact is aot
always taken iato at count that a large
proportion of the people are aot lu be
disgusted by that process

NtmmL
At the annual meeting of the Maine
s Association in Aubura
Wednesday. W K. Hamlin uf South
Waterford was choeen president.

Creamery Men

of
Ilebton, and more recently a resident of
Windham, is now ia the employ of the
Boston Klevated Railway Company as a
conductor on the surface cars.
Albert

Henry

Fogg,

formerly

It i· understood that I'ayaon Smith,
of schools for Kumford
and Mexico, has declined the position
offered him of principal of the new normal school to be established at Presque
Isle, and will continue in his present

superintendent

position.

ChasoChacc

Family.

Annual Reunion of the
Chase-Chace Family Association will be
held at the First Unitarian Church
(known as the church of the Apostle
Kliot» corner Eliot Square and Dudley
Street, Boston, (Roxbury), Mass., at 10
a. v., Thursday, Sept. 3, li>03.
The address this year will be made by
Rev. George S. Chase of Maine, in addition to which an interesting literary and
musical program is now in preparation.
Nearly every community contains descendants of William-Aquila or Thomas
Chase, who came to America from England nearly three hundred years ago,
and an iuvitation to be present is extended'to all.
The Fourth

A fatal didn't-know-it-was-loaded accident ooeurred in South Portland Tuesday. Thomas Fagan, a young sportsman, pointed his gun towards James
Kincaid and snapped it. He supposed
that both barrels were empty, ?ut a
cartridge in one of them was discharged,
and most of the charge of laige shot
strack Kincaid in the back. He died
about an hour later. A few of the shot
struck two small boys who were with
Kincaid, but neither was seriously in-

jured.

Henry Fox, aged 70, while mowing
a pair of horses at Ellsworth Tues-

with

thrown from his seat
of the knife and died
within a few minutée of injuries received.
Death apparently was caused by a linger
bar of the machine penetrating back of
the ear to his brain. Mr. Fox was a
prosperous farmer and highly respected
citizen. He leaves a widow and one son.!

day, fell or was
directly in front

very much if the friends who wish to
contribute would kindly bring their
gifts at that time.
Among the recent arrivals at the llubbard House are:
Hon. W. D. Washburn. Mr·. W. D. Wash
burn. Dr. Hamilton Wright, Mr* Hamilton
W right. The Norlands.
Mr aad Mrs. F. D. True, Dorothy True of
Portland.
lietoa Clifford Brown, Portland.
Arthur Ρ Chainpla. Portland

Miss Annie Ρ arris, who has been visiting relative· for some weeks, has returned bom·.
Win. L. Perham and family of New
York are at E*-Governor Perham's. being in Maine for a month's vacation.
Tbey will spend part of the time in a cottage on lake Penneseeewaewe
Miss Mary Laph a m of Augusta is a
truest at Kx-Governor Perham s.
It is doubtful if there was ever so
much hay remaining to be cut in this
vicinity at this time ia the season. It
has bren a hard year for haying. In
•pit· of the dubious outlook at ooe
'.»·, there will be about an average
crop, ami »>ne farms will equal the
large crop of iaat year. A peculiarity
of the gnus this year i· that what is
generally th· "second crop'' has been
growing among the taller first growth,
mi that the grass has a tine, thick bot
tutu that is freah and green, even though
the general appearance of the field may
be that it has "begun to go back."
Although aware that she was in a
serious condition, the people of the
place were surprised and shocked to
hear of the deat h of Mrs. E. D. Hooper
She had
at Old Orchard on Tueaday.
never rallied from the effects of the
smoke of the preceding Thursday, when
she was rescued unconscious from the
burning Sea View House. She was
taken into a cottage near by, and everything possible wan done for her, but her
health was feeble before the fire, and she
was unable to rally.
Her brother, Wm. K.
Perkins of Everett, Mass.. and her eon
and daughter from Boston, were summoned and came at once. Although
she recovered consciousness, she seemed
uot to be aware of what had occurred.
She asked no questions, and the situation was not explained to her. The
remains were brought here on Wednesday, and the funeral was held from her
late home Thursday afternoon, attended
by Rev. H. H. Bishop of the Baptist
Mrs. Hooper was a daughter
church.
of the late Cyrus and Harriet Perkins,
and the widow of George P. Hooper.
She leaves two children, Miss Hattie
A. Hooper and Carroll I. Hooper of Boston, and one brother, William E. Perkins, formerly of this place, now of
Everett, Mass.

East Sumner.
A party of eight children sent up by
the Portland raah Air Society, who
have been stopping at the Geo. W. Andrews farm for two weeks, returned on
Wednesday and ten more came np to
take their places. They were in charge
of Mrs. J. H. Barnee of Portland, chairman of the transportation committee.
The society 1· doing a grand work for
the children and its efforts are worthy of
a generous support.
The Sumner Veteran Soldiers1 Association will hold their annual meeting
at West Sumner on Wednesday, Aug. 13.
All old soldiers are cordially welcomed.
Let them turn oat.
W. H. Eastman has been on a trip to
the Rangeley Lakes, making preparations for a grange excursion to come of!
later.
The old railroad station has been moved to Ramford Falls and the new one
pat in good condition for business.

Mr. Geo. Tirrell and family have moved away. Mr. Tirrell wan engineer for
the Paris Manufacturing Co., and at
present his place is supplied by a man
from South Paris.
Mrs. Α. R Bucknam and Miss Klla
May Curtis have gone to Boston for a
visit of several weeks.
Mrs. Julia B. Kimball has arrived and
opened her bouse for a while.
Prof. Thomas Whittemore, professor
of English Literature at Tufts College,
i-otnes this Monday to be a guest of Mrs.
Kimball for a week. Pi«>f. Bo lien will
come later.
Miss Maria M. Irish of Portland has
been making Miss Mary Dana a little
visit.
Good music was furnished at the
Universalis services Sunday afternoon
by tbe Woodstock mixed quartette, Mr.
and Mrs. Perham, Mrs. Davis and Mr.
Andrews.
Andover.

Born, in Andover, July .10, to the wife
of Fred C. French, a son.
Married, in Andover. July 31, Jack
Tweedy and Miss Helen Morton.
The rniversalist sociable was a sucThe concert given in the audience
cess.
room was one of the best and did credit
to tbe one taking part.
Ice cream and
cake were served.
Rev. Mr. Howes preached to a good
congregation last Sunday.
Miss Alice Berry is in town visiting
friends.
Will Marston is in town for a few days
visiting bis sister, Mrs. R. A. Grover.
Rev. Mr. Davis has returned from
Kent's Hill, where he has been visiting
his family. He preached as usual in the
M. E. church.
Married, in Rumford Falls, Aug. 1,
Mr. W. W. Cutting of Andover, and Miss
Nettie F. Cook of Portland. They will
make their home in Andover.
Haying hangs on as the weather is so
catching but little can be done.
Geo. Deswald has moved into the
Methodist parsonage and Whitney Roberts has moved into the rent of Tom
French.
The Congregational circle met in the
hall last evening.

Dickvale.
Mrs. Tyler Cone and two children of
Massachusetts are visiting Mrs. Cone's
sister, Mrs. S. Morrill.
Haying progresses slowly on account
of the bad weather, but grass is still
green.
Mrs. Betsey Perkins of Livermore
Falls recently visited her nieces, Mrs.
Maria Child and Mra. Alma Tracy of
this place.

East Waterford.
I va Davis of Portland is visiting her
aunt, Mrs. Ella Ames.
Mabel Drake of Auburn is at L. M.
Sand3rson's.
William Blake of South Paris, Mrs.
Elizabeth Edgerly of Portland, Mr. and
Mra. Augustus Lord of Beverly, Mass.,
and Mr. and Mra. G. A. Miller of this
town spent July 30th at McWain Pond

fishing.

Mra. Melvin

Moray's

two sisters and

their children are visiting her.
Helen Sanderson rode ont a little way

for the first time
Sunday
from the

hospital.

since she came

Chas. Gammon has moved to the
Theodore Saunders farm, now owned by

Fred Clark of Bolster's Mills.
Mrs. Martha Pride is spending the
week in Norway.
Heurj Rolfe, wife and little girl, are
I
taking a carriage trip to West Bethel.

teams, and two saddle horses.
There were two brothers, so it is said,
Tim and Haley. Tim was a dullard, so
to speak. At school Haley would coach
Tim occasionally. Coming to a poser
which Haley could not solve, he whispered thus, "Skip it, Tim." Tim did as
told, and blurted out, very loud of
course, to make it appear that be was up
to his lesson, "Skip it, Tim." What we
would advise fastidious critics when they
find newspaper matter unsuited to their
tastes, is to take to Haley's advice and
"skip it."
It is not often that a member of a
church is accused of blocking church
services, but such a case was reported
recently at a church not far away. After
the morning prayer the organist, seating
herself at the organ, commenced to fin-

Pari· Monday afternoon.
Mr. and Mr·. Charle· Dunham and «or
Prank have been stopping at hi· mother's,
Mrs. Abbie Dunham'·. Mr. Dunham
wai aiezed with a severe Nine·· while in
camp, but has recovered, and returned
with hi· family to South Pari· Friday.
Mrs. Emma Este· of Portland arrived
in town Tuesday afternoon, and is the
gueat of Mr·. Robert Crockett
Mies Vivia Swift is a gueat at Mr. and

If you have company and would like
to have it mentioned, please imform.
We have no specialties in this business
but we can't find them all.
Mrs. Christine Clough of Nashua, a sister of Mrs. Merritt Parsons, and Mrs.
Cornish and son of Falmouth, Mass., are
visiting the Parsons family.
Recently, for the Lewiston Daily Sun
I mentioned an Auburn lady, and not
recalling the name of her son, I simply
put it, "The lady and son." Somebody
^ave it in print her son "Tom." Her
husband seeing it wrote to his wife if
she had another son to hasten home, he
wanted to see him.
Mrs. Ellis Marston and Master Earl
have returned to their home in Auburn
after an extended visit with her parents.
Martial law was proclaimed Friday,
and the militia called out, headed by
Officer Warren, to kill unlicensed dogs.
Private Bates Record carried the gun.

Arthur

Shirley of

Stratford,

oocupied the pulpit of the Congregational church last Sunday.
Rev. J. J. Lewis preached in the Uni·

verealiat church last Sunday and will
Sabbaths
occupy the pulpit for two
more.

Dr. Arthar 6. Wiley bae entered upon
bis service at the Maine General Hos-

Friday evening, August 14th.
Lovell.

Rov. Lincoln Goodrich, whoso father,
Rev. Lewis Goodrich, was a former pastor of the Congregational church in this
place, is boarding with his family at
Fairview. lie is pastor of a church in
Marlboro, Mass.
Rev. C. F. Sargent is away on a vacation, and with his family is at Denmark.
Don Collins of Portland ie visiting

hero.

The fair of the Ladies' Circle of the

Congregational church at the Centre was
held Wednesday afternoon and ovening,

MONEY SAVING PRICES.

MADNESS IN COLOBS.
TINTS THAT WILL TURN THE BRAIN

money, work and bother by buying their children's
dresses ready made. All of them are marked so you will want one or
more.
They were cheap before. Now they are real bargains.
Mothers

AND INVITE DEATH.
Purple la the Moat Lethal of All
Hnea, and Scarlet I· Nearly aa Bad.
Bloc Will Stlmalate the Bralaf bat

can save

ONE LOT of fine chambray, red and blue sailor suits, trimmed with white
98c.
were SI.25, Sale Price
Chester Bean has gone to Poland
ONE LOT of white Lawn, French styles, trimmed with Lace, beading and
wintinted
red
walls
and
If
purple
$1.19
ribbon, former price $1.49, Sale Price
Spring where ho has a position.
Mrs. J. C. Billings gave a very delight- flows surrounded you for a month, with
her
of
honor
in
grandson no color but purple around you, by the
ful party

pital.

Mr·. Henry Berry'a.
visit. Fifteen
Mr. and Mrs. Walter Bryant are viait Louie Billings during bis
little guests were m side happy in playing
ing at Amoa Bryant's.
Icecream
Mias Lizzie Stevens haa returned from games and other amusements.
were served.
her viait at Bridgton, and ia working al and dainty confections
Thursday the "California party"
Arthur Ricker'a. Mr. Ricker'a room:
the 6. A. R.
in both houses are all engaged for thic started from Bethel to join
Jordan and
month. Mr. Jesse Bird of Boston ar- excursion. Mr. and Mrs. Ira
Mrs. Emily Philbrook left Bethel to be
rived there Tuesday.
Mrs. Blake and Mrs.
Mise Genevieve Whitman is visiting joined later by
her uncle, Ε. Z. Whitman, at Harrison, Bryant, sisters of Mrs. Jordan. Upon
"three sisters" will
Cheater Mann of Athol, Mass., arrived the return trip the
visit their brother in Oregon.
at Fred Stevens? Wednesday.
Mr. Clinton Metcalf and family are
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Trumbull and
at Mr. Walker's.
son of Framingham, and Mr. and Mrs. gueste
Mrs. Ceylon Rowe and Miss Lena
Piper, and Miss Emma Davis of Ashland,
Briggs are at Rangeley.
Mass., are stopping at Camp Hobson.
Tuesday and Wednesday evenings the
Mr. and Mrs. Edwin Perh im and Mise
J. Lewis
Bertha Perham came from Camp Brock- lectures to be given by Rev. J.
will be presented in Odeon Hall.
ton Friday to viait their people here.
Thursday afternoon and evening the
Miss Essie Bowker is on a week'f
Ladies' Club will hold the annual midvisit to North Bethel.
Mrs. Ronello Davis gave birth to a summer fair.
Harry Purington returned from Anson Saturday, but the baby waa ailing
dover, Mass., Saturday, having epent six
and passed away Wednesday.
The village is pretty well filled w.tli weeks with his sister, Mrs. Holt.
Gould Academy will open Sept 1st,
summer travel, and there are more tc
arrive. There is a party of nine coming with Miss A. Mabel Richardson of Castine, Miss Lillian Norton of Lewiston,
to Camp Beechmere the coming week.
There was a load of cans shipped to and Mr. Erekine, assistants. Prof. nansthe corn factory recently. A crew i« com has received most lettering recomengaged packing them. Mr. Storer mendations and can assure the students
and Mr. Russell of West Poland are over- of the most faithful attention.
seeing business at the shop and preparEast Bethel.
ing for the coming season.
Albert Bowker and George Proctor
Haying still lingers. Some fields of
came from West Paris Thursday evening grain are ripening.
C. M. Kimball visited Portland August
to practice with the band.
Mrs. A. Mont Chase and Mrs. Lalia 4th.
Mr. Insley Young recently ontertained
Estes went to H. F. Maxim's Monday to
his brother from Massachusetts.
pick raspberries.
Miss Katie naines is visiting her sisAlden Chase remains about the same.
Mrs. Horace Berry has improved in ters at Rum ford Falls.
Mr. Π. Bartlett from South Framinghealth somewhat, but is not very robust
ham, Mass., is spending a short vacation
yet.
There was a social dance at Grange at his home here.
Mr·. W. C. Howe from Waltham,
nail Thursday evening, and a large
Mass., is visiting at the home of her
company was present.
Mrs. Dr. Rankin and two sons of father, Mr. J. D. Hastings.
Mr. and Mrs. Π. P. Bartlett and two
Mechanic Falls are stopping at her
children from Waltham, Mass., are visitmother's, Mrs. Laura Stephens'.
Don't forget the grand concert August ing relatives in this place.

ger the keys,'but no sound came forth,
and she withdrew. The minister managed to wake the man that manipulated the pump, when the service went
on and all was well.
The not unexpected report of the death
of John F. Dunham at the Sisters'Hospital, Lewiston, Aug. 4, was received here
Wednesday. It seems a sad case of the
loss to his mother, brothers and sisters.
Their home is here, where Mrs. Dunham
The husband and father
owns a place.
died about one year ago. The funeral
occurred at the house Friday.
Rov. Lucien Robinspn was in town re- 11th.
There is a boat carnival talked of for

cently.

Bethel.

Bryant's Pood.

Rev.
Mr·, frank Stevens and family and
Μη. Ο. Κ. Yate· returned to Weel Coon.,

Grafton.
Farmers in town are making a beginning on their haying, but can do but little as yet on account of poor hay
weather.
Miss Ruth Brown went to Bethel
Thursday to meet Mrs. G. I. Brown and
little children, who are coming on a few
woeks' visit to Mr. Brown's mother and
He will follow a few weeks
sister.
later.
Rev. Dr. H. S. Whitman and wife are
spending their vacation in Grafton with
his mother and sister.
Mr. Ο. B. Dodge is spending a few
weeks here.
C. T. Parker, who has been in Falmouth haying, returned home Wednes-

It Will Wreck the Nervea.

i>nd of that time you would be a madNo matter how strong the brain
man.

might be, it would not stand the strain,

ami it te doubtful If you would ever recover your reason, for purple le the
most dangerous color there Is in its

effects on the brain, which It reaches
by way of the nerves of the eye.
A

splash

In the room
some

time

or

braid,

Children's Coats.

The little folks need

longer,

but

dead

purple

purple,
ancholy or suicidal mania.
Blue, as long as there Is

no trace of
red In it, stimulates the brain and helps
It. but its effect on your nerves, if you
are saturated with It and cannot get
Scientists
away from it, is terrible.
class blue as a kind of drug In its effects on the brain.
It excites the imagination and gives
a craving for music and statecraft
but it has a reaction that wrecks the
If you doubt it stare hard for
nerves.
a few minutes at a large sheet of
bright blue paper or cloth—not flowers,
for there is a good deal of green in
their blue— .nd you will find that it
will make your eyos ache and give you

restless, uneasy feeling.
Green, on the other hand, is the king
of colors, and no amount of it can do
soothes
any harm. On the contrary, it
the whole system and preserves the
eyesight If you were shut up in an
artificial green light for a month it
would develop your eyesight immensebut it would be fatal. Ijecuuse when

NORWAY, MAINE.

f F.

ly,

would
you returned to the world you
be utterly unable to stand ordinary
lights and colors and you would certainly contract ophthalmia, or possibly
undestroy the optic nerve altogether
less you were very mindful to take

F. A. SHURTLEFF & CO.

A. SHURTLEFF & CO.

"

%

1I

THE LATEST STYLES

In Chatelaine, Wrist Bags, Wallets and Purses.

Chatelaines,
Wrist Bags,

15
50
25
25

Gents' Wallets

Ladies' Wallets,

Card Cases,
All

new

cents to

25
5

Purses,

goods just

received at the

44

44

44

44

44

44

44

44

44

44

Pharmacy

F. A. SHURTLEFF &

a

80UTH

PARIS, MAINE.

$2.50

2.co

5.00
3 so
1.75
1.35

of

CO.,

F. A. SHURTLEFF & CO.

F. A. SHURTLEFF & CO.

BUY Λ

>φ

care.

Most people imagine the sky In clear
weather to be blue. It Is really white
tinged with green. It Is only the disit
tance and clearness which make

blue.
Ureen Is so soothing mat it manes
the length of an
η big dlfTereuce In
day.
illness, helping the system to light the
disease, and nearly all hospital wards
Newry.
Mrs. Walter Foster, who has been ill have every possible detail about them
for a few weeks, was carried to the colored green. Sage green is the most
Maine Central Ilospital at Lewiston southing tint of all; metallic green,
August 2d, where an opération was per- however, is by 110 means so good.
formed from which she is recovering
Solitary confinement In a yellow cell
nicely.
for six weeks will hopelessly weaken
with
comis
Hotel
thronged
Poplar
system and produce chronic hyspany; sixty boarders reported, and more any
A long course of it will proteria.
anticipated.
even on a
Raspberries have been very abundant, duce foolish lunacy, and
and unusually fine, but a party who guinea pig or a rabbit will drive the
ascended the mountain for blueberries animal at last to bite and wound Itself
report the entire absence of blueberry or reduce It to such a state of nervousbushes. The severe drouth killed them ness that It will die of sheer fright If
seem

chilly evenings.

these

SOME EXTRA VALUES IN WAISTS.

would kill you eventually as surely as
would foul air. Scarlet is as bad, but
scarlet has a different effect. It produces what is called homicidal mania
—a madness that drives its victim to
kill his fellows, especially bis nearest
relatives. Κ von on animals scarlet has
this effect It will drive a bull or a
tiger to charge a naked spear. But
on the contrary, brings on mel-

great

light weight coat for

ONE LOT in blue, and castor, of all wool tlannel. large pearl buttons, tucked
$1.98
linen collar with applique, former price 92. 08, Sale Price
Several bargains in walking skirts.
were
93.75.
ONE LOT of grey skirting $1.98
ONE LOT of grey and black $2.98 were 94.08.

two of any other color
save your reason for

woultf

a

find we will pay your

FIRST MONTH'S

and was very successful. Supper, and
ice cream and cake were served.
Rev. W. C. Bitting of New York
preached in the grove at West Lovell
last Sunday afternoon. A large audience
was in attendance.
Frank L. Howe is here for cattle for
Wc linvc a few left In stock
the Brighton market.
Greenwood.
Frank Harmon and wife are at their
we wUh to well.
The cold wet weather since the drouth cottage on the lake for the month of
ended has proved very detrimental to August. I. B. McAllister has charge of
some of the crops at least.
While it has the mill while Mr. Harmon is away.
Alpheus I. Hamblen has sold his
been favorable for grase, corn and beans
look puny enough, and as though they place at No. 4 to John B. Kimball and
to Harrison living with his
would hardly give back the seed it moved
took to plant the ground. We visited a nephew.
Mrs. F. L. Pottle of Otisfleld is visittwo acre field of sweet corn yesterday
Mark.ot
OO
SQuaro,
and found only two stalks in the silk, ing here. She has but recently recoverall.
while a large part of it did not show the ed from a severe attack of pneumonia.
suddenly startled.
ΜΛΙΝ10
acon
SOUTH
is
PARIS,
progressing slowly
Haying
Mrs. £. S. Hatch has been visited by
On the other hand. If you are not
spindle; and only about a month to macount of the rainy weather.
the
from
two
Misses
her
healthisisters,
Barr,
Is
the
and
Potatoes
are
better
ture.
smothered with It yellow
looking
will
the earliest varieties are nearly ripe. Boston.
West Bethel.
est, cheeriest color there Is. and
The boarding houses, cottages, camps,
Some of the farmers are nearly done
"The chinch-bug cat* the farmer'· (train,
a dark room bright and habitamake
You want
shelter
and all other available places of
The bee-moth spoil· hl« honev.
haying, while others have not begun,
ble when even green would I*» «-old
and
The l»e«l-bu* (111* ntm fall of pain.
having exchanged work so as to enlarge are filled with summer visitors,
The humbug M-oop· hi· money."
and depressing. Hut to be well "soused"
_
the crew, which is sometimes a very others arriving daily.
with yellow day and night, nnd to In•'The peach ρ roture* pain.
convenient method.
Cucumber cau'e» colic.
Oxford.
unable to get away from It. would
Fannie Brooks has gone to Bethel to
An<l yet, with all their might an<l main,
within
Mr. and Mrs. Bert Fontaine of Lisbon
work for John Howe a few days, and
With fruit the urchin* frolic."
bring you to nervous madness
two months at the out»ide
may stop there until after haying, should are visiting relatives here.
Old Home Week.
Mr. and Mrs. Jackson and daughter
her health admit of it.
Sheer dead white, unbroken, will deCharles Dunham is in poor health and
Frank Brooks, Newton Bryant, to- Nellie of South Paris called on friends in unable to work.
λ* catastroy your eywdght ■·· surely
gether with his wife and two children, town Monday.
O'Brien came home from Manon ract would If you an· e*po«e»i to It for
Percy
The Sons of Temperance had a musical lut week to do hi* haying.
made a pleasant call at the Bennett
It
η week at tlie latest
Ilecauae
a few day*
Why?
it here.
You had better
and literary entertainment
Thursday
place last Wednesday.
Mr*. Bertha («rover viaited L. I). Grokills the optic nerve·, slid tlx* eight
will get the right atvle, the right make, the
Those persons who are anticipating evening with refreshments.
you
ver and family last week.
out like a candle, while the effrrt
such good times going to the field day
Bom. July 30, to the wife of James
A. J. Haakell an<l wife attended the coea
right quality, and the right price.
brain l« mi maddening that
and centennial festivals next week, Dunbar, a daughter.
Holt-Brigg* wedding in North Norway. on the
of
Rev.
Mr.
would perhaps do well to remember the
Born. July 30, to the wife
Bad weather for making
hay, but blind MM Is almost η relief
old proverb about there being many a Ericsson, a daughter.
This Is why aretlc e*ph«rem have t«
graaa in many tield* in Mill growing.
for
"The
is
and
Fisher
the
crown
Mrs.
between
canvassing
slip
Mr*. Sarah W. Brown <>f Berlin. V H., wear rokxvd "ipnuiiw" of κπι·η tinted
hip.
Lyman Martin is in a very low state Modern Pilgrim's Progress," and Mrs. ha* been vi»itiog relative· here during 1 glans; ntherwine "snow blindte·**." as
of health, but more comfortable at this Starbird for '"The Life of Pope Leo the
past week.
It Is called, nod which I* really "white
Heart trouble and Bright'* Thirteenth."
writing.
Mr*. Alfreda M. O'Brietfwa* very sUk
bllndne**." I· nluioMt a eT'alnty Κν<·η
dioease arc very slowly doing their work.
la*t week, but ia now thought to be imHebron.
In the |Milar region·), though, tlx· white
Since mentioning the callers at the
proving.
breaks It. If
Bennett place, five others have called
was railed away
Professor Sargent
Mr*. Man· A. I>ow ha* recovered from Is not complete. Tbe sky
We have the Manhattan Derby eeeond to none
here since then, Scott Merrill, together Saturday to attend the funeral of his her recent illne»·, and ia again u*ing her It did not no man e<>ald keep hi* eye
with his son and niece, also Davis Cur- aunt.
$: oo
in quality and price
knitting needle*.
eight there without glasses New York
tis and son of West Paris.
The services on Sunday were conductThe annual lawn |>arty in Grover'· News.
Alto a good Derby for
1.50
When the boys cannot work at haying ed by the lilies' Missionary Society, Birchea, near thia village, will be held
is
where
can
and
that
the children taking part.
they
go fishing;
on
Thnmday, Augiut "/nth, afternoon
I ·«·»«·· Mi>«tr,l lli>|<r·.
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Bartlett of Boston and evening.
they go.
riMwt which so often aurrminded
The
with
his
two
weeks
are spending
parents
For ItlCTCMNO, TEXNIS. GOLF, ON FOR
bulls and castles in the old days Is now
Sumner.
here.
East Hebron.
some
but
tilled
vAl
CLOTH AND LATEST STYLUS.
and
up.
AUTOMOBILE.
East
at
generally
dry
Pomona
Oxford
Co.
died
H.
Rben
Grange
Sunday, July
Thomp«'>n
The remains of John Conant, who
Hebron
was attended by many
after *ome four months' airkceaa, remarkable s|iecimcnN Mill remain.
pasxed away July :tOth, at the home of from thisTuesday
Grange.
aged 58 year*. 2 month*. Ile leave* a Perha|>s the lin«-«t example of a moated
his brother George, were taken to the
Mrs. C. B. Record left for her home in wife, two *ona and one «inter to mourn bouse is llclmlngham Ilall, the m»at of
P. B. church, August 2d, for burial
hi· Iom. The funeral waa held Tuesday I^onl TollemaclM·. In Suffolk. al«>ut
«enrice. The last few months he passed Vew Brunswick Wednesday.
N. Q. Bachelder of Boston is at C. at 1 o'clock, attended by Rev. Freeland
31 Market Square. SOUTH PAKIS. ME.
with his brother George on South Hill
eight ndlea from IpNwich. The drawStarbird of Farmington. Burial at Kant
Telephone 106 3.
in Buckfleld, to be near his brothers and E. Tripp's for bis vacation.
has
been
and
It
bridge still remain*.
Mr. and Mrs. Brainard returned from Sumner.
HiMters near the old family home. He
for mort* than JUS)
raNed
night
every
their
visit
at
is
with
rheumalaid
Julian Dyer
Winthrop Thursday.
up
left a wife and thirteen brothers and
years, the ancient precaution being ol>Mrs. H. A. Cushman and daughter, tism.
sisters. John was the first taken from
served even though the need for it Iuih
are
at
Biddeford
W.
Miss
at
Morrill
ia
Mrs.
Cushman,
Daisy
working
Cynthia
the family of children, who have nearly
friends.
E. Bowker's.
long passed by. The moat which sui*
all lived to the years of being capable of Pool with
A. M. Richardson was at home from
Mr*. Clara Maraton of Auburn visited rounds LmIs castle, near .Maidstone, is
caring for themselves. John and his
Portland over Sunday.
her uncle, X. C. Ford, a few days last so wide that it may almost 1κ· called a
wife were members of the East Hebron
Rev. S. D. Richardson had sweet corn week.
church. Rev. Mr. Cummings of Auburn
lake. The ancicnt Episcopal palace et
his garden August 2d.
Ethel Morrill is at home from Buckconducted the service, assisted by Rev. from
Wells Is surrounded by walls which Intield on a two weeks' vacation.
Mr. Kelley. The floral gifts were abunclose nearly seven acres of ground nnd
North Buckfield.
dant and beautiful. Tho church and
Denmark.
by a moat which is supplied with waAuburn are
Wilson
and
wife
of
Chute
vestibule were filled to their full capacity
Mitchell of Littleton ter from St. Andrew's well. A venerMiss Maud
guests of F. B. Damon and family.
with relatives and friends.
Ellery Farrar, wife and children, of Corner, Mass., a graduate of Bates Col- able bridge spans the moat, giving acBertie Merrill is very sick, and it is
and Carroll Farrar, wife and chil- lege, is the guest of Mr. and Mrs. Geo. cess through a tower gateway to the
thought by all doubtful if he remains Bath, of
Barberton, Ohio, are guests of W. Gray.
dren,
outer court.—London Standard.
here long.
on
a
Mr. I. H. Berry is having a new water
Melvin Farris and Melvin Whitman are their father, Jefferson Farrar,
vacation. Carroll has not been home tank placed in his tower on the mill.
Life After Death.
quite sick.
Mr. Russell Smith has left the employ
Lemuel Greene and wife with her sis- for nearly seven years.
A Gorman biologist has l>een InvestlQuite a delegation from this place of Fred Sanborn and will work for A. D.
ter, Miss Leala Davis of Turner, returnIflitlng tin* question of the activity of
the 2d.
Feeeenden at the plains.
ed to Quincy, Mass., on Monday. Mrs. went to Canton grove meeting
bodies after death and has pubRAKES.
YORK
Mrs.
Emma
is
with
N.
Mrs.
Mrs. Chas. Smith is reported as re- animal
Bonney
Greene's pet parrot has not said anylished some suggestive conclusions. It
B. Emery again for a while.
from her late sickness.
covering
throe
left
home
Mrs.
Greene
since
on hand at
of
full
line
thing
machines with
Mert Warren lost a good cow a few
appears that death is not instantane- A big stock of above
weeks ago, but "Good-bye", although a
PREVENTED.
the
SUICIDE
organism,
ous
physical
throughout
great talker when her mistress is at days ago.
cfc Son.
D. R. Jack is so as to bo out again
A.
The startling announcement that a for it has been observed that many of
home.
after
a sickness of three or four weeks.
had
been
discovof
suicide
the different tissues continue active for
preventive
the
name of the machine
bear
that
Haymaking made fair progress last
sections
Be sure when
John seems to be worried about ered will interest many. A run down α
week.
considerable period after the time
him to
where
to
store
Tell
hie
used.
which
hay.
for
or
The comet is watched for in fair and
despondency invariably 'pre- when the animal Is assumed to Ικ> d"ad.
system,
some up this way and we will store cede suicide and
something has been particularly In the case of the lower anfoul weather, and lias been seen but a haul
it for him.
found that will prevent that condition
few times.
imals. Cells from the brain of a frog,
which makes suicide likely. At. the
There was a pleasant gathering with first thought of self destruction take for example, have been kept alive for
North Stoneham.
C. B. Keene and wife Aug. 2d. The Electric Bitters. It being a great tonic aver a week when held in certain soluMrs. Alice Bean and two sons and Jen- guests included Luther Winslow, wife and nervine will strengthen the nerves tions, and the heart of a frog has boon
nie McAllister from Locke's Mills visit- and two children, H. D. McAlister, wife and build up the system.
It's also a known to l>eat for many hours after beed their mother, Mrs. Leonard Gammon, and two children, Frank Tumor, wife great Stomach, Liver and Kidney reguing removed from the dead body. The
and daughter, Frank Keene and ChaHes lator. Only 50c. Satisfaction guaranSaturday and Sunday.
hearts of turtles and snakes will beat
Ina Gammon is visiting friends in Burnham, all from South Paris, and teed by F. A. Shurtleff & Co.; Noyes
for days or even a week nfter death.—
Charles Rowe and wife and Mrs. McWaterford.
Store,
Norway.
Drug
Harper's Weekly.
Mrs. H. B. McKeen was very much Alister from Norway.
END OF BITTER FIGHT.
pleased Wednesday, when her friends
Brownfield.
One Wan Enough.
came and picked her wool ready to send
"Two physicians had a long and stub"Yon love my daughter?" said the old
Mrs. Elmer Thompson and young son born
to the mill.
with an abscess on my right
fight
Wesley Adams is helping W. W. Dur- of New York City are visiting at Mr. lung" writes J. F. Huhgesof DuPont, Ga, man.
John Sands'.
"Love her!" he exclaimed passionate"and gave me up. Everybody thought
gin hay.
There are quite a a number of city
John McAllister from East Stoneham
my time had come. As a last resort I ly. HWhy. I could die for her! For one
does Wm. Gammon's machine mowing. people in town.
tried Dr. King's New Discovery for Con- soft glance from those sweet eyes I
Some of our farmers are very unThe benefit I received was irould hurl
Mrs, J. C. Sawyer visited her daughter,
sumption.
myself from yonder cliff
Mrs. Maud McAllister, of Waterford, fortunate in having quite a lot of hay striking and I was on my feet in a few
md perish, a bleeding, bruised mass,
man
in
this
storm.
One
out
last week.
present
Now I've entirely regained my
days.
Almost everybody in this vicinity is had all of his field mowed the day it health." It conquers all Coughs, Colds upon the rocks 200 feet below!"
The old man shook his head.
commenced raining. It is said by those and Throat and Lung troubles. Guaranhaving bad colds and sore throats.
who pretend to know that there will be teed by F. A. Shurtleff à Co.; Noyes
"I'm something of a liar myself." be
more hay In this town than last year.
Drug Store, Norway. Price 50c. and laid, "and one Is enough for a «mall
Norway Lake.
Mrs. Charles Fogg and con of Lowell, 11.00. Trial bottles free.
family like mine."
Mrs. Winnie Hall went to Lewiston
who have been visiting friends in this
to
see
her
Mrs.
Asa
sister,
Wednesday
PENALTY.
THE
DEATH
their
home
left
1er
Thursday
vicinity,
Hia Bnd Memory.
for securing a bargain.
Frost, who is in the hospital.
Now is the
ifternoon.
A little thing sometimee results in
"I suppose." said the condoling nelghDavid Flood has been in Portland this
Mr. S. M. Adams has sold his farm to death. Thus a mere scratch, insigniCome in and see them.
week to attend the reunion of his regi)or. "that you will erect a handsome
Ifr. Irving Linscott.
ficant cuts or puny boils have paid the
ment, the 14th Maire, at Long Island.
monument to your husband's memIt' is wise to have
death penalty.
Miss Hortense Bradford of Mechanic
North Paris.
Bucklen's Arnica Salve ever handy. It's ory ?"
Falls is visiting her friend, Mis· Elizaand
"To his memory !" echoes the tearful
George Howe and Masters Smith
the best Salve on earth and will prevent
beth Laeselle.
rrue of Norway wesé here recently after
and ,vldow. "Why. poor John hadn't any.
Ulcers
when
Sores,
Barns,
fatality,
Leola Noyes of Lovell is visiting at J.
brook clams for pearls.
[ was sorting over some of the clothes
Piles threaten. Only 25c, at F. A.
L. Partridge's.
There was a concert at the M. E. Shurtleff A Co.; Noyes Drag Store, jo left today and found the pockets
at
North
Paris, Tuesday evening, Norway.
:hapel
full of letters I had given him to mail."
Hartford.
jy three blind people, Mr. and Mrs.
PUTS AN END TO IT ALL.
The Hartford Universalist parish has Everett Harmon and Mrs. 0. D. EllingHeated.
A grieyious wail oftimes comes as a
MAINE.
Rrood·
SOUTH PARIS,
arranged the following meetings:
Jones—Wonder what made Mrs. SotMr. and Mrs. J. A. Noyes visited at result of unbearable pain from over taxAt AUen'a Grove, 8win Pond, Hartford, Au*.
ehe
1
when
heated
bo
look
on
up
picked
W
Liver
I
τ.
H.
of
Dexter.
ed organs. Dizziness, Backache,
Gould,
16, Be
3eorge Noyes' August 3d.
August S3, Rev. Fleanor B. Forbes of Gray.
Charles Cotton has hired the Foss complaint and Constipation. But thanks ! ι hat photograph from her husband's of·
At Federal meeting honte, E&it Buckfleld,
to
Dr. King's New Life Pills they put an ι Ice desk.?
ilace
will
move
in
at
once.
and
September β, Dr. Geo. W. Blcknell of Cam· i
bridge, Mass. Service· at 3 P. M.
Harvey Corbett is very sick and hie end to it all. They are gentle but
Jaynes—Good reason for becoming
r
(μμμκομκ
,,«v
In case of unfavorable weather services irife's brother is stopping with him.
| thorough. Try them. Only 25c. Guar- îeated. It was one of hie old flames,
Smith Plngree ana Harrison Littlebale anteed oy F. A. Shurtleff A Co.; Noyes roil know.—Boston Transcript
to be held in the grove will be held In
ι ire working for Β. K. Dow.
the Line school house near by.
Drag Store, Norway.
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Bolster & Co.,

Dayton

NEW
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buy

Our Autumn Styles in Men's
Stiff and Soft Hats
are now in.

Soft Hats 50c. to $2.00.

pi ης

J.

F. PLUMMER, SSfik.

DEERING

&

WOOD

HARVESTING MACHINERY.
NEW

CHAMPION

repairs constantly

W. Walter
they
buying

A FEW MORE HATS
To Close Out at Cost.
opportunity

Globe Corset.

MRS. E. A. HOWE,
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—»·31 A. *., (dally, Sunday (
Going down east1
♦ *' *· "·
Sun.Uy only
Included *3® a- *··
* i» p. *·
3:38 r. *.. 10.L
A.
wen'-lOtW
Going up
Included). Sunday only >
pa. lally, Sundays

It! .-22 A.

M.

CHUBCHKS.

Rev. W. Ε
Congregational Church.
1» P.. pastor. Preaching *errk-e*, 10:4
12 v. ; Y
School
p.
Sunday
Τλ*>
and
μ.
A
Church prayer meeting oi
I·' c. K. at t. p. m;
not other
All,
at ? :J0 o'clock.
-1
.v
evening
t
Invited.
ws, oimected. are cor»Ually W.
Pottle, Pastor
Methodist Church, Kev. A.
ii
»undav, morning prayer meeting. !*'3Π a
Sabbath Schoo:
10 45 a.
a
preactifni:service
Meeting, β:15 r. u.
ix., Κ ρ worth League7 p.
meet
Ια*
prayer meeting
r:\v.-r
„·
'·,·,·
I..-! tv evening; !as» meeting, VrMay evening
I'asUir
H.
Rev.
S.rlnkham,
Uai lût Church,

preaching
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fe£
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Lodge, No.
Prtday· of each

No. 10, meets

List of teachers elected to the village evening.
•ι..
No. 14S, bmm schools of Paris:
,,
of
each
evenings
thirl Saturday
tir-: .m
High—Print pal, llenry G Clement, A. B.
Wt Λs-l»tant. VUs Mertie Maxim, A. R
τ. nth, !i ·· A. R· Hall.
κ
Kimball Relief Corp· meet.·» Ur«i
v\
iml Assl.-taut. Mise Florence Jewett.
to
Saturday evening» ol euch month,
in
Brick—G ram mar. Ml»» Iva MeAnlle.

Jo'ndand
Tiw.

orpe Hall.
Ke
1 to (Jet. 1,
ρ r II.-Pari- Grange. fn»m May
i.daad fourth Saturday; during the
r.,t-~
Id
i!:: !. r ·■{ the year, meet* every Saturday,
r·
Grange lla'L
of
fourth
and
Mondays
g. C —second
I.
h month.
s
I ". P.—Stony Brook Lodge, No. 1S1,
Bmtr sf '«d and fourth Wednesday evenings
of eat ti month.
P. —llam'Jn Lodge, No. 31. .meets every
x
Kr av cvenlag .it Pythian Halt.
Woiinei of America.—South Paris
Μ
s
:·>.>»·?, meets second and fourth Tuesla::
In Widen Cross Hall.
wiling»
•lay

Brick—Intermediate, Ml·* Susie M. Wheeler.
Shurtleif—Intermediate. Miss Mrrtle Walker.
SburtleiT— Prlmarv, Miss Knima shurt'eff.
Pleasant Street Mise Florence Rleha*»lson.
Porter Strett Primary. Mise MaUleM. Leach.
Paris Hill—tirammar. Miss Luclnila Field.
Paris Hill— Primary. Miss Γη» Taylor
West Parts—Grammar, Mis* olive Swett.
West Paris—Primary, Miss Carrie Gray.

<

—

All schools in town begin Aug. 31.
Teachers will be assigned to the rural
schools within a few days.

at

G. Α.

κ·

«»

1«». meet»
fourth Wedne-Oay evenings of each
Colony. So.

—Norway Commandery, No. ·*'<
evening· of

and fourth Thursday
JiSiSiSH
each month
r

CAN

APPEALS

NOT

TO

ACCEPT

Most unpleasant weather for those
who liave not finished haying.
Turbin" has been delivered at V. W.
Cottage Street for a new

|

many --mer visitor
at the hotel, and enjoj.ng life «

|

that unwarmlnjf llrbt,
« hlch onlv eeemetl, where'er It fell.
To make the coklneee vlnlble."

Bl^pSeon

br¥bk.±:i.".y
ueeeUMernfilled

partition fences, which make some

contrast to the otherwise monotonous
whiteness of this part of the landscape.
Back of the village, and forming a fit
background for the scene, the wooded
hills and
mountains, covered with
growths of spruce, pine and hemlock,
show up black and dense, except where
some farmer has cleared a few acres on
their sides for a pasture, and these white
gashes resemble bear's teeth, if the
imagination is allowed to have full
swing while gazing on it. Hanging over
their tops, completing the sky line, and
shutting in the valley, black clouds are
floating, the only light breaking through
the rifts, the

-SSfe
Uaîl

-nonth.
Κ -M >unt P easant Rebekah

t- »c«..nd and fourth
; In > Md KeHows' Hall.
\ ι: —W. K. Kimball
,.

y

rî-....

M.—Parle Lodge, No. #4. Regular
-«.lay evening on or before full uioon.
—Mount Mica Lodge, regular meetΨ
·.
ι.
I..
rΤ
iy evening of each week.—Aurora
third Monday evening*
Κ ,·· τ.··nt, tirst and

it

Oxroru

Miss Iva McArdle succeeds Miss Eva
E. Walker as teacher of the Grammar
School. Miss McArdle is a former popuou the ûret Tue>d»y Evening
lar teacher in Paris but for the past two S M G. A. R.
years or more lia* been teaching in Masc-MeetetnNewG. A. R. H»U. Mon.
sachusetts.
Miss Walker, who has
been an exceptionally successful teacher,
resigns to accept a position as clerk at
the South Paris Savings Bank.

\
.-I

of

^oon.

|iiV»m'm^w'»?1UiÎ ««jr

There will be a lawn social Wednesday
evening on the grounds of the Methodist
church. Ire cream and cake will be
served. If the weather is unfavorable
the social will be held in the vestries of
the church.

•TATID ΜΚΚΠΚΟβ.
,t

«TAT*1> ΜΚΒΥΙΚΟβ.

î?Hmoon

r*

Κ

?» P.M..

22ΛΛ?τ5!ίβ'.«ι«;c"'· »"u»«
"Ssarsau <Ζί*»'·£ΐτ& ssa
before full

WHO

WEEK

On my desk are some photographs of
my old home among the hills of New
England, taken in winter time, which
are gems of photography, as the evergreen coverod hills are in marked contrast with the prevailing whiteness of
the snowy landscape. In the foreground
the snow-covered garden and fields are
8®en *ith°ut a «peck, except where the
wind has blown the snow away from the
top rails of the fence, thus indicating the
depth of the winter's blanket. A little
beyond the fence a ciark line is seen
which is the river running through intervales, being seldom frozen over because
of the swift current, so in its clearness is
reproduced in the picture as a broad
dark line. A fringe of bare trees line
its opposite side, but do not obstruct
the view across the farms to tho village
So many
on the higher ground beyond.
of the houses in this village are painted
and
roofs
hidden
their
by the
white,
that they are
snow,
barely distinguishable in the picture. A few pine
trees have been allowed to grow along

îsw»?aavssr îffisffir

«ervlee 1<> 4Λ a. m.; Sal>
η ':iv,
>: 12 *., ρ raver neeting τ .-0>» p. v.
evening.
nrtv-rr noting Tu«»*da*
J. H. I.lttle, Pastor
I ntver^lHt Church, Rev
at 2:30 P. M
..· -ervlce every Sunday
frr
at $ ;«> p. m.
Evening service,

a.

WtSÎi'·^'.· ïeiw.

Advertised letters in South Paris post
office, Aug. 10:

HOME

THE INVITATION.

UU^er«U«Church. Rev. CaroUn" ^ AnjçeU.
ri- ^sstesrs* sî' "»«

Mrs. Warren Swett was in Portland
Saturday and Sunday, and was joined
there by Mr. Swett, who came from
Boston and returned there Sunday night.

OI.D

ONE

ConKregatl^M Churrt.

Paris Grange will hold its anuual field No. i>. wemblee W*lnewiay κ
νηχ on or
R."i 8. M.,
day and picnic at Penley's grove Aug. before full ™°°»V«r
Oxford Lodjre.
20th. The program will be mostly by
·"■>·« ··»
the children. Come all and bring the full moon.
~ι»β—Reeular nieetUiK
children.

»

».

Miss Ethel Stoddard of Lewistôn is a
gueet of her aunt, Mrs. Fred Scott, for a
few weeks.

Mrt>. Martha Krett
Capt. H. K. Billings.
Mr. Joseph BrUar<l.

K'.rs:
p.-

..

«econ.I

Miss Geneva Young has spent a few
days with her cousin. Miss Lettie Farrar, in Auburn.

RAILWAY.

-June

HOW

CHUBCHK».

man.

Α.

Back to the Old Home.

NORWAY.

at S.

Mrs. Alice M. Pease of Baltimore Is
visiting her brother, George F. East-

SOUTH PAEIS.
μηγτη paei» mur omc*.
A. M. n.UO
office Hour* >;.·«» to 7-011

Harry P. King of Portland was
King's Friday ami Saturday.

To gaze upon this true wintry scene,
with the suggestion of snow about to
rail from those threatening clouds,
makes one shrug his shoulders, and involuntarily shiver with the cold that is
known to accompany such seasons.
This picture is a true likeness of that
little world we as children saw whenever
the frost allowed us to see through the
windows, on the west side of the house.
far away frotn such
Αρα now, although
climate, the remembrance of those winters calls to mind the desires we had
then, to see and know something of the
;reat world beyond those wood covered
mountains.
At school we learned of climes where
there was no winter or frosty atmosphere, and many children of New England resolved to go out and see for themselves what there was beyond the bounds
What a
>f their childhood's vision.
multitude have in a measure gratified
.hat determination, and have scattered
iuout over this earth; some stopping
>nlv when the Pacific ocean barred their
westward wanderings, others more
;ourageous crossing to islands far out
rom home land, others still pushing on
•vest, rested only when they reached

the clear pool to see If there are an;
speckled beauties swimming over th
pebbly bottom.
How strong in the desire for fishini

tackle! lie steps into the grass on th
other side of the bridge, and catches ι
grasshopper which he throws into tb
water to see if it will tempt some hungr;
trout to rise. A swift movement in th<
water is seen, a commotion at the surfao
as the bait is taken reveals the presence
of another old friend, and a resolve ii
made to have him at closer range as sooi

as

possible.

little farther along the way tb<
road passes through a grove of pines
A

The traveler leaves the beaten paths
that be may walk upon the carpet mad<
by the fallen pine leaves. Then too hi
remembers the spot near a certain tree
where he ueed to find the first May
flowers, so he will take this opportunity
to go there now, to see if the vines ar<
still there. Knowing the season o:
thi
bloom is
past, he will have a lookheat cai
wax-like leaves again.
Perhaps
aid
theii
be able to recall by memory's
odors. Finding the leaves in their ac
customed places, he detects some fra
grance that is familiar, can it be some be
lated bloom? Not finding any his atten
tiop, directed by the sense of smell
brings him to the place where the twii
flowers cover the ground, and fill the
air with their fragrant perfume.
The temptation comes to him to staj
here where he can repose in the shade ol
the pines, upon the thick cushion oi
spines, listening to the murmuring
breezes, and enjoying the company of the
flowers amid surroundings so in contrast
to his former abode, but the knowledge
that friends await his appearance at the
old homestead compels him to continue
along the way, which now is bordered
by field and pasture where the hay if
being harvested. The freshly mown
hay fills the air with its sweet and charming odors, very grateful to the senses,
already pleased by nature's bounty.
The farms seem small now to him whose
vision has been broadened by living upon the great plains, but each field ot
pasture remains unchanged. The stone
fences surrounding them are familiar

land-marks, each nook or corner having
incident connected with
some special
his boyhood days, which is recalled
with delight to-day.

with visitors, and all
When home, with the loved ones at
the open door to give their welcome, is
speak in highest terms of Norway and
Assault with Murderous Weapon. her Deople. It is true there are very
reached, how delightful and reetful the
« >!<i ! I »me Week.
placesm Norwa
greetings to one who has been so charmed by strolling through such scenes of
ιί. C urtis has been visiting DON K1MBAI.L OF MEXICO BOUND OVEB for those who are looking
Mr» ι
h*. .' i*.l UW
Th.
beauty.
in
Oxford.
WIFE.
FOB SLASHING HIS
relatives
No wonder the love for the old Now
the host and «nest are
ρ eaaed at
at
is
which
Mr» Κ. Γ. Parlin is with Mr. Parlin
season
the end of the
always
England home never dies in the breast
of her children, no matter where they
sabattus t'·»r a few days.
Thursday morning Don Kimball of better than the one before.
Mexico was arrested by Constable Daniel
Orlando A. Kneeland, former propriemay be found, and that they gladly hear
i.« r_·· Bennett and family are visiting
the summons to visit there during the
Spaulding of that town, charged with tor -.f the Heal's House, died very sudhis relatives in Bucktield.
Old Home Week.
assault upon his wife with a murderous denly at the ilallowell House, of which
a
in
now
is
Gko. A. Talbot.
employed
Ge-rge Ham
e l ad been landlord for several years,
weapon. Kimball was an employe of
500 Askew Ave., Kansas City, Mo.
shoe facton at Yarmouth.
the International Paper Co. at Rumford
Au8u.t2d of apoplw.
an.l
Falls and his wife worked in the mill of lie was sick but a few hours. Mr.
Mr» V T. White of South Boston is a
NOT OVER-WISE.
the Continental Paper Bag Co. The Mrs. Kneeland were held in high esteem
a·»· at Π·>η. J. S. Wright's.
assault occurred at the Rumford end of bv a large circle of friends wh
There is an old allegorical picture of a
ι
I Cheer Society will hold no the toll bridge, while they were on their
shocked by the »uuo»ucM»«»t
Τ!
girl scared at a grass-hopper, but in the
f
hi « death
He was a member of
more meetings until Sept. Dth.
act of heedlessly treading on a snake.
way to work in the morning, and in the
„(
includof
ο.
Μ-ο».
a
number
of
people,
This is paralleled by the man who spends
Μ not L. Whittle and family spent presence
a large sum of money building a cyclone
ing the constable who made the arrest,
».it :: iv and Sunday at Harpswell.
ere held at Harrison
and who, by his prompt interference,
cellar, but neglects to provide his fami»
Mr». Λ >. Hall of Bucktield visited apparently prevented more serious harm it ί ο clock, Wednesday
ly with a bottle of Chamberlain's Colic,
T.
King, Thursday.
her father, A. C.
being done.
Cholera and Diarrhœa Remedy as a
with
a
knife.
made
was
The attack
ta
safeguard against bowel complaints,
Κ M Dunham and family will move
his
around
arme
both
Atthe
Kimball threw
whose victims outnumber those of the
;ne antipodes.
int.· Ίι>· Titcomb houseυοGothic Street.
victim's neck, and tried to slash her Masonic services «ere conducted by
No special invitation comes to any of cyclone a hundred to one. This remedy
A. M., y
.J. 1». Haynes on Wednesday joined deeply. Mrs. Kimball struggled fear- Oriental Lodge,
;hese former sons to revisit New Eng- is everywhere recognized as the most
in use for
Mr» Haynes. wbo is with a party at Old fully. and received comparatively slight
and during its winter months, and-many prompt and reliable medicine
t >rchard.
daughter wonder
cuts on her face aad neck.
how they would like to spend a these diseases. For sale by Sburtleff AA hearing was given Kimball in the Etta were at Portland the first of the teasonι there
K. Klder of Maiden, M;tss.,
liar
just to see if they could en- Co., South Paris; Stevens, Oxford;
Rumford Falls Municipal Court Thurs- week. Capt. Noyes is remarkably smar
lure the cold, but have not the courage Noyee Drug Store, Norway.
n iη t· wn over Sunday, on his way to
day afternoon, and he was bound over to
Our friends are
» try the experiment.
the lakes.
the Supreme Judicial Court in the sum
being made on the various nore considerate, and invite us back to
At the meeting of the governor's counwas a
of
Bucktield
the
;c
could
not
bonds,
M
was
of $1000. He
Hersey
procure
during
a week at the old home during the cil Tuesday a conditional pardon
tpend
a few days
for
FriParis
Tucker's
at
South
R.
to
at
J.
taken
was
and
of Bar Hari;uest
jail
teason that is in marked contrast to the granted to Harvey Salisbury
of
Whitman
M.
Amesbury,
in
state
Victor
last week.
a
life
sentence
morning.
now
day
serving
The camera can bor,
me of the photograph.
is stoppios «1Λ her parents, Mr.
Mrs. Kimball left her husband and her
of rape. No action
lot give us true pictures of this time of prison for the crime
Miss Annie l nayeroi nrooKtyn, .ι.
some months ago, and has abso- rod Mrs. Charles Dinsmore.
home
on the petition of Charles
taken
was
.he year. The foliage is too dense, and
m.i'it· .ι >!:. rt visit to her grandmother,
W E. Bosserman, with hie fam y,
25 years for
lutely refused to return. Kimball owns
here is a charm about the clear atmos- Moore of New York, serving
Mrs. Ilewett. last week.
in Mexico, is not far from 4;» ter a very pleasant vacation spent at Old
a home
phere and the ever changing color of sky assault with intent to kill, the petition
at
been
in the Orchard, is again at work at the
< harie·. M Titcomb, who lias
years old. has been intemperate
ind mountain which must be seen on being laid on the table until the next
I; .rt:! : 1 K;i' » for the past two years. use <>f liquor, although an industrious
he spot, to realize fully the beauty of meeting.
carrier
recent
His
Rural Free Delivery
worker most of the time.
lias returned here to live.
he summer there.
to
"booze"
are
him
DYSENTERY CURED WITHOUT TIIE
meetmg
>n the two Norway
trouble may have caused
The invitation to visit our old home
I i Sweetsir. who has been with
M
more during the last few weeks than with
AID OF A DOCTOR.
is
some
who
their
have
made
months,
reach
some
for
Mr* W F. Atkins
is fast increasing nay
usual.
aess on both
lome on the great open prairies of the
"I am just up from a bard spell of
it lier home in Pownal for a month.
Our Mexico correspondent writes: "I both in amount and f.0™?· The patrons
where the heat shimmers over the flux" (dysentery) says Mr. T. A. Pinner,
t
and iVest,
Γ ι· Κ m pire Grove campmeeting at imagine that few if any of our peo- bold the messengers in 1
where they have to work in the a well known merchant of Drummond,
^ increased
^ j,yy ields,
Γ an·! will commence Monday. Aug. ple who have known him many years :lai«n that their property is
lust, and drink water brought from Tenn. "I used one small bottle of
ami h id over the following Sabbath. thought it possible for him to do this the service.
iome well that has become warmed by Chamberlain's Colic, Cholera and Diar•IWUi
invu%j-.,,v
thing. Rum did it."
he sun. IIow the call will appeal to rhcea Remedy and was cured without
Tlie .ild, unseasonable weather of
lotnpany of the National Guards
iuch, as his thoughts take him out of his having a doctor. I consider it the best
la>t w.-. k culminated in a touch of frost
and
i>oies.
inarch
.Maine News
camp.
eicipated in a practice
reeless, sun-baked fields, back to the cholera medicine in the world.'1 There
Mturdav morning, though n<>t enough
Saturday and Sunday. They subsisted •ool retreats of the old home! If he can- is no need of employing a doctor when
t" 1κ· killing.
under
and
rations
>n regulation
slept
jot go this season, ho resolves that the this remedy ie used, for no doctor can
A deputy sheriff of Aroostook County
These marches and
jhelter tents.
Κ. I). l'ulsifer. wife and three children,
lext will be enjoyed the more by him, prescribe a better medicine for bowel
was a few days since lined $50 fur netof
until
visit
drill
a
the
will
be
are
making
company's
of N'atick. Mass.,
.•amps
! η those cool shades so vividly remèmber- complaint in any form either for chiltrout.
ting
Auhis
of
to
is
called
the
Portland,
to
weeks
family
the
two or three
company
1 ;d
dren or adulte. It never fails and is
to-day.
2Ô-25) inclusive for the war game.
In a tire at Ellsworth Wednesday night
father. Hiram Pulsifer.
Others will receive the summons who pleasant to take. For sale by Shurtleff
Τ
are at
D.
and
E.
of
L.
Cook
daughter
son
Mrs.
A.
Brandon,
Mrs.
an
adopted
1 ive in the cities of the plains, where & Co., South Paris; Stevens, Oxford;
Mis.·. Carrie Mathews is taking a
of age. lust his life.
the cottage at Cliff Island, Portland Har- jrick
walks, paved streets and fierce Noyes Drug Store, Norway.
month's vacation from her work in years
Mr. Cook
a few weeks outing.
for
îeat, make one long many times a day
Melvin Clarke of Ellsworth, aged 30
charge of the dressmaking department
of the time.
his
part
The Northeastern Telephone Co. has
family
joins
in
ο escape, and wander along some trout
11 >iuiley's store at Norway.
years and unmarried. was drowned
A stated communication of Oxford
instead of the hot street, where, been admitted to the streets of Lewiston,
>rook,
the Kennebec Hiver at Piahoo's Ferry
was
held
and
A.
returned
*
M.,
the matter
R. Dunham and family
Lodge, No. IS, F.
nstead of clouds of coal smoke filling the vote of the aldermen on
while bathing Tuesday. The body was
NortheastFriday evening.
Friday from a vacation spent at Bryant's
he air with flakes of soot, one could being 5 to 2. This gives the
recovered.
the
most
of
term
ill
Norway
during
The August
between most of the
Pond. Mr. Dunham was
ipend a few days in a climate where the ern full connection
A break in the post office at South- Municipal Court was held at the
of the time, and has not fully recovered.
cities and towns of western
ungs could take in full breaths of air principal
several
of
work
were
the
There
was
block Tuesday.
west Harbor
evidently
Maine.
incontaminated by sulphurous fumes.
Mrs. .lames Curtis has gone to Port-j
The safe was blown and new entries and other matters for the
Some attempts have been made in these
Ian·! to make her home with her daugh- professionals.
and
Mrs. Mollie Allen, of South Fork, Ky.,
in
like
stamps
court.
$1-100
1 smoky cities, in new office buildings, to
The Curtis house on something
ter. Mrs >«-lden.
she has prevented attacks of cholera
Mr. and Mrs. A. T. Bennett and Mrs. jrovide
money secured.
air to those who occupy says
pure
Pleasant .Street will be occupied by
life
morbus by taking Chamberlain's StomAugustus Kneeland are enjoying
< liarles II. Howard and family.
Millsbury Jordan, aged 41 years, was »t the Poland camp ground. They will them, by what is called the laundry ach and Liver Tablets when she felt an
killed in the South Hardiner Lumber
procens. The windows are kept closed, attack coming on. Such attacks are
remain during August probably.
The steel ceiling of the new t"ui1 shutting out the smoke, and air is forced,
mill Thursday. by being in some
Co.*s
her
The
Pratt
Mrs. W. S.
accompanied by
usually, causea by indigestion and these
versalist church is on and painted.
caught by a belt and thrown to the mother, Mrs. Lizzie Whitney, is at îrst across a heated surface, then Tablets are just what is needed to
beams are framed into the ceiling. A way
thus
and
into
the
water
rooms,
skull.
his
ihrough
rloor, crushing
cleanee the stomach and ward off the
Varmouth for a week.
!»'<m..1 j,,b has been done on it, and the
η a way furnishing pure, cool elements,
attack. Attacks of bilious
blendMiss Helen S. Swan of West Everett, rhis is an
James Sidelinger of Waldoboro has
green tints which are artistically
but the shut-in approaching
improvement,
ed produce a very pleasing effect.
been committed to jail until further Mass.. is visiting her mother, Mrs. ;ondition is galling, and to the fortunate colio may be prevented in the same way.
T.
South
For sale by Shurtleff A Co.,
order* for contempt of court in failing Rowena Swan, and sister, Mrs. Frank
mes who can get away from such offices,
Mr. George W. Pike and Miss Hazel S.
Drug
Noyes
Stevens,
Oxford;
to
a summons to appear in the Bartlett.
Paris;
obey
life
and
its
freedom
will
liow they
enjoy
Day of Springfield, Mass.. were calling United Slate* court on a bankruptcy
T. II. Sawin's house is being painted
Store, Norway.
imong the wooded hills of the old state.
"0 friends at South Paris last Tuesday.
and
bv Cheney
case.
Sampson.
Those whose days are spent outside
Mr. Pike was a popular Bucktieid young
"The regular semi-annual attempt" is
Walter Chandler, after a year's absence
these favored offices, who have to be out
William A. Kav of Auburn committed
man and is now in the employ of Towle
the way the papers describe a frustrated
has returned to work in
West
at
Paris,
the
heat
of
and
Tuesdust
η
the
of
and
streets,
try
Springhanging
brokers,
'■*·»·..·
stock
Λ Fitzgerald,
«Kiting
by
at the railroad station in Gorthe shoe factory.
to find comfort in calling up old memo- burglary
field.
day. Tr.e body was found in the after
ham. The arrival of a freight train
Ross Bickford has gone to Bonner's
shaded nooks where they
and
old
the
of
·>
ries
was
Mr
noon.
years
Ray
who
little
and
H. L. Whitman, wife
Ferry, Idaho, where his brother, Robert romped in childhood. Does not the in- evidently scared off the burglars,
leave a wife, one M>n aod a daughter.
left a jar of nitro-glycerine behind them.
Bickford. is surveyor on a railroad.
daughter, from Bourne. Mass.. are spend- The
vitation of the Old Home Week to such
deed is supposed to be
jf
the
the
Mrs. Lottie Black has moved from
ing their vacation with Mr. Whitman's
tind many ready to respond?
BOY CURED OF COLIC AFTER PHYWhitman. insanity.
Falls to the farm of Grant Abbott on
parents, Mr. and Mrs. Leonard
The smoke and dust that accompany a
Hara
Bar
SICIAN'S TREATMENT HAD FAILED.
Pike Hili.
Robert Milliktn. clerk in
Also Mrs. Whitman's niece, Mrs. Leavitt,
the
home-comer
cars
on
the
prevent
trip
F. S. Waldron of the Stone Drug Store from
Abington. bor jewelry store, has been arrested,
and two daughters, from
My boy when four years old was
noticing a gradual change of cliafter a verdict had been rendered by a is spending his vacatiou in Auburn and mate, and s<> when he leaves the train at taken with colic and cramps in his stomMass., are making them a short visit.
incoroner's jury charging him with per- Portland.
the home station, to walk along the ach. I sent for the doctor and he
The annual vacation of the Congrega
form ing a criminal operation and causing
August 11th, the members of Harry L-ountry roads, he is suddenly conscious jected morphine, but the child kept
tibial church began on Sunday, and for
enwill
him half a
the death of Rena Bragdon, aged IT, of Rust Post and the Relief Corps
of the new atmosphere in which he now getting worse. I then gave
the remainder of August the preaching
B. Shaw, joy a picnic and basket lunch at Ëlectra
Chamberlain's Colic,
be Prospect Haroor. Mrs. Mara
is sure to tind so much pleasure. A few teaspoonful of
service and Sundav School will
a
as
and in
Park.
mother of the dead girl, was held
rods on the way, and the side hill, cover- Cholera and Diarrbœa Remedy,
omitted. The Sunday evening service,
and soon
The new 30 calibre Krag military
witness.
ed by a growth of pine, sends out its half an hour he was sleeping
in charge of the Christian Endeavor
G.
N.
1st
Regt.,
ritles for Company D.,
odors, and the first breath of them caus- recovered.—F. L. Wilkins, Shell Lake,
M. H. McGilvary, a fireman on one of
Society, and the Tuesday evening
M.. have arrived at the Norway es the home-seeker to
Wilkins is book-keeper for
stop, unconscious- Wis. Mr.
the trains coming in over the Worcester
service, will be held as usual.
and
them
of
are
There
forty
Armory.
the Shell Lake Lumber Co. For sale by
and
shoulders
his
head
Railback
brace
M.
to
A
the
Β.
of
division
Nashua
ly,
A
Miss Lilla M. Gerry died at the home
they are beauties, truly. Smokeless and expand his lungs to their utmost Shurtleff & Co., South Paris; Stevens,
roaii, was struck, Wednesday, on the
steel jacketed bullets with magof her father. Henry Gerry, Tuesday
under the I'itt street powder,
while
capacity that they may receive, to Oxford; Noyes Drugstore, Norway.
head
coming
azine for six cartridges, sword bayouets their satisfaction, a feast of this health
afternoon at the age of 4S years. For
He was leaning out
Portland.
old
bridge,
the
more
As the end of the belated haying seaand range of nearly twice that of
element. This balm-laden charmany years Miss Gerry had been
of the < ab window at the time, cleaning
rilles. No recoil when tired. giving
son approaches, many farmers find they
She was a member
or less an invalid.
Springtield
real
differis
first
the
air
the
this
of
In
acter
the glass and sides of the cab.
are actually getting more hay than last
The boys are much pleased with the ence to be noted
"f the Methodist church, and the funeral
by him, or others who
he struck the granite support of
new ones.
year.
there
where
from
track
out
Thursday afternoon was attended by position
come
have
railroad
the
which
places
the bridge, near
Mrs. Ray Bradbury has been commit- are more or less
Rev. A. W. Pottle. Interment at RiverWhen you want a physic that is mild
impurities, and is the
A bad blow was received on the
runs.
Insane
to
the
Hospital.
ted
Augusta
side Cemetery.
first of the old friends to extend greet- and gentle, easy to take and certain to
forehead. He was taken to the hospital,
Mrs. Agnes M. Jewett, widow of
ings. Those whose lives are spent here act, alwaye use Chamberlain's Stomach
The carpenters who are putting the where he died a little later.
Joseph II. Jewett, a Spanish Warveter- are not aware of the peculiar quality of and I.iver Tablets. For sale by Shurtshingles on the walls of the new high
a naphtha launch and has been granted a U. S. pension of
of
the
explosion
By
the air, and the visitor realizes that after leff & Co., South Paris; Stevens, Ox:i"ol building have ■* job that is notas
Rockland Sunday, six *8 per month with about $200 back pay.
a few miles from
a few days' sojourn, he will become so ford ; Noyes Drug Store, Norway.
neat as some of the work at that trade.
at
vacation
men were thrown into the water,
During Lee M. Smith's
accustomed to it as to forget its presence;
The shingles are dipped in the dark young
at
is
The
clerking
Old Orchard, C. E. Cragin
and four of them were drowned.
Hath is waiting expectantly for the
but when he goes back to the smoky
green stain, and are then put on before
23
store.
years the Foster
shirt factory which will
dead are: Henry K. Crocker,
city, he will long for the cool, odorous hum of that new
they are dry. >Iore or lees of the stain ol old, son of Superintendent Jonathan W.
Rev. Alexander Wiswell, a former
about 40 girls.
is
as
it
is
here
that
employ
whicli
breeze
enjoyed,
to
Course comes off on
everything
Beals
Crocker of the Rockland and Camden Norway pastor, is stopping at the
blown across lakes of pure water,
touches the shingles—the clothing, am
ONLY A MASK.
Water Company, and a graduate of the Hotel for a time.
is an odor ol
There
through forests of fir and pine, unconhands.
the
esperially
Mr. and Mrs. Silas H. Burnliam of
of Maine, 1903; Frank F.
University
smoke or poisoned by
Many are not being benefited by the
taminated
by
creosote on the air for rods around
of
summer vacation as they should be.
Veazie, aged 21, son of Mrs. Edward Lincoln. Nebraska, were the guests
malaria.
The roof of the building is finished, ant1
much outdooi
Veazie of Rockland, and a student of the Mr. and Mrs. H. L. Home this week.
After a short pause, improved by the Now, notwithstanding
the shingling of the walls is well along
a
1906.
Norway
Mr. Burnham was formerly
University of Maine, class of
to their fullest, the visitor again life, they are little if any stronger thai
lungs
round
all
h
was
a well-known
citizen.
hie way toward the homestead, they were. The tan on their faces
Prof. Henry G. Clement of Gorham Veazie
G. Hall, 19, son of
David Flood and others went to Port- goes the old familiar road. Becoming darker and makes them look healthier
Maine, who was last week elected prin athlete; Raymond
W. land to the reunion of the 17th Maine at along
Charles
are stll'
Hudson Hall;
thirsty, be is reminded of the spring, but it is only a mask. They trifles
cipal of the Paris High School, wa Captain
of Captain John H. Long Island.
sou
used to flow near the road just nervous, easily tired, upset by
that
graduated from the Gorham High Schoo I Holmes, 23,
salesman for
well
The Norway Boys* Natural History
in Is!*· as valedictorian and then tool : Holmes, and a traveling
beyond the next turn. He wonders if it is and they do not sleep nor eat
Club, under the guidance of George R. still as of old, and hurries hie steps in What they need is what tones the nerves
the Rockland Produce Company.
a college
course at Bowdoin College
a
Howe and George L. Noyes enjoyed
perfects digestion, creates appetite, aw
anticipation of tasting its cool waters.
graduating from that institution in liKXJ
Base Ball.
most delightful day Friday at Mount
and that ii
sure enough, the pure stream is makes sleep refreshing,
He was then elected to the principal
Yes,
left
Streaked Mountain. They
out from under the rock as it nood's Sarsaparilla. Pupils and teach
Hebron defeated Bucktield at Buck- Mira and
running
*hip of the Boothbay High School wher 5
about
Street,
Main
Howe's office,
he taught successfully for one yeai
used to in his boyhood days, and he lies era generally will find the chief purpose
field, Saturday, in a very close and ex- Mr.
the nine o'clock and arrived home at about
best eubeerved by tbii
leaving there to become principal of th s citing game by a score of 4 to 3, out. six o'clock in the afternoon. The two full length on the ground beside it, and of the vacation
medicine which, as we know
drink
that
he
into
his
great
it,
ma;
Bucktieid High School which positioi result being doubtful until the last
lips
puts
large, double teams conveyed the happy direct from nature's cup this sweet nec- "builds up the whole system."
he has held for the past two years an
Custard Pie Association.
company, consisting of the following tar that is found only in the hill country
•n which he has been exceptionally sut
The annual burglary raid on Main
members of the club: Homer Tubbe, Ned of New
cessful South Paris is to be congratulate '
The Hartford Custard Pie Association
England.
Ronello Bicknell, Carl Stearns,
seems to be on, and every day's pape
In this spring another old friend exwill hold their annual picnic at Allen'i Shepherd,
upon securing the services of an e:
a break or two.
Hobart Barker, John Stearns, Rupert tends a
greeting, one that is enjoyed bj reports
perienced and growing young man.
Grove, Swan Pond, Aug. 13th.
Mixer, Hobart Brooke, Roland Kimball, tbe visitor as he takes a second draught,
$ioo Reward $ioo.
Leslie Rowe, Fred F. Swan, Earle
Card of Thanks.
Two hearings were held before Judg e
he can drink as much as hi
The readers of thla paper will be pleased I
Howard Laselle, Verne Gayton, knowingwithout
nc learn that there la at leaat one dreaded dlaeai
Herrick at the I*robate Court room Fr
is
there
for
leasee
harm,
We wish to thank all the kind friendi ι Stearns,
e
Donald Bartlett, Will Leavitt, Francis ρhardness caused by contact with lime that eclennn baa been able to <*ure In all 11
iih
'»ay. The first was on the will of tl
and neighbors who assisted at the ti
and Vivian
stages, and that la Catarrh. Hall'· Catarrh Cui
late William Churchill of Sumner, i * of the death and burial of ray daugbte: Danforth, Ptiil Richardson
stone or other deleterious substance. Αι ι 1·»
the only positive care known to the media
Akers.
this will all Mr. Churchill's property i
he lies here, dipping his fingers into the faternlty Catarrh being a constitutional dl
and sister.
The wi II
hin
left to Mrs. Colby of Auburn.
ewe require· a constitutional treatment. Hall
Mr. He sky Gkkky.
stream, a regret Is expressed by
Harry, the 13-year-old eon of Benjamin oool
Catarrh Cure la taken Internally, acting direct!
>s contested
that he cannot take this spring awa]
by Mr. Churchill's brotbi
Mk. and Μκβ. A. E. Ci.ark.
was
or the ·▼
of
arraigned
Grasse
De
Eastport,
upon the blood and mucoua aurfacea
and sisters, for whom Wilson Λ Gn
with him, for on returning to his west tern, thereby destroying the foundation of u
Mr. and Mr*. J. C. Gerry.
for shooting at Mary, the 12-year-old
t
Αι
of
>
the
Atwood
use<
ana
atrength
Eastman
Tascus
to
become
disease,
while
have
will
giving
patient
ern home he
appeared,
Mr. and Mrs. Mkllen
conatltnilon and aaalstli
daughter of Eugene Childs, and held ii to hard
burn appeared for the will. Judge He |"
water again, and it wil I building up the
Mr. and Mrs. A. M. Gerry.
ol
haï
term
drinking
The
October
lu
work.
the
Γη
for
bonds
proprietor*
nature
doing
$1,000
"ck after the hearing allowed tne wil
take several days to efface the taste ο 1 ao mu' b faith In Ita curative powers, that tlx
court. Bonds were furnished. The gir
but the contestants gave notice that ι in
offer One Hundred Dollar· for any ease that
this pure beverage.
of Thanks.
Card
of
out
is
danger.
jr
tall· to cure. Send for M tof testimonial·.
appeal would be entered. The oth
Pursuing his journey again, hereache I
them al j
Address, F. J. Cheney & Co., Toledo, O.
thank
to
is
it
it
As
impossible
severe sicknesi > the bridge that spans the brook, wher 3 4VSold by DruggUte, 75c.
bearing was on some claims broug
and
suffer
pain
ei
Why
we desire in this way to
it
Jones
A.
ove
r
Sarah
Hall*· Family Pill· an the beat.
personally,
when AR another stop is made, as he leans
againet the estate of
the many friend ■ from Bowel Complaints,
Oxford by her son, J. II. Jones, and h er press our thauks to
one and euro > the rail, first on one side to watch th 3
BALSAM
stops
NOLD'S
i
ι
assistance
their
The Keeley Institute in Portlam
am I
daughter, Mrs. Cuskley. yuite a nui u- who have given us
the other. It has been successfully usee current tumbling over its rocky bed,
on Munjoy Hill, U successful
j
*1
as i t Maine,
satis
stream
berof Oxford people were in town » our recent trouble and bereavement,
of
tbe
to
music
the
to
give
listen
Warranted
for fifty years.
drunkard· and drag users.
C ahkoll I. Hooi'KK.
Hon. Jam es
A falls into the
am 1 oaring
F.
witnesses at this hearing.
beneath,
refunded
pool
or
Ey
faction
money
limpid
ί
junOSly
II Αττίκ A. IIoopkr.
Wright appeared for Jones, and He η. *
again on the other side he looks int ,·
Shurtleff & Co., Sooth Parie, Maine.
Paria, Maine, Aug. 10, 1903.
A. S. Kimball for Mrs. Cuskley.
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WORK AND LOOK YOUNQ.
To· Will Succeed If Tour Heart It
1· Voir Labor.

I Correspondence

Is It bard work that makes peopk
grow old or is It because they do no ι
to do, or. rather, do no
have
fitted to do'
find the tlJTng they nre
The hardest worked people In th<
world are the actresses, yet some ol
them, without mentioning names, an
I
sixty and some play the parts of lover
and tioisteroue young tomboys at ar

Reliable

Old
next

New

Drug

Store,

Pout

Office.

the

to

REDUCTION SALE.

papers—Hemstitched—
Madras

Scotch

English
edge-

—

^We'always'sell a great many Odd Trouaers at

Welt—Diplomat, rope

greater age.

The Americans are the hardest work
ed people In the world, yet foreigner*
call ub a young looking nation. Noth<
ing makes a people look so young ai
liberty. There is none of the cramped,
caste restricted blight upon our people
that is seen in Europe. The oldest looking people in the world are not those
who have worked hardest, but those
I
who have not worked at all. If one
would see them he wants to go to the
fashionable watering places. There be
will see comparatively young men and
women who have never worked, either
with body or mind, driven around in
bath chaire or hobbling about on cones,
while men absorbed in business are often quite robust at seventy.
Where hard work ever killed a man
laziness and Inaction have killed a
It Is the class that feels above
score.
work that nature has little use for.
Work and look young!—Boston Globe.

ODD TROUSERS

needs can be satisfied at the

enough

even

BLUE 8TORK8.

this time of year as the suit trousers begin to
odd pair of trou·
get worn and soiled. Buy an
freshen up the
will
it
how
sers of us and see
a
new suit.
coat and vest and make almost

all at 40 cents the box.

Cheaper

at 10—15—25—35

Bargain—Box

A

cents.

cent

first-class 25

price

Parlin's

25 cents, my

cents

10

price

paper

of
—

—

Mono» "Smote."

The fnnious "Rock In Iloreb," an-

ciently called the "Rock of Massah"
and at present known throughout the

Trousers

$4.50

window.

"

"

"

.00

"

"

1.50

"

u

a

BROOKS—The

Pharmacist.

$5,

these suits

and

Aug. 1st, 1903.
Upon the foregoing petition, ordered that public notice thereof be given by posting or printed
petition with this order thereon,
copies of this
said notice to be at least 14 days before the '23
on which day at 2
day of August, A. D. l'.«3,
o'clock In the afternoon at the Selectmen's otllce
In sail town, a public hearing will be held, when
the residents and owners of property upon the
highways, town ways and streets to be affected
thereby and all other persons lnterc»ted shall
to show cause why such
have full
permit should not be granted.
the
said
Selectmen, endorse thereon
And we,
that no personal notice or other notice than the
above Is necessary to be given by the petitioners
to the resident· and owners of property to lie

opportunity

affected thereby.
FRANKLIN MAXIM,)

Solace.

Coatly
Mrs. Nenetile—I paid §100 for a Paris
hat and that Pattern woman up the
street managed to get one Just like It.
But I stopped her from wearing It!
Mrs. Neurich—IIow did you do ltî
Mrs. Neustlle—I gave the hat to the
nnd told her to wear It every
Baltimore
time she took baby out
American.
nurse

—

David Waa

on

Mr. Jogglns (tentatively)—If I should
be home at dinner time you need
not—
Mrs. Jogglns (with decision)—You'll
be home at the usual time. David.
Joggins Rays he doesn't know how it
is. but when his wife says α thing It is
pretty sure to come true.—Boston Tran-

on

You

your suit.

big

$4.

script.

Born.
Andover, July 30, lo the wife of Fred C. !
French, a eon.
In Albany, Aug. 3, to the wife of George Camming*. a fori.
In Bryant's Pond, Aug. 1, to the wife of RoIn

Then

suit

All of

now.

down. No old
for

why

not come in

goods

in the lot.

$10 suits for

$12,
upwards

and

summer

our

$7.50.

and all at

big

a

and 5outh Paris,

It now located at POWERS' MEW MUSIC PARLORS opposite DEPOT. SOUTH
THURSDAY and
PARIS,
FRIDAY of each week.

WEDNESDAY,

Advanced students as well ae beginners
taken both privately and In classes.

opposite Depot,

my residence
am now

work

on

on

prepared

shop near
Nichols Street, I
to

Old Orchard, Aug. 4, Mr». Elizabeth D

Hooper of Paris, aged Mi years, 11 months.
In Summer, July 2»>, Eben II. Thompson, aged

58 veare.
In Bryant's Pond, Aug. 5, Infant son of Mr.
and Mr*. Ronello C. Davl*, aged 4 days.
In Kezar Falls, July 24, Moees Norton, aged
67 year*.
in Kezar Falle, July 29, Charles Pendexter,
aged M years, 8 months.
In Norway, Aug. 1, T. H. Mlnanl, aged 72
yeirs. 7 month*, 3 days.
In South Parle, Aug. 4, Miss Lllla M. Gerry,
aged 48 years, 8 months, 9 days.

LOST.

Gold bowed Eye-glasses. Will
the finder please leave them at the
Democrat Office and a suitable reward will be given.

Household Goods at Auction.

on

BATtTRDAIT, AtK. 15, 10O3,
At ΙΟ o'clock A. H.,

all my household goods.
CHARLES M. TITCOMB.

and

F. E.

Kimball,

NOTICE.

[

J

CHARLKS

[L.8.]

JAMES E. HEWET, Clerk.
petition and order thereon.
Atteet:—JAMES E. HEWEY, Clerk.

A true copy of

FOUND.
Boston and Maine Railroad tickel
Inquire of
F. A. SHURTLEFF & CO
South Paris.

PARKER'S
HAIR BALSAM

ICbtaaci sad bcautlflas th· hair.
1
IrromotM s taxurUnl growth.
to

Bwtm Gray

|

gte. and 11.00 at Dragfatt

NOTICE OF FORECLOSURE.

B.Andrews, late of Pari
J HEREA8 Albion of
Oxford and State c
In the County
his
Mortgage Deed, dated Aug. Is)
Maine, by
A. D. 1874, and recorded In the Oxford Beglatr
of Deeds, Book 171, Page 02, conveyed to th
8outh Paris Savings Bank a certain parcel c
real estate situated In Sooth Paris Village, In sal
vf

Paris, bounded and described aa follow·, to wH
Being the Hotel lot and stand, known aa the At
drew House, and being precisely the samepn
mises described In the deed of James and Eux
Deering to Wm. H. Newhall, recorded In sal
Exoepttn
Registry, Book 84. Pans 488 and 480. and
Geo. I
two small lots sola to Alva Shurtleff
Whitney et al. Said mortgage was, on the twei
tleth day of March, A. D. 1900, assigned an
transferred to me.
Said assignment Is recorded In said Reglstr
Book 248, Age 4». Whereas the condition <
said mortgage has been broken, now tberefor
by reason of the breach of the condition there*
I claim a foreclosure of said mortgage.
Dated a* said Norway the 80th day of July, i
D. 1906.

$5.50

prices.

MAINE.

MAINE.
FAUNCE,

Salesman.

112-12.

Umbrellas !

Just the thing for sun or rain.
I am selling a good, serviceable
38-inch umbrella for $2.00.

FAVOR,

N.

St., Norway, Maine.

Λ

gpj.
«

CAST0RIA tolitaSmdOMnt.

Tli Kind Yob Han AliipBiufU

WOOD ASHES FOR SALE
In any

quantity desired.

LOAD

LOTS A SPECIALTY.

For Price and Particulars address,

SIMON STAHL,

Bankrupt's

Petition for

In the matter of
LYMAN B. BROOKS,

)

*«*·

}

Bankrupt. )

EUGENE r. SMITH.

«

In

Λ y/rrr-

In tbe matter of
FRANK E. LESLIE,

Bankruptcy.

Bankrupt.

)

} In

Bankruptcy.

;
Γο tbe Hon. Clarence Hal·, Judge of tbe Distrlct Court of tbe United State· for tbe District
of Maine :
E. LESLIE, of Andover, In tbe
County of Oxford, and State of Maine, In
tald DUtrlct, respectfully represents, that on
Ae 2Mb day of April, laat put, be «a· duly adodged bankrupt under tbe Ada of Congre·· re·
atlng to bankruptcy; that be haa duly surrenlered all tola property and right· of property, and
ias fully compiled with all the requirement· of
tald Act· and of the order· of Court touching hi·

LYMAN

OBDEB OF NOTICE THEBEON.
District or Maine, sa.
On this 2Mb day of July. A. D. 1908, on readpetition. It laing the foregoing
Ordered by the Court, That a hearing be had
the 14th day of Aug., A. D.
on
same
upon the
IMS. before said Court at Portland, In said District, at 10 o'clock In the forenoon ; and that notice thereof be published In the Oxford Democrat, a newspaper printed In said District, and
that all known creditors, and other persona In
interest, may appear at the said time and place,
and show cause, If any they have, why the
prayer of aald petitioner should not be granted.
And It Is further ordered by the Court, That
the Clerk shall send by mall to all known creditors copies of said petition and this order, addressedto them at their places of realdenoeas

Ν. B.

·

Bankrupt's Petition for Discharge,

Discharge.

To the Hon. Clauesce Hale, Judge of the District Court of the United State· for the District
of Maine:
Β. BROOK?, of Mexico, In the
In
County of Oxford, and State of Maine,
said District, respectfully represents that on the
he
was
last
duly
10th day of November,
past,
of Con·
adjudged bankrupt under the Acta has
be
duly
gress relating to Bankruptcy ; that
surrendered all his property and rights of
with all the
has
and
compiled
fully
property,
of
requirements of said Acta and of the orders
Court touching his bankruptcy.
decreed
be
he
That
he
may
Wherefore
prays,
all
by the Court to have a full discharge from
debta provable against his estate under said
such debta aa are
Acta,
except
Bankruptcy
NOTICE.
excepted by law from such discharge.1908.
Dated this 18th day of July. A. D.
In the District Court of the United States for
LYMAIt B. BROOKS,
the District of Maine. In Bankruptcy.
Bankrupt.
of
matter
the
)
In
In Bankruptcy.
WILLIAM H. ROBINSON,

Tails

cut from usual

F. W.

CASTORIA FirtafntsiadChldraa.
Hi KU toil Hill Ain» BiiuU

In the District Court of the United States for the
District of Maine. In Bankruptcy.
In the matter of
)
In Bankruptcy,
GEORGE D. FROST,
of Norway, Bmkrupt. )
To the creditors of George D. Frost, in the
County of Oxford and district aforesaid :
Notice Is hereby given that on trie 25th day of
July, A. D. 1903, the said George D. Frost was
duly adjudicated bankrupt, and that the first
meeting of bis creditors will be held at the Court
House, In 8outb Paris, on the 19th day of Aug.
A. D. 1903, at 10 o'clock In the forenoon, at which
Ume the said creditors may attend, prove their
claims, appoint a trustee, examine the bankrupt,
and transact such other business as may properly
aome before said meeting.
South Paris, Aug. 1, 1903.
GEO. A. WILSON,
Referee In Bankruptcy.

I Merer

and $16 suits

ΒΒΗΖιΙΝ ANS OORBAM,

of Paris, Bankrupt. )
To the creditors of William H. Robinson In
Geo. A. Cole, Auctioneer.
the County of Oxford and district aforesaid :
Notice Is hereby given that on the 25th day o(
July, A. D. 1903, the said WtlUam H. Robinson
was duly adjudicated bankrupt, and that the
Bankrupt's Petition for Discharge.
first meeting of his creditors will be held al
In the matter of
)
the Court House, In 8outh Paris, on the 19th
CHARLKS E.BENNETT, J In Bankruptcy,
day of Aug., A. D. 1903, at 10 o'clock In the
Bankrupt. )
at which time the said creditor·
To the Hon. Clahknck Hale, Judge of the forenoon,
their claims, appoint a trustee,
District <;ourt of the United State* for the may attend, prove
the bankrupt and transact such other
examine
Maine:
of
DUtrlct
a*
business
properly come before said
the
may
E. BENNETT of Parla. In
County of Oxford, and 8tate of Maine, In meeting.
1,1903.
South
Paris,
Aug.
on
that
said District, respectfully represents,
GEO. A. WILSON,
the 9th day of May, laet past, he waa duly
Referee In Bankruptcy.
of
Acta
the
under
Congress
adjudged bankrupt
relating to bankruptcy; that he has duly surNOTICE.
of
rlchts
and
bis
property,
rendered all
property
The subscriber hereby gives notice that b<
and has fully complied with all the requirements
the las)
of said Acta and of the ordera of Court touching has been duly appointed executor of
will and testament of
hi* bankruptcy.
ELLURA M. OLDHAM, late of Hartford,
Whereforo he prays, that he m*y be decreed
all In the County of Oxford, deceased. AU personi
by the Court to nave a full discharge from
of said de
debts provable against his estate under said having demands against the estate
set
bankruptcv Acta, except such debta aa are ex- ceased are desired to present the same for
thereto
are
requestec
tlement, and all Indebted
cepted by law from such discharge.
to make payment Immediately.
Dated this let day of August, A. D. 1903.
JOHN B. WIDBKR.
CHARLEti E. BENNETT, Bankrupt.
July 21st, 1908.
District or Maiwx, aa.
On this 8th day of August, A. D. 1908, on read
tng the foregoing petition, it la
Ordered by the Court, that a bearing be ha<
of Augnat, A. D
upon the same on the 28th day
Dli
lune, before said Court at Portland, Id said
trlct, at 10 o'clock in the forenoon; and tha
notice thereof be published In The Oxford Dem
ocrât, a newspaper printed In said Dlatrict, amli
that all known creditor·, and other persons
interest, may appear at the said time and plaoc
and ahow cauae, If any they have, why th
prayer of said petitioner should not be granted
A nd It la further Ordered by the Court, that th
Clerk shall send bv mall to all known creditor
copies of said petition and this order, addrease
to them at their place· of realdence aa stated.
Witness the Hon. Clakxmce Hale, Jndg
of the said Court, and the seal thereof, at For
land, In said District, on the 8th day of Angus
A. D. 1903.

marked

ALSO DEALER IN COAL AND WOOD.

Furniture.

South Paris, Me.

ORDER OF NOTICE THEREOF.

$15

about your

are

truly,

Ε. N. SWETT, Manager.
Telephone 112-3. Residence

first-class

do

see

suite

Other suits

NORWAY,

CAR

a new

all kinds of

and

$3.50 and $4.00 are made of very
We
nice stock and made right and are worth the price.
have them in Bals, Bluchers and Oxfords. We want to show
them to you.

Carriages, Sleighs. Signs

Died.

Will be eold at auction, at my house
Qothic Street, South Paris, on

CARRIAGE
PAINTING.
built

dollar in your

a

Our Men's Fitzu Shoes for

01 Main

20 Lessons KttSS; $6

Having just

at a

FITZU SHOES, $3.50 and $4.00.

Children's Class JAMES

Pupil* wishing to engage lesson?
call or address,
Ericsson, a (laughter.
Dunof
James
wife
the
to
In Oxford, July 30,
POWERS' NEW MUSIC PARbar, a daughter.
South Paris,
In Sumner, Aug. 4, to the wife of W. E. Bow· LORS,
ker. a daughter
ConIn Fryeburg, July 31, to the wife of Charlea Box 335, or Violin School, 514
Howe, a daughter.
Portland, Maine.
In Fryeburg, Aug. 4, to the wife of Clarence gress St.,
Wiley, a daughter.
CARL LAMSON, Director.
In North I'arle, July 31, to the wife of Samuel
aDELBERT SJOHOLM, Manager.
Keene, a eon.

In

NORWAY,

Carriage

OF

neilo C. Davl*. a eon.
In Oxford. July 30. to the wife of Rev. A. H.

In Andover. July 31, Mr. Jack Tweedy and
Mlee Helen Morton.
In Eaet Hiram, July 29, by Rev. Hcrvey H.
Hoyt, Mr. Leroy P. Hale of Denmark and Mlee
Ethelyn T. Hartford of Hiram.
In Rumfonl Falle, Aug 1, by Rev. G. B. Hannaford. Mr. Geo. W. Palmer and Mlee Florence
Weavers, both of Rumfonl Falle.
In Rumford Falls, Aug.l, Mr. Wm.W. Cutting
of Andover and Mlee Nettle F. Cook of Portland.

of

now

mid-sum-

FOSTER,

B.

H.

suit
our

SMILEY SHOE STORE,

School

Married.

$7.50, $5.50
days ahead, better

warm

a new

A dollar saved is

suit sale.

pocket.

obtain

can

by taking advantage

reduction

mer

Yours

Violin and Piano

Norway

1.19

SAVE MON ΕΥ

Selectmen.

THE CARL LAMS0N
BRANCH

Time.

aot

)

H.D.HAMMOND,

per cent reduction.

have made

we

Lots of

Town of Paris.

"It ain't no finger of speech," commented the philosopher, "that Justice
Is blind. Kothln' happens to the man
that makes the toy pistol, the feller
that sells it or the guy that buys It
for his little boy. but the kid. who don't
know 110 better, gits the punishment
that's coinin' to all the others."—Chicago Tribune.

20

3.15
3.50
1.60

F. H. NOYES CO.,

1903.

The expenses of a term are now as low
as before the present splendid equipment
orient as the "Stone of the Miraculous was completed.
850.00 to $55.00 will
Fountain." being the Identical rock pay all bills for a term of twelve weeks.
which Moses struck with his rod in orBy self boarding, students are able to
der to give water to the children of Is- reduce expenses to a rate within the
ambitious boy or girl.
rael, is religiously preserved and means of any
Write the principal for catalogue 01
late
date.
to
this
even
down
guarded
further information.
Dr. Shaw In his book "Shaw's Travels"
W. E. SARGENT, Prin., Hebron, Me.
aboat
of
is
a
block
"It
granite
says,
July, 1908.
and
six yards square lying tottering
NOTICE.
loose in the middle of the valley of
Rephidim and seems to have originally
To the Selectmen of the Town of Pari»—Gentlebeen a part of Mount Sinai."
men :
The action of the waters of that miThe undersigned Citizens Telephone Company
to extend Its lines In the town of Paris,
deelrtng
raculous fountain, ns related In the
respectfully petitions your Honorable Board for
seventeenth chapter of Exodus, hol- a written permit to construct Its Unes, erect lu
It· wires and cables for all Its
lowed a channel about two Inches deep poles, and stretch
purposes upon and along the following named
and more than twice that broad across highways and public roads and streets of said
poles to be erected under the
the face of the rock, this not upon un- town. The saidsuch
officers as said town may
supervision of
supported testimony, but upon the designate.
the streets and highways
are
The
following
word of such men as the Rev. Dr.
Pleasant Street, Market
above referred to:
Shaw, Dr. Tocock. Lieutenant Clogber Square to Norway line; Skllllng· Avenue and
Street, Alpine Street and
and other eminent scholars and trav- western Avenue, Gary
old Rumford Road; South Paris to Paris Hill;
elers. M. Bcaumgorton, α German no- Oxford Street and Highland Street; Hill Street,
bleman who visited the "Rock of IIo- P&rk Street and Gothic Street.
R. L. CUMMINGS, 1
reb" In the year 1507. declares his be( Directors Citizens
J. F. PLUM MER,
A.H.JACKSON,
( Tel. and Tel. Co.
lief In the generally accepted story of
F. A. SHURTLEFF, J
It being the rock of Moses' famous
South Parla, Aug. lit, 1903.
fountain.
Jantlce In mind.

$3.75

invest.

Academy

Tuesday, 5ept. 8,

you.

MEN'S OUTING SUITS and TROUSERS
and
we now include in our sale, $10, $7.50,

South Paris, He.

The Fall Term of Hebron
will open

to

3.35

Knee Pants

Boys'

Next door to the Poet Office,

hindrance

now

"

4.00
3.00

1804. Hebron Academy, 1903,

The Rock That

prices will be no

Our

look in

FRANK

lankruptcy.

1

I

pray·, that he may be decree·!
full discharge from all
agalnat hU e*tate urnler tald
bankruptcy Acta, except auch debt· aa are ex·
septed 6y lav from inch dlacharge.
Dated thl· 18th day of Julv, A. D. 1908.
FRANK E. LESLIE,
Bankrupt.
Wherefore he
ay tbe Court to
lebta provable

nave a

OBDEB OF NOTICE THEBEON.
District of Mains,

m.

day of July, A. D. 1903, on reading the foregoing petition, It U—
Ordered by the Court, that a bearing be had
.*).
upon the aame on the 14th day of Aug.. A.
1908, before uld Court at Portland, In «aid DUand
that
In
the
o'clock
at
10
forenoon;
trlct,
notice thereof be publUhed In The Oxford Democrat, a
#·ρ*per printed In «aid Dlatrlct, and
that all known creditor·, and other persons la
Interest, may appear at the aald time and place
and «bow cauae, If any the/ have, why the
prayer of aald petitioner should not be granted.
And It U further Ordered by the Court, that the
Clerk (hall (end by mall to all known creditor·
ooples of uld petition and thU order, addreaaed
Clabkvcx Hale, Judge to them at their Plan· of realdenoe aa atated.
I Witness the Hon.
WUneM the Hon. Claunck Hals, Judge
Portat
seal
and
tne
thereof,
of the said Court,
of the said Court, and tbe aeal thereof, at Fortland, In said District, on the SSth day of July, land, In aald
Dlatrlct, on the 16th day of July, A.
A. D. 190·.
D. 1903.
JAMES ■. HKWEY, Clerk.
[L. ·.]
JAMES E. HEWEY, Clerk.
fL. ·.]
A true copy of petition and order thereon.
A true copy of petttto· and order thereoa.
Attest: JAME8 E. HEWEY,Clerk
Attest:—JAMES E. HEWEY, Clerk.
NOTICE or rOBECLOSUBE.
ΛΪΓΗΕΚΕΑ8, C. Wesley Marshall, then of
VY Parla, In the County of Oxford and State of
Maine, but now of Lancaster, New Hampshire,
by bis mortgage deed dated the 9th day of May
A. D. 1888, and recorded in the Oxford Registry
of Deeds, book SIS, page SU, conveyed to the
South Parla Savings Bank a certain lot or parcel
of real estate, with the bulkllag· thereon, situated In said Parla, South Village, and bounded
and described aa follows, vis. : being the house
and lot deeded me by William E. Cushmaa,
lying on the easterly aide of Alpine Street bounded northerly by land owned now or formerly by
Lloyd Andrews, easterly by the Lombard land
ana southerly by land owned now or formerly
by Ο. H. Bobbins and WMlsriy by said Alpine
-

OnthlsSSth

COKXIMIONEB·'

NOTICE.

OXFORD, M :

July SI, A. D. 190·.
We, the undersigned, having been duly apE. Herrick,
Addison
the
Honorable
pointed by
Judge of Probate within and for said County,
Commlaalonera to receive and decide upo· the
claim· of the creditors of Rofus Bryant late of
Hartford In said County, deceased, whase estate
baa been reprseeated Insolvent, hereby #rt patelle notice agreeably, to the order of the said
Judge of Probate, that six months frsn aad
after July list have been allowed lo aald endltors to present aad prove their claim·, aad that
we will attend to the duty aaalgned us at the oflee
of Thoe. 8. Bridghai. la BocMeld oa Monday
August Mth aext aad oa Moaday September 7U
And, whereas, the oMttlba of said mortgage next at ten of the clock la the forenoon of each
bas been broken, now therefore, hy ream of of said days.
the breach of tee condition thereof, the So*% * BENJAMIN «PAULDING, f rnranil.rinnfir.
Paria Savings Bank claims a foreclosure 0t ■> CARLTON GARDNER,
| wmmlasioaer·.
ί
aid mortgage.
SOUTH PARI8 SAVINGS BANK,
By George M. Atwood, Its Treasurer.
NOTICE.
South Paru. Maine, July SOth, 1SSB.
The subscriber hereby gives notice that ahe
has bee· duly appointed administratrix of the
FEEIDOIK NOTICE.

aaagggg^jar"·*

HENRY FOBE8, late of Paria,
Notice la hereby given that I have this day
given my son, Chartes M. Boewoith. his time to la the County of Oxford, deceased, aad glvea
Crade aad act for himself. I aha·Usesatm bom of boada aa the tow dlnota. AU penoM having
eoatractiag demands against the aetata of said leoaaesd are
his earning aad pay no debta of
deaLad to preeent the aaaae for astSteaasat, and
aUtwÉsbted thereto are rsqnsted to make paySamncr, July 17,1908.
JAMES D. BOS WORTH.
EUNICE W. FOBSS.
WUsees: W.H. Eastman.
July MM,

**East

190».7

fini

Ivors & Pond Pianos.

ΤΓ* AKI

NKVKB OUT.

A postal or telephone to us will
you » supply promptly.

The CMMrraiory Expaads.

The New England Conservatory of
SOUTH PARIS, ME.
Music is about to move into its beautiful
This loe. Coal, Cement, Lime, Hair, Brick,
new boildings on the Back Bay.
Sand. Ac.
is the largest school of music in the
world, and its pre-eminence among
American institutions has been conceded
ever since it was founded in 1&3 by Dr.
Ε ben Tourjee.
Twenty years ago, when the department of pianoforte instruction was being
developed, a few Ivers A Pond pianos
Since then, as the conwere purchased.
SOUTH PARIS, ME.
servatory has expanded, there have
&
Ivers
268
gradually been acquired
Pond pianos. With the expansion incidental to moving into the new building, the board of directors of the conservatory have placed their order for 31
additional Ivers Λ Pond pianos, making
a total of 299.
Jeweler and Graduate
Higher tribute to this famous Boston
art product would be hardly possible
than 20 years' continued patronage by
this most critical of musical institutions.

m

S. RICHARDS,

m

OPTICIAN,

m

m

HILLS,

Optioian.

MPrins in oxford Couiitv

From the Boston Herald, the leading
newspaper of New England, in its issue
of Jnly 13, 1902.

NORWAY, MAINE.

WHEELER, Agent,

W. J.

County,

South Paris, Oxford

HEALlSKi

ΑΛΙ»

CURE FOR

Tradc Mark·
Designs
Oo Ρ Y RIGHTS Ac.
Anyone sending a sketch and description may
an

qu'.ckiv :»»«-ertain our opinion free whether
Invention I* prvtjably patentable. Communie».
•Ions «irtctlyconîMeiittiû. Handbook on Patent·
sent free. OMest iteency for securing potent*.
Patent» token through M una A Co. receive
chante, tn the
ipri-vU noMr*. wit >i

Scientific American.

A handsomely Illustrât ed weekly. I-anceet circulation of any acienlltlc JouruaL Terms. $3 a
year: four month·, <L SjIJ by oil newsdealer*.

Sunn «Co.'"·»—New μ
Branch Ufflce, IBS ¥ St. Washington. D. C.

Boys Wanted

:

I

strong and who wish

an

Cream
Ely's and
Κy

use.

pleasant to

Contains

In·

Mechanic Falls, Me.

I ,,S:;SZS„.C0LDl'« HEAD
the Membrane. Restores
I Heals ami Protects
SO
the Senses of Ί a*te and Smell. Large SUe
cents, at PruKgtsU or by mall. Trial SUe 10c- by
ί mall.
KLV BROTHERS, Vi Warreu Street. New York

No. 227.—Puaxlc·.

1. There is a room with four corners; there Is a cnt sitting In each cor>·.
ner; throe aits before each cnt,
cat upon each cat's tall. IIow many
cats were there In the room ?
2. Twice eight are ten of ue;
Ten of ue are three of us.
And nine of us but four;

Six of us are three of us
And five of us but four.
No.

22tt.—HonrarlnNN.

spell'

2Ï9.-Enleiimtlcal Riven,
Sick, a falsehood and a clamor give
a river in a western state.
A fermented liquor, a snare and the
heavens give a river in New England.
No.

Heavy Team Horses.

No. 2!i0.—"Λ ord Bulldine.
2. A oer1. Yourself twice over.
sonnl pronoun. 3. Joined together In
work
of
1 have several pairs
large
4. Not welcome in your
a holy bond.
«These horses have garden. 5. A kind of turnip. 6. A
i horses for sale.
in the north of Europe.
i been worked through the winter country

hauling logs. Also two or three
pairs of fresh horses just received,
also several good driving horses.
W. J

Wheeler,

South Paris, Me.

TIRED OUT?

Β.
T.
J.
I.,

231.—Fairy Tale·.
[With vowels omitted.]
h, w. h. t, c. t.
1. p. n. g. b. t. y.
I. b. r. d.
t.'.. t. h. nu b.
e. k. t. h. g. n. t. k. 1.1, r.
t, t. 1. r. il r. <1. n. g. h. d.

J.

c.

No.

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

T.
S.

T,

No.

r—"L. F." Relieves sad Strenf thensStomach, Bowel·, Liver and
Kidney·. The More "L.P."
the Les·

NASH,

funny looking bird.
pink. I've heard.

light.

Given Relief at once.
Opens and cleanm»the——

open to

are

CHASE, MERRITT CO.,

J. WALDO

no

IttHqulcKly Absorbed.

to learn the shoe busi-

positions
smart, capable boys.
Apply at once to

Balm

I jurloue drug.

IN SHOE FACTORY.
ί
Several boys about 16 years of age

Good

My whole's a
In color red or

the name of a Latin writer.
Crosswords: 1. What ho wrote (seven
letters). 2. Pleasant (five letters). 3.
Very useful in summer (throe letters).
6. To
δ. A pronoun.
4. A vowel,
7. To sparkle with a mild
revllo.

1»

ness.

Mo. 22C.—Charade.
My FII18T attracts the foolish moth.
And second doth he fly:
I wish he'd third before the first
Makes the poor insect die.

The centrals road downward

CATARRH

opportuuity

hot tiros may bo made.

CATARRH

THE
CLEAXH9IU

EXPERIENCE

are

C8.-Olato··!·
The diagonal from the upper loft
band corner to the lower right hand
corner apells certain fruits.
2. Become
Crosswords: 1. Risen.
risible. 3. Those who hold to heresy.
4. A Uouian emperor who strangled
himself. 5. Natives of Africa, β. A
territory of the United States. 7. A
desire for food. 8. Places where very
No.

Me.

BO YEARS'

who

Uoirespondenoo on toplos of Interest tottie Udli
lssoncMod. Address: Editor Homkmakkh*
Colpm κ. Oxford Democrat, Parle. Main».

bring

SON,

A. W WALKER &

h. g. 1. y. d. c. k. I. n. g.
k. n. d. t, h. b. n. s. t. 1. k.

2.12.—CeoKraphlerl l'an·!»».

Slckooss

Licensed Taxidermist,
MASONIC BLOCK,

NORWAY.

Telephone Connection.

"1 have received ï'jch great benefit from
the 'L. F. Atwood's Bitters that I want
to tell about It. 1 am positive that if

people would take more cf the True
L. F." for general debility and building
less
up of the system there would be

W. H. Winchester,

sickness and fewer doctor s bills. You
fit.
may use this statement if you see
Burton*. Clerk and Trtasurer,

—JcmtsH.

C'*estervi'ilt. He.

Th·

HEADQUARTERS

FOR

True "L. F." is a 5prlag System
Cleanser and Tonic.

What two

represented?

Picture Frames

No.

&

Mouldings si

High G'ade Portrait Work

in

Records, Blanks, Horns, and

Supplies.

Ν. H.

Berlin,

Crayon, Water color,

Sepia and Oil specialty.
a

Satisfaction Guaranteed.

L. M. TUFTS,

SOUTH PARIS,

Nichols St..

SALESMEN WANTED ZlZiZ

Catalogues sent on application.

to Oxford ami ailjnccnt counties.

commission. Address
THK VICTOR Oil.

Salary

ο

COMPANY.
Cleveland. Ohio

A LOW PRICE
—

ON

—

Wool Carpets
to

and clean

close out odd patterns

done in firs
Will call for anc
class manner.
deliver clothes in South Paris.

Washing and ironing

Address,
LAUNDRESS,
Care Democrat Office,
South Paris
V

BUSINESS COLLEGE

I
LEWISTON. MAIN·
When yon come to think of going away U
BusinessCollege wml for oar OATALOQ 251

up stock.

student» luat

year.

:

Kleg&nt Now Bulldlnj

Chas. F. Ridlon, Eastern Steamship Company
Corner Main and DanforthlSts..

MAINE.

NORWAY,
E. W.

CHANDLER,

Builders' Finish I

I will furnish DOORS and WINDOWS of anj
8Ue or Style at reasonable price».

PORTLAND

DIVISION.

To the ûm ('out and Interior lUiorli
New England.

ο

ADDITIONAL SUNDAY SERVICE.

Commencing Monday, June 8

rranklit
leave
Wharf, Portland, and India Wharf
1903,

steamers

Boston,
7 P. M.

daily, Sundays included,

a

J. F. Liscomb, Agent, Portland
Me.
A. H. Hanscom, G. P. & T. A
Calvin Austin, V. P. & Gen'l

Also Window & Door Frames.
Manager.
of Finish for Inside

01
If In want of any kind
Pine Lum
Outside work, send tn your orders
tier and Shingles on hand Cheap for Cash.

Planing, Sawing and Job Work
Matched

E.

Hart Wood Floor

W.

General offices Foster's Wharf
Boston, Mass.

Board· for tale.

CHANDLER,

Malno

Went Sumner

Livery Slock lor Sale !

20

horses, two-seated

buggies, 4
carriages (open),
iq

wagon, harness,

carriages

surries, 4

top

1

bicyclt

nice three sestet

whips, robes, etc
to run livery busi
nice, clean liver]

Will lease stable
This is a
ness.
N<
stock and excellent opening.
competition. Will sell on easy terms
F. B. FOGG,
South Paris
1903.

May

3,

Home Telephone Call, 103-5.
Andrews House Stable Call. 10B-1S.

Black Stallion,

DECORATE,
"Every

By

Dam,

Dare

Jewel,

Inch

Devil,

a

King."

record

2:09

dam of Lord March

Λ :ι ι 1-3, and Point

Dexter,

3 :ai 1-2

Send for circular.

W. J Wheeler,

South Paris,

PAROID

KO"FIXCS

THE

HAS

CALL.

8. Government recently onlere·
The V.
1 #w,0ût) square feet for shipment to Manila
The subscribers bare sold over 25,000 feet
lu.000 feet during the month of June.
The one-ply which coste #2 35 per square 1
warranted ten years, and the two-ply flftee:

years.
We hare subjected U to some Ter} severe test
with most excellent résulta.
We also have the lVep«aa«t Bed Bop
Rooflu, manufactured by the same company
Τ bin males a very low priced roof which wll
last five years or more. Samples etc. free on ay

plication.

S. P. MAXIM & SON,
A|e«U,

WITH PARI·.

MAIRIE

We Do all Kind· of....
Maine

JOB PRINTING.
AtMod A FortoM,

Amerlca%
«

Looooooo

and Pictures,
Mats, Mirrors

South Pari·

SAVE THE CHILDREN.
Ninety-seven of every one hundred
diseases that children have are due to
disorders of the stomach, and these disorders are all caused by indigestion.
Kodol Dyspepsia Cure is just as good for
ohildren as it is for adults. Children

HOMEMAKERS' COLUMN.

DO YOU· WANT IT?

1 VVnL·I
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I.—1. A city in Michigan. 2. Wan
during. 3. Worn out. 4. Value. 5. A
number. G. A pronoun. 7. A letter.
Ii. -1. A famous writer of uminal
stories. 2. -To be fixed in. 3. Appear
4. For fear that. 5. Anger. 0.
ante.
One-half of neat. 7. A letter.

Several Ways of Cooking: Chicken.
Boiled—An old chicken is beat for
boiling. Put a quart of water into a
kettle and when it boile, put in a cleaned and trussed fowl. Add a large onion
with half a dozen cloves stuck in it, a
bay leaf, a bunch of sweet herbs, and a
little salt and pepper. When done, lift
Strain the
out and drain carefully.
broth in the kettle, thicken with flour,

Foley's Kidney Cure will cure all
arising from disordered kidneys
F. A. Shurtleff & Co.,
or bladder.
South Paris.

Orin Stevens, Oxford.

One day a friend was explaining to
her first reader class about wool. "Lily,"
she asked one of her pupils, "what is
your drees made of? Wool, isn't it?"
"No, it isn't," replied Lily, "It was
made out of my sister's old bicycle
skirt."

Nashville, Teim.,

For Infants and Children.

believed
refused,
a heavy heart and who have
as

did the American
to his

"harnessed

philosopher,

possessions."

The Kind You Have

to be
St

Francis "cast aside every weight" that
he might free himself from "idle Borrow." He and his first disciples "loved
nothing earthly and feared nothing
earthly. They were secure in all places,
troubled by no fears, distracted by no
of
cares; they lived without trouble
mind, waiting without solicitude for
the coming day." Rt Francis in the
fastnesses of the Italian hills singing
French hymns among the highway robbers in his whimsical lightness of heart
He know
makes a strange picture.
French badly, but It seemed to him the
language of gayety. The founds of
the Franciscans, though we are told

Dr. Geo. Ewing,

a

Always Bought

SO WEAR7.

Bears the

the
Weary and worn
time. Back weak and lame and
aching. Headache, Nervous,
Restless, Excitable. The Kid·
out all

practicing physician
neys
of Smith's Grove, Ky., for over thirty
years, writes his personal experience
with Foley's Kidney Cure: "For years I
had been greatiy bothered with kidney
that be possessed what was quaintly
and bladder trouble and enlarged proscalled the gift of tears when performtate gland. I used everything known
In his cell, was never
to the profession without relief, until I ing his dévêtions
commenced to use Foley's Kidney Cure. seen abroad without a smile; neither

Soubise Chicken.—Take a young fat
chicken and prepare for boiling. Cook
in a buttered saucepan with a pint of
white stock for an hour, seasoning with
salt and pepper to taste. Add a pound
of button onions, poeled, and cook half
an hour longer, turning the chicken occasionally. At serving time, put the
chicken in a deep platter and strain the
Make a ring of the boiled
sauce over it.
onions around the chicken, alternating
with small squares of bacon fried to a
crisp, and garnishing the whole with
parsley or the white heart leaves of lettuce.

are

After taking throe bottles I was entirely
relieved and cured. I prescribe it now
daily in my practice and heartily recommend its use to all physicians for such
troubles. I have prescribed it in hundreds of cases with perfect success."
F. A. Shurtleff & Co., South Paris.
Orin Stevens, Oxford.

would he tolerate any appearance of
heaviness in his followers. He rebuked
a brotiier to whom a dejected manner
had become habitual, saying, "My
brother, repent thy slus in private, and
do not appear before the community

Τίυτ Narcotic.

Doan's

/itçt ofOUnrSiMJELPtraUR
StwJrMx.Smn*
RctkMsSJ*jinite <Utd *

I strong chicken
I en with tho yolks

HinpSfd·'

fSSjj*£&mr.

disorders.

Mrs. Mark Hyde, of 45 Thornley street,
Pawtucket, R. I., says: "Doan'e Kidney
IMlls have bec-α used by botb my husband
and two daughters, and the relief obtained
lu every case was very satisfactory. Sly

A perfect Remedy forConstipaΓιοη, Sour Stomach,Diarrhoea

Worms .Convulsions .Feverishness and LOSS OF SLEEP.

husband was bothered off and on for a Ions
time with palus across his back, which ait
times became very severe. I saw Doan's
Kidney 1'Ills advertised, and procured a
box from W. L. Wood's drug store. He
used them, and In a very short time was rid
of the backache. I always koep pnan'a
Kidney Pills on band, and would not be

without them."
For sale by all druggists: SO cents.
ter-Mitburn Co., Uuffulo, Ν. Y.

FacSinxite

P.

Foe·

I

»

"It is a great mistake, Mabel, to trille
When He Did Better.
with the affections of a man who loves
A celebrated bishop once eat through
else."
one
some
you by encouraging
η long and atrocious sermon on η hot
"Well, he's a little slow, auntie. I think j summer morning. With an immovahe needs a pacemaker/'
ble countenance he listened to metaCONSUMPTION THREATENED.
phors that were mixed, pathos that
that was sad.
"I was troubled with a hacking cough was bathos and humor
for a year and I thought I had consump- i The preacher was a youth Just out of
tion," says C. Unger, 211 Maple St., I col h g —» very conceited youth. lie
Champaign, 111. "I tried a great many ; bellowed through his sermon at the
remedies and I was under the care of top of his lungs. His gestures were
physicians for several months. I used : violent enough to break his arma. At
It |
one bottle of Foley's Honey and Tar.
every climax he fixed the bishop with
cured me, and I have not been troubled
his eye to see If α suitable Impression
South
A
since." F. A. Shurtleff
Co.,
had been made.
Paris. Orin Stevens, Oxford.
And at the end of the service this
have j young snip swaggered up to the bishop
His Life Work. Doctor—"I
spent four years at the medical school ! and said:
only to discover that I know nothing I "I fancy I did rather well today, sir.
about medicine." Friend—"And now?" Don't you think soV"
"I shall devote the rest of my life to
"Yes," re' :rned the bishop; "but you
concealing my ignorance from the pub· did better iast year."
lie."
"Last year!" said the young man.
"Why, I didn't preach at all last year."
FOLEY'S KIDNEY CURE.
"That's the reason," said the bishop,
Will cure Bright's Disease.
with a pleasant smile.
Will cure Diabetes.
Will cure Stone in Bladder.
The Dyliur Πο.-trder.
cure
Will
Kidney and Bladder
The boarder was about to settle perDiseasos. F. A. Shurtleff & Co., South
Paris. Orin Stevens, Oxford.
manently with his first landlady-

j

j

"I nebber could see," said Uncle Eben,
"how hahd times or the trusts could
keep a man dat's willing to work fum
earnin' two bits by shovelin' snow.

? axative

ftromo

3ure$ a CoM In One Day,

Quinine
2

GrJptn

Days

myself."

sympathy.—Balti-

Omnipresent Scot.
The London Chronicle tells a story of
QUICK RELIEF FOR ASTHMA SUFa traveler In eastern Russia who atFERERS.
tended service In a Greek chUrch and
im-l
affords
and
Tar
Foley's Honey
mediate relief to asthma sufferers in the ; noticed a gigantic attendant in the proworst stages and if taken in time will cession \rho flourished an asperge with
j
effect a cure. F. A. Shurtleff & Co., great skill, uttering words wb'"h
South Paris. Orin Stevens, Oxford.
seemed familiar.
Listening intent 7,
the tourist made out the sentence: "It's
is
it
What
Scott!
Grandpa—"Great
J 1st a pickle o' clean cauld watter. If
now?" Willie—"I only wanted to know !
it does ye nae guld It does ye nue
if I wus born twins, what would my
halrm."
other name be?"
After the service the attendant disclosed himself as a Dunfermline man
STOPS THE COUGH
who had temporarily taken service
AND WORKS OFF THE COLD.
Laxative Bromo-Quinine Tablets cure with the local Greek priest.
No Cure, no Paya cold in one day.
Price 25 oents.
The

j

May be Êaten with Fingers.
Olives, to which a fork should never
be applied.
Asparagus, whether hot; or cold, when

served whole, as it should be.
Lettuce, which should be dipped in

dressing or a little salt.
Celery, which may properly be placed
on the tablecloth beside the plate.
the

An Alaakan Smoke.

1

"So you expect your new dress home
How would you enjoy a pipeful of
to-day, do youV asked Mr. Suburba. wood shavings, saturuted with a strong
"I
said
Mrs.
Suburba,
"Oh, no," replied
solution of pepper, as an after dinner
the dressmaker promised it to me tosmoke? Strange as this may seem for
day."
a substitute for tobacco, 4t is. says tbe
"I had diabetes in its worst form," j Family Doctor, nevertheless used as
writes Marion Lee of Dunreath, Ind. "I ! such by Indians along the Alaskan
tried eight physicians without relief, ! coast. Their mouths are often made
Only three bottled of Foley's Kidney raw by the practice, and the eyesight
Cure made me a well man." F. A.
of many is affected by the strong
Shurtleff & Co., South Paris. Orin Ste-.
fume·.
Oxford.
vens,

j

h
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GUSTO!

MS

▼Ml ClNTAUft COMPANY, NEW VOMI MTV.

Pari*,

orders promptly filled.

Mall

ι

Weak
Hearts

Indigestion. Ninety-nine of every
hundred people who have heart troubw
can remember when it was simple indlges·
tion. It is a scientific fact that all cases of
heart disease, not organic, are not only
traceable to, but are the direct result of indigestion. All food taken Into the stomach
Which falls of perfect digestion ferments and
•wells the stomach, puffing It up against the
heart. This Interferes with the action ot
Are due to
one

the heart, and in the course of time that

delicate but vital organ becomes diseased.

Mr. D. Kaubla. of Nevadi, O.. «ys : I had stomach
trouble and was In a bad state as I had heart trouble
with It. I took Kodol Dyspepsia Cure for about fori
months sod It cured me.

Kodol Digests What You Eat
and relieves the stomach of all nervoul
heart of all pressure.
Bottles only. $1.00 Size holding 2H times thetrtf
Hie, which sells for 50c
Prepared by 1. O. DeWlTT * 00., OHIOAOO

atraln^nd the

by F. Λ. Shurtleff 4 Co.

Sold

DO YOU WANT STEADY

EMPLOYMENT AT GOOD PAY?

We want mon over all Xow England to
nursery stock.
work for us Rolling
Steady job, pay wockly, experience not
outllt
necessary, exclusive territory,
free. Apply at once.

HOMER N. CHASE 4 CO., Auburn, Mo
99 A. Main Street.

Mention tiiU pa|>er.

MOST

LIBERAL

OFFER

OF
THE
YEAR.

UNPROFITABLE

ι FEEDING

Intelligent Btook raisers know
that a certain amouut of feed le
necessary to keep an anliual
They

alive.

might f<*d

The New-York
Tribune Farmer
is a national illustrated agricultural weekly for farmers
and their familieH, and stands at the h> id of the agricultural press. It is a practical paper for practical farmers,
helping them to secure the largest possible profit from the
farm through practical methods.
It is entertaining, instructive and practically useful (·»
sons and daughters, whose interests it
the farmer's

covers

that^

amount as long as It lives, and It

would never gain a pound.
There Is no profit In that kind
of feeding. The kind that pays
Is the kind that builds tlesh rap-

pounds

Your name and address on

amounts to
or

ALMOST

You have to do a certain
amount of advertising to make
them wake up to the fact that

AS

above
that
What
pay
you
amount brings profit
Some advertisers fall because

AS

you are in business at all. You
have to pay a certain amount to
keep your advertising alive.

GOOD

they do not use enough space.
They use barely enough or sometimes not quite enough to make
the advertising self sustaining.

A

DAILY

Â little bit more would make it
profitable. It is better to adver-

a

postal

card

to

THE

The New-York
Tri-Weekly Tribune

as
is a metropolitan newspaper for busy people, almost
good as a daily, and your Rural Free Delivery Carrier
brings it to your door three times every week.
It is published on Mondays, Wednesdays and Fridays,

and contains all the most important news cf The Daily
Tribune, which is a guarantee of its value..
If you live in the village or on a farm and have m.t
time for a daily newspaper you may be kept in close touch
with all important news of the world ai a very small cost.
Tho regular price of THE NEW YORK TRI-WEEKLY
TRIBUNE is only 91.50 per year, but you can secure it with
Oxford Democrat,
your own favorite local nowspaper, The

Bold Papers One Year (or $2.25.

NEWS-

little too much than not

quite enough.—Charles

manner.

NEW-YORK TRIBUNE FARMER, New-York City, will
bring you free sample copy.

It'· the name wny vrlth advert 1*1 η nr. Yon have to do ■
certain amount to overcome
the realatance of the public.

tise a

wife,

attractive

Send your order and money to The Oxford Democrat,
South Paris, Maine.

alive, twenty-five pounds α day
will make It gain flesh. It's the
extra Ave that brings the profit.
nothing, nor does the eecond
third or fourth five pounds.

an

Both Papers One Year for Only $2.00.

Idly. If it takes twenty pounds
of food each day to keep a sheep

The first five

in

The regular price is il.00 per year, but we will reNEW-YORK
ceive
subscription for THE
your
TRIBUNE FARMER and also for your own favorite
local newspaper, The Oxford Democrat,

Austin

Bates.

PAPER.

Some of our advertisers could
enlarge their apace with

profit.

Send your order and money to The Oxford Democrat,
South Paris, Maine.
Your name and address on a postal card to THE NEWYORK TRI-WEEKLY TRIBUNE, New-York City, will
bring you a free sample copy.

QUAKER RANGE

"

Lawyer—"I must know the whole
truth before I can successfully defend
you. Have you told me everything?" greater than mere
Prisoner—"Yes, everything, 'cept where more American.
I hid the money, and I want that for

I

ΊΛΧΙΠ,

Ο more.'
Several persons were present who
boarded at the same place, and in their
loud sobs could be detected a grief

What

spoon.
Cheese which is almost invariably
eaten with the fingers by the most particular.
/
Either the leg or other small pieces of
Rodrick—"I don't think they have
Ladies at most fasnionable
been married long." Van Albert—"Not a bird.
I. They call every quarrel a misunder- 1 luncheons pick small pieces of chicken
without using knife or fork.—Exchange.
standing."

Mother Grundy.
The minister had been summoned.
"Is there anything you would like to
have sung—any specific hymn?" asked
the good man.
"Yes," said the boarder, with feebly
fluttering breath. 'There is a hymn
with something in it about 'Feed me
till I want no more:' also some one
might sing 'We're going home to dine—

of

EXACT COPY OF WRAPPER.

supplies !

*43 nmn St., South

j

J
j

111 ο il

DllStS-

Cure. This
of three eggs, well will take Kodol Dyspepsia
the stomach for the reI beaten. Cook over hot water till tht reredy prepares
digestion and assimiI mixture thickens a little. Season with ception, retention,
of all of the wholesome food that
I salt, pepper and grated nutmeg, poui lation
and enables the digestive

have "inde" (the English "ess") added
A
to their husbands' title or olfice.
colonel's wife, for Instance. Is called
obcretinde, and the wife of the chammay be eaten,
into the berlain to the king kanuuerberreinde,
organs to transform the same
kind of blood that gives health and and so forth.
Hut the subtleties of the additional
strength. Sold by F. A. Shurtleff & Co.
address in writing even excel
titular
Mamma—"Johnny, what made you
form. That persons of the
verbal
the
pinch the baby? Didn't I hear you ask- first rank are "excellencies" is only
ing the Lord last night to make you a
of the second
good boy?" Johnny (aged 5)—"Yes, natural, but gentlemen addressed to
and class have on documents
mamma; but I guess he was busy
them a "high well born" prefixed to
didn't hear me."
their title anil name, and those of the
third class a "high and well l»orn." I
Important to Mother».
much regret that I cannot explain why
C
of
bottle
ASTORIA,
Enmlno carefully every
the addition of this "and" should
for lofants and children,
• Mfeaod euro remedy
,
somewhat detract from the value of
•nd we that it
the same words.
Gentlemen of the ninth class are addressed as "well honorable and well
bred," which Is, I think, almost more
IB Vac For Over 30 Years.
The Kind Too Bare Always Bought than they could expect for their $3.33.

Signature

NEW YORK.
Alb

OAlirDAO Î PHOTOGRAPHIC
u

In
Use
For Over
Thirty Years

ffflSrSmSkiyk*

every symptom of Kidney Ills, from
common backache to complicated urinary
cure

W.

of

nor Mineral

Opium,Morphine

sick.

u/mlmu

Signature

Promotes Digestion.Cheerful·
ness and Rest.Contains neither

Kidney Pills

With Rice.—Prepare for boiling and
thus downcast."
boil for iifteen minutes. Then add an
We are Inclined to think that those
and
six
cloves,
Bond."
with
pepper
onion stuck
Ile—"I'd like to meet Miss
who make their living—provided it is
When
herbs.
sweet
of
bunch
a
she
has
thirty a
She—' Why?" "I hear
salt, and
fairly good one—in the sweat of their
the onion is cooked to pieces, take it out thousand a year and no incumbrance."
brow have lighter hearts than those
and add a cupful of well-washed rice. "Is she looking for one?"
who make It in the sweat of their
Cook till the rice is tender, and pour the
brain. The high spirits which seem to
DE WITT IS THE NAME.
whole around the chicken.
to
When you go to buy Witch Hazel be enjoyed by domestic servants,
A La Pbintaniebe—Prepare as for
look for the name DeWitt on every Judge by the sounds which come upboiling and fry whole in a stew pan, with Salve
The pure, unadulterated Witch stairs. are a case in point. Dusting,
half a pound of bacon choppcd fino. box.
DeWitt's Witch scrubbing and plate cleaning seem to
Scald another half pound of bacon, cut Pazel is used in making
in
it to the Hazel Salve, which is the best salve
weigh on the heart far lees than docit into small squares, and add
the world for cuts, burns, bruises, boils,
toring. Journalism or the study of law
chicken, together with four small carrots eczema and
of
piles. The popularity
Too often spirits are
or theology.
and four small onions cut fine. Season
its
to
duo
DeWitt's Witch Hazel Salve,
or by disappointoverwork
with salt and pepper and add a cupful of
broken
by
worthnumerous
many cures, has caused
to succeed
stock, milk or water, if needed to moist- less
counterfeits to be placed on the ment in the wild struggle
finish
and
Cover the pan tightly
en.
market. The genuine bears the name of which goes on among professional peowhite
a
Make
oven.
the
cooking in
Certainly In the literary world
E. C. DeWitt & Co., Chicago. Sold by ple.
sauce, using tho strained drippings from F. A. Shurtleff & Co.
light hearts are generally lost early,
the chicken, and add to it a cupful of
yet the 11;:..t hearted man of letters,
cooked or canned peas.
Ethel—"Yes, dear George proposed though he Is rare, Is the most attractive
Bkoiled—Clean and singe a tender last night, and I took pity on the poor of all
light hearted men. Ile knows
I chicken and split it down the back. fellow." Her Best Friend—"What! how to
express the music that Is in his
I Break the joints, take out tho breast You don't mean to say you refused him,
mind and is like a composer who is
I hone, wipe clean, sprinkle with salt and after all?"
also an executant.—London Spectator.
I popper and rub with soft butter. Broil
Nasal Catarrh quickly yields to treatlogera clear fire and serve with melted
is
ment by Ely's Cream Balm, which
I butter.
A RIOT IN TITLES.
agreeably aromatic. It is received
as
with
Bacon—Prepare
Ekoilkd
I
through the nostrils, cleanses and heals Elaborate Cla»aiûc-atian of Bank
labo/e, rubbing tho chicken with salt, the whole surface over which it diffuses
That HuIcn In Deniuurk.
I pepper and either olive oil or bacon fat. itself. A remedy for Nasal Catarrh
The Danish classification of rank Is
I Broil as usual, serve on toast, sprinkle which is drying or exciting to the disI with lemon juice and chopped parsley, eased membrane should not be used. a very élabora te one, built up of ofI ;ind garnish liberally with rashers of Cream Balm is recognized as a specific. fices, orders, birth and titles, writes J.
and
I fried bacon.
Price ">0 cents at druggists or by mail. Broeluier In "Danish Life lu Town
head immediately disap- Country."
There are nine classes,
I A La Waldobf—Cut fine tho rem- A cold in theCream
Balm is used. Ely which are divided into as many as a
I nants of a cold, roast) chicken. Blend pears when
New York.
dozen subsections, each of which may
I one tablespoonful of butter with two of Brothers, 50 Wairen Street,
I llour, add a few chopped sweet herbs
comprise a score or two of difa
fabuagain
made
that
you
"I understand
I and half a cupful of canned mushrooms, lous fortune out of your novel,"
ferent titles and offices, yet there was a
I cut fine. Add a cupful of white wine
"Perhaps fabulous is not the exact complaint in υηο of the Dunlsh papers
I and a cupful of chicken stock, milk or
answered the author. "I would the other day that It was anything but
I water. When the sauce is done, add the word,"
rather say fictitious."
complete.
I chicken and cook slowly for fifteen
Holders of titles have to pay an anI minutes. Serve on toast, or in a deep
POTENT PILL PLEASURE.
nual tax ranging from fH.iW I" the
I platter, garnished with toast pointe. A
their
The pills that are potent in
first class to a miserly $3.33 In the
I sprinkle of chopped parsley is an im- action and
pleasant in effect are DeWitt's ninth. There are about a score of difI prove nent.
of
Little Early Risers. W. S. Phi'pot
at- ferent titles, several of which are again
Croquettes—Use tho remnants ol Albany, Ga., says, "During a bilious
the
I cold boiled or roast chicken. Chopped tack I took one. Small as it was it did divided Into "real" and "others,"
than
I mushrooms, cold cooked veal, sweet- me more good than calomel, blue-mass "real" being several shades better
I breads, calf's brains, or cold boiled rice or any other pills I over took, and at the the "others."
I may bo added if tho quantity is not same time it affected me pleasantly. LitThese titles are always used In conBind with a raw egg, 01 tle Early Risers are certainly an ideal versation. as, for example, "Will not
I sufficient.
I more, if needed, and season to taste. pill." Sold by F. A. Shurtleff & Co.
the chamberlain have a cigar?" or
I Shape into croquettes, dip in eggs and
"llr. Chamberlain, will you not have
an
is
Si—"That hi^ed man o' yourn
I crumbs, fiy in deep fat, and servo witli
And It requires a fairly
I any preferred sauco. This is a favorite awful lazy feller." Hi—"Yep; there a cigar?"
to give
I dish for luncheons, when either sweet· a'n't nothin' he likes to see movin' 'cept clear head and a good memory
everybody his due in a large party,
I b eads, brains or mushrooms are added to have his pay runnin' on."
I to tho chicken. French peas are used
esiMfclally as some of them are decoEAT ALL YOU WANT.
I for a garnish.
rously long, as, for Instance, geheimePe-sons troubled with indigestion or conferentsraad.
of
each
one
Ccstahd—Use
cupful
eat all they want if they
Then there are ladles, who generally
stock and cream. Thick- dyspepsia can

Strawberries when served with the
stems on, as they usually are.
Bread, toast, tarts, small cakes, etc.
Fruits of all kinds, except preserves
Many persons in this community are
with a
suffering from kidney complaint who and melons,. which are eaten
could avoid fatal results by using Foley's
Kidney Cure. F. A. Shurtleff A Co.,
South Paris. Orin Stevens, Oxford.

6AST0RIA

Wttk
to B« Oftener Linked
Brawn Than With Brain.
to cultivate α

light
Is it possible
sorts of
heart? Probably not, but all
jlilfts have been pr.tctiocd ut all times
been
:o retain one. There have always
Francis who
lien like Thoreau and St.
that property brought with It

now three years
says: "My little boy is
old and has been suffering from indigeshad
tion ever since he was born. I hav·
the best doctors in Nashville, bnt they
failed to do him any good. After using
I
one bottle of Kodol he is a well baby.
of
a
add
chopped parsley recommend it to all sufferers." Kodol
tabieepuonful
the
and any other seasoning liked, pour over
digests what you eat and makes
the chicken and serve at once. Garnish stomach aweet. Sold by F. A. Shurtleff
Λ
with slices of fried bacon.
& Co.
Stuffed—Boil small onions in milk
Teacher—"Willie, what did the chiltill nearly tender, and stuff a cleaned
of
dren of Israel do when they came out
minced
add
chicken with them. Boil,
the Red eea." Willie—"I s'pects dey
boiled onions to the sauce, pour over,
dried deceives.'1
sprinkle with chopped parsley and serve
at once.
A PHYSICIAN HEALED.

I into custard cups and servo very cold.
Ct'RitiED—(Mit up a chicken and put it
I into a kettle of boiling v^ater. Season
I with salt, pepper, a bunch of sweet
I herbs, six small onions, throe cloves and
Xo. 231.—raluc Comparative».
Boil for forty-flvt
a grating of nutmeg.
[Example: An animal; to crouch it I minutes or more, skimming as needed,
fear. Answer—Cow, cower.)
I Make a sauce of ono tablespoonful ol
I butter, two of flour, and tho liquor the
1. The mall; an advertising sheet.
I chicken was boiled in. Mix a levol
2. Allow; a message often dear.
I tablespoonful of curry powder with the
8. A boy; u mount for nimble feet
I well-beaten yolks of four eggs, the juici
I of half a lemon and a little of tho grated
AtltlltlouN.
λ'Ο.
I poel. Mix a little of the sauce with tht
η
have
and
name
tu
a
Add flft.v
girl's
to tin
egg mixture and add it slowly
tor
beads.
product used
I contents of the kettle. Put the chicket
verb.
Add fifty to reward and have η
I iuto a deep platter, pour the sauce ovei
I it, a?d garnish with a border of boiled
Time to Stop.
I rice.—Brown Book.
a
Wife—Oh. John. the baby's got
Shoes for the season.
tooth:
Mannish shoes have lost caste. Thoj
Husband—Well. 1 hope he'll be satis
seem out of place with the feminine
tied uow. He's been crying for it long
fripperies decreed by Dame Fashion,
enough.
With them are disappearing the square
toes and low heels. The extremely higli
Hurrah For Pat
Du Barry heel is used on both the street
Little Willie (proudly)—My pa knows
shoes and evening slippers. It is fro
a few things.
quently in red, white or some other coloi
Little Bob (contemptuously)—Ho! My which contrasts wiih the shoe and
than
your pa.
matches tho gown.
pa knows fewer thing·»
The Cuban heel is lower and more
serviceable for walking purposes.
Key to the I'ur./ler.
No. 217.—Beheading: Smother, moth
Strap effects are much in vogue or
high shoes and slippers. The high shoes
er, other.
be fastened with eight or nine o!
No. 218.—A Bit From Bos: Oliver may
these straps, each ornamented with a
Twist.
small buckle in silver, gilt or bronze,
No. 21&—A Labyrinth: Beciu with Κ These
straps have superseded the colo
in the third line. Uockets. mines, tor
niai buckles on low ties.
ro
firecrackers,
The low shoes are generally lacec
pedoes. colored lights,
mau candles.
with wide ribbons. Red ribbon is thm
used in a black Oxford tie.
No. 220.—Word Squares:
Suede ties come in evory shade t<
III.
II.
I.
match the thin summer silk gowns. A
S
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Κ
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S
Ε
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MADAM
new departure in colored ties is the liner
U Ν I) Ε Κ
II Κ U I Ν
A It Ε Ν A
one to match the linen and mercerized
EDUCE
EGRET
Ι) Κ 1 U Ν
gowns. They come in many shades.
SECTS
SIEGE
ANGEL
The evening slippers are in satin,
Τ R Κ S Β
Κ Ν Τ Ε U
suede and velvet. Some are lace insertMANLT
the stockings. Others arc
No. 221.—Transposition: Raced, ce- ed to match
trimmed with appliques in fleur-de-lis,
dar. cai^nl.
butterfly and bow-knot designs. They
No. 222.—Diamond: 1. D. 2. Sip. 3. are einbroiderod in silver and
gold, and
Spare. 1. Diamond. Γι. I'roud. G. End. ornamented with tiny sequins. The vel7 I)
vet slippers have rhinestone buckles, aud
No. 223.—Arithmograph: Still waters the satin slippers rosettes of lace oi
dotted net.—Argus.
run deep.
No 224.—Seveu Seas: C-loud. C-lump.
Fashions for Travelers.
C-hilly. (.'-how C-rnt. Γ-ave. C-aeh.
It is no longer deemed correct to start
|
TO CURE A COLB IN ONE DAY on a journey wearing a shabby old gowo
Take Laxative Bromo-Quinino Tablets. or hat. For all the world goes traveling
All druggists refund the money if it nowadays, and, furthermore, there is nc
E. W. Grove's signature real reason, in those days when there ie
fails to cure.
so much luxury about the way we travel,
on each box.
2ôc.
that a woman should not dress herself
Suitor—"Tour sister and I were jusl as becomingly when starting off for a
talking business out here on the ve- journey as when starting off for a day in
randa." Her Little Brother—"Oh, no; town. This year silk gowns are imyou weren't. When a fellow begins to mensely fashionable for this purpose,
talk business sister always takes him made either in shirt-waist deeign or with
into the conservatory."
long coat and skirt. The changeable
blue taffetas are very smart, but taffeta
Foley's Kidney Cure is a modicine free is not so cool as India Bilk or figurod
from poisons and will cure any caso of
foulard, so it is fortunate that both are
tvdney disease that is not beyond the in style. These gowns are beet when
reach of medicine. F. A. Shurtleii A made
simply, and when worn with emCo., Sonth Paris. Orin Stevens, Oxford. broidered or lace collar, cuffs, and tie are
extremely emart and almost always beBertie—"I don't want to go to bed yet,
Plain blue or black in India
sis.· I want to see you and Mr. Shepherd coming.
silk, and pongee in its natural color,
!"
Lucie—"You
wicked
cards
boy,
play
brown or blue, are all in demand, and it
to think we should do such a thing—we
remarkable bow many different
is
never do it."
Bertie—"But, I heard
changes there are to be devised with
mamma tell you to mind how you playthese apparently similar styles.—Argus.
ed your cards when Mr. Shepherd came !'1
diseases

laid

thrive on it. It keeps their little stomachs sweet and encourages their growth
and development. Mrs. Henry Carter,

705 Central Street,

LIGHT HEART.
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Will

large stock of new
Pianos and Organs, and have
I have

some

a

nice trades in second

hand instruments.

I have one Colonial Style, mahogany
Pease piano, 7i octave, almost new

case.

forilSft.

One walnut case Poole piano, almost
new, for 9900, worth $:J50.
One second hand Ivers & Pond piano,
walnut case, for $930, worth $300.
I have a nice oak case organ at Rumford Falls, 11 stopb, that I will sell at a
great trade.
One second band Estey organ at South

almost new, for $33
One second hand Worcester organ, 11
itops, in nice condition, for $43
One second hand Dyer A Hughes, six
jctave, walnut case, never been hurt,
that cost $125, for $03.
One second hand equare piano, a nice 1I
>ne, for $113, worth $140.

Paris,

SEND FOR CATALOGUES.

W. J. Wheeler,
Bixxurae BLOCS,

katk Pari·,

I

The nickel rails in the
QUAKER MODEL are easy
to remove as
on

they

are

without bolts.
50 CtS.

D°Wn ,nd

50 CtS.

Variety Store, Norway.
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